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INDIGENOUS POTTERYAFTER THE SPANISH CONQUEST OF MEXICO:
POTTERS' REACTIONS TO THE NE\7-COLONTAL SOCIETY

Gilda Hernández Sánchez

Abstract

The enormoas cuburøl trønsformøtion produced by the Spønish conquest of Mexico høs

been well studied. Cl¡ronicles and other historicøl documents prouide a wide þnowledst of
changes tbe conquest introducedto the indigenous socie4t. The fficts of tbe conquest on the

material cuhure, houeuer, l¡aue not been adequateþ explored, abhough they ffir a mzre

representatiue perspectiue of the colonization. Presented here is a brief study of the cbanges

and continuities of the cerømic technology in the Basin of Mexico øfier tlte conquest.

Ceramic fragmentt dre used to ønøþse how indigenous potters of the eørþ colonial period
(A.D, 1521-1620) reacted to tl)ose dfficult times and to earþ stages of the neu colonial
socìety. Specficølþ, seueral steps of the operøtiae process of pottery production are considered.

Introduction

The enormou, åultur"l, social and economic transformation produced by the Spanish
conquest of Mexico has been well studied. Thanks to the existence of a wicle corpus of
historical documents, today we know many aspects of the impact of the colonization
in the indigenous society (i.e., Gibson 1964;Locl<hart 1992; Terraciano 2001). The
abundance of documentary information, nevertheless, has created an obstacle. As
recently noted (i.e., Lightfoot 1995:201; Little 2007: 54; Lyons and Papadapoulus
2002: l), documents usually offer a biased vision, especially in situations of colonial-
ism. In Mexico, for example, most of the surviving colonial documents were written by
the colonizers. Consequently, many historical interpretations based on those texts rep-
resent the Spaniards as active agents of progress while the indigenous peoples are shown
as passive receptors. At the sâme time, material culture has been relatively little consid-
erecl in studies of the Mexican colonial period, even though it offers a more repre-
sentative, and inclusive, perspective of the history than documents, as Peter van Dom-
melen points out (van Dommelen 2006: 712). Things, buildings, and material culture
in general, provide a wider panorama in different aspects of ancient societies, including
those cletails of the daily life that are obviated in documents. In this context, is a brief
study of the impact of the Spanish conquest on the indigenous pottery technology in
the Basin of Mexico (Figure 1). It uses ceramic fragments to explore how indigenous
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Figure 1 . Location of the Basin of Mexico (based on \Øorld Landerkarte 1 998)

potters of the earlycolonial period (A.D. 1521-1620) reacted to those difficult times
and to the new colonial society that just began to be formed.

In pre-Hispanic and colonial Mexico, daily pottery - for cooking, serving, storing
ancl transporting - was not recognized a fine handicraft. Like in many cultures of the
world, potters and their proclucts were often marginalized. As evidence we see that they
are almost invisible in pre-Hispanic and colonial clocuments from that region. In spite
of this apparent lack of importance, qrrotidian pottery is intimately related to family
organization ancl food habits. In potters' workshops it is also associated to specific
motor skills, transmission of knowleclge, environmental conclitions, distribtrtion chan-

nels and local economy. In other words, pottery is close to people's life. It is, therefore,
relatecl to the manner in which people react to a colonial society. \Øithin this fi'ame-
work, pottery is a viable medium to study the impact of Spanish colonialism in the
incligenous material culture of Mexico.

Mexico
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Studying a pottery technology

According to Sander van der Leeuw (1993: 241, 256), it is not nature but culture that
is the main determinant of a pottery technology. Thus, neither raw materials nor tools
cletermine the manufacturing techniques, rather than the concepttralization that potters
have about their technology. That is, how potters themselves conceive vessel shapes,

how they divicle them and in which sequence they are made. Their ideas about these

aspects are fundamental conceptual elements of any pottery technology since they
underlie the ways in which a particlllar culture deals with the proL,lems encountered in
the material world (van der Leeuw 1993:259).

These conceptualizations are resistant to change since they are shared and peopie are

largely unaware of their existence. Given that they involve motor habits usually learned
during childhood, they are rooted in potters ancl resistant to change (Gosselain 2000:
192). The manufacture of pottery, furthermore, involves other aspects. Potters take

clecisions about clay selection, its extraction, processing and firing. These issues seem to
reflect the interaction network of the potter, and accorclingly can be easily moclified
(Gosselain 2000 I92). Potters also take decisions about vessel shape, surface finishing
and decoration. These are visible and openly show potters behaviour, and in conse-

quence theycan be simply and often modified (Gosselain 2000: 191). Thus, if every

step of the operative process is studied in detail, from conceptualization to decoration,
we can have befier insights into the development of a pottery technology.

Pottery technology in the Basin of Mexico

Early colonial period (A.D. 1521-1620) ceramics from the Basin of Mexico offer a

useful perspective on Spanish conquest impact on the indigenous material cr¡lture.
This region was occupied during late pre-conquest times by Nahua (Aztec) people.
From A.D. 1350 till the Spanish conquest the Aztec empire had a big sizable impact
in central and south Mexico. Spanish colonization there was more pen/asive than else-

where in Mesoamerica. Nahua people hacl a highly developed poftely technology before

the Spaniarcls arrived, which has been well studied (i.e., Cervantes et al. 2007;Hodge
and Minc 1990; \Thalen and Parsons 1982). After the conquest, pottery did not disap-
pear, and even today it is still produced in several communities that specialize in tradi-
tional pottery for cooking, serving ancl transporting. Moreover, in cornparison to other
regions where colonial pottery has been studied rninimally, several analyses of early
colonial pottery resulted in qypologies and tentative dating (Charlton et al. 2007; Lister
and Lister 1982; \ùThalen and Parsons I9B2).

The colonial pottery of the Basin of Mexico, however, is not without its problems.
As Thomas Charlton and colleagues point out, archaeological materials from sealed

deposits fi'om the conquest are scarce (Charlton et al. 2007 : 429) . The same applies for
materials from contexts corresponding to short intervals between A.D. I52I and 1620.
Furthermore, it is not valid to make a straightforward correlation benveen indigenous
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pottery and indigenous users, neither between Spanish pottery and Spanish users.

Today we know that the distribution patterns of vessels from both technologies were

more complex (i.e., Rodríguez 2005).
In spite of these limitations, during the early colonial period indigenous pottely

in the Basin of Mexico continued to be produced. Potters borrowed some methods,

vessel shapes ancl decorations of the Spanish pottery tradition. Some attributes substi-
tuted those of pre-Hispanic times; others were reinterpreted and combined with
native elements resulting in new styles. In addition, there were innovations that do
not seem directly related to either technology. Considering such a varied panorama,
this study involves all types of pottery vessels produced in the Basin of Mexico during
the early colonial period, being of indigenous or Spanish traditions. The exception is

the Majolica'W'are. This pottery was introduced by Spaniards to the American colo-
nies, and by the end of the sixteenth century Mexico City became an important pro-
ducing centre. However, the manufacturing technology, vessel shapes and decoration
of Majolica, and even the organization of its production, remained strongly related to
Spanish pottery technology, and without influence of indigenous technology (Lister

and Lister 1982).
At the time of Spanish conquest, pottery of the Basin of Mexico consisted mainly of

vessels for cooking, storing ancl transporting. All have an orange surface. In archaeo-

logical typologies they are grouped as Orange'W'are. Also there were service vessels (for
eating, drinking and collective serving), which include Orange Burnished \Øare, also

known as Aztec \Øare, or the clecorated version, Aztec Black on Orange, or Red \Øare,

or less frequently Polychrome \Øare. Besides, there was Smoothed Plain \Øare, which
consisted of censers and braziers. After the conquest, these wares did not disappear br,rt

experienced changes. The Spaniards introduced the Glazed \Øare ancl the Majolica
\Øare, as well as a few European and Asian pottery imports.

The existing collections fi'om the Basin of Mexico permit investigation of the fol-
Iowing steps of its operative process:

(a) forming technique, which reflects potters' conceptualization,
(b) firing technology, which may reflect potters' interaction networks,
(c) vessel shapes,

(d) surface finishing, ancl

(e) decoration, this and the previous two aspects show potters' preferences.

(a) Forming technique
Post-conquest the conceptualization that indigenous potters have about their technol-
ogy does not seem to change. That is, manufacturing traces left on the pots show that
artisans continued using the same forming methods, and diving every pot in the same

sections during its production process (i.e., jars are constitLrted of three horizontal
parts: bottom, shoulder and neck, while small bowls have only one part). During the

last pre-colonial centuries vessels were made with horizontal moulds (that is, moulds of
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horizontal sections of the vessels), and this suggests that potters conceived their vessels

as composed of horizontal parts. Vessels were then completed using coiling and mod-
eling techniques. In the early colonial period vessels continued to be made with hori-
zontal moulds, and finished with coils ancl modeled elements.

After the conqLlest, the Spaniards introduced the potter's wheel to form vessels. This
device, which in Europe hacl a long tradition, is usually considered a technical improve-
ment since it increases productivity and standardization. However, during the colonial
period, and even at the present, Mexican potters probably dicl not perceive the wheel
as an important technical advantage (Foster 1 960: 10 I ; Katz 1977 : 724-125) , instead
it was perceived as a risk, given that it was expensive and required new motor skills.
Moreover, the speed and standardization attributed to the wheel were already obtained
trsing the indigenous manufacturing methods (Nicklin 197I: 39). Thus, the porrer's
wheel was only sparsely and selectively used in the Basin of Mexico during the early
colonial period, as different kinds of vessels of that time show. For example, still in
production were: (1) vessels with pre-Hispanic shape and surface finishing showing
traces of being produced with horizontal moulds, (2) vessels of the Smoothed Plain
\Øare, with some shapes qypical of the indigenous tradition and other of the Spanish
traclition, were made in moulcl, and (3) glazed vessels with shapes of indigenous and
Spanish origin were mostly made in mould; the few cases made with potter's wheel
have excltrsivelyshapes of Spanish origin (Charlton et al. 2007: 489_490).

(b) Firing technology
The firing technology in Mexico during late pre-colonial times is poorly known, given
the remarkable scarciqy of published information on pottery workshops (i.e., Charlton
et al. 2008; \Øinter and Payne 1976).In general it is assumed that pottery kilns were
a Spanish introduction, since they have not been found in pre-Hispanic contexts until
now, although it might also be that archaeologists have not yet managed to locate
them. In any case, the Spanish introduction of the two-chamber kiln (Figure 2) prob-
ably was widely accepted by indigenous potters. At the present it is usecl in most work-
shops, even in conselvative and isolated communities. The kiln's ability to save fuel
surely attracted indigenous potters.

In the colonial period changes in the indigenous firing technology were made pos-
sible by the novel two-chamber kiln. Higher temperatures snstained for longer periods
were more suited for glazed vessels, which require comparatively higher temperatures
to melt the glaze (Rye 1981t 24, 44). The kiln, however, clicl not promore beter
control of the firing temperature. On the contrary, colonial pottery displays different
levels of care and control of the firing process. For example, the pre-Hispanic Aztec
Burnished Serving \Øare usually exhibit goocl firing quality, versus the post-conquest
pottery. Firing, among other aspects, cleteriorates, as evidenced by the higher frequency
of vessels with firing clouds and black cores (Charkon er aL.2007t 436,440).The
Burnished \Øare disappears at the end of the period. Red \Øare, in conrrasr, shows
better firing control, and a general improvement, after the conquest (Charlton et al.
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Figr-rre 2. Two-chamber kiln of potter Juan García in Texcoco, a town in the Basin of Mexico
that specializes in traditional pottery. This present-day kiln is similar to those introducecl

by the Spaniards in the sixteenth century. It has nvo chambers separated by a grate;
on tlÌe bottom the firewood is placecl ancl pots are put into the main chamber.

2007: 446). Thus, the changes in firing technology during the early colonial period
coincicle with the different trends of the pottery of the Basin of Mexico. Some wares

deteriorated and vanished by the close of this period, while others flourished in the

colonial socieqr.

(c) Vessel shapes

Accorcling to the vessel shapes, it seems that during the early colonial period indigenous
food habits did not have significant changes (Figure 3). In general pre-colonial vessel

forms for cooking and storing continlled after the conqlrest, althor-rgh they occasionally
show minor srylistic variation, in rim shape (Charlton et aL.2007:436).In few cases,

indigenous vessel shapes were substituted by Spanish shapes of equivalent functions;
for example, the pre-colonial tripod bowl began to be replaced with the Spanish plate
(Figure 4). This tendency of replacement, ho\Mever, is more frequent after the early
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colonial periocl. The Spaniarcls int¡ocluced a few vessel shapes for needs that did not exist

before, such as candlesticks. Introductions were again more common after this period.
Pre-Hispanic ceremonial vessels, such as censers with long modeled handle, clisappear

in early colonial times (see Figure 3aa). Serwice vessels, both the quotidian Aztec Bur-
nished \Øare as well as the fine Polychrome \Øare, do not show changes in shape after
the conquest, but they disappear at the end of early colonial times. Red 'Sl'are, in con-
trast, evidences great colonial creativity. Towards the end of the period potters began to

produce Red \Øare with Spanish shapes, such as candlesticks, cups, small pitchers, salt

plates and lids (Charlton et al. 2007: 445452). Red \Øare was likely familiar to Span-

iards, given that in the Iberian Peninsula a tradition of red vessels existed since Roman
times. Most likely for this reason it was easily integrated in the new colonial society.

Glazecl \Øare is difficult to date; therefore it is still not clear how vessel shapes

changed through time. Some tripod molcøjetes, the common pre-Hispanic bowls
with rough incised bottoms for grinding chilies and other ingreclients for sauces (see

Figure 3v), were produced and glazed dLrring the early colonial periocl. Also, a few
other cooking and serwice vessels of indigenous origin were glazed (Charlton et al.

2007: 486). Overall, indigenor-rs vessel shapes still continued during early colonial
times. Only when the period ends did major morphological changes begin, which
signal changes in foocl habits and food service patterns.

,,r-l

)l(
e)

.r[L

I v)
c)a)

o)

Ð

w)
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Ð
q) Ð!
Ð
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Figure 3. Vessel shapes in the Basin of Mexico during late pre-conquest times:
(a, b, c, d, e, h) jars; (f, g) censers; (i) vase; (j) bowl with composite silhouette;

(k) griddle or comal; (1, m, n) big bowls for cooking, storing or collective serving;
(", p, q, r, s, t, u) bowls, some for individual serwing; (v, w, x) tripod bowls, for individual

serving; (y, z) goblets; (aa) censer with frying-pan handle (based on García et aI. 1999: Fig. 6)
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b)

5cm

Figure 4. In early colonial times a few incligenous vessel shapes were substituted with equivalent
Spanish shapes: (a) indigenous tripod bowl (modified f¡om García et al. 1999: Fig. 6)

that began to be replacecl by the Spanish plate (b) (based on Somé and Huarte 2002:232).

(e) Vessel surface finishing
After the conqLrest, pre-Hispanic vessel surface finishing associatecl with socially visible
pottery, for example the Orange Burnishecl Serving \Øare, deteriorated and disappeared
as the early colonial period ended. In contrast, pre-Hispanic surface finishing related to
less visible vessels, like the smoothed orange cooking and storing vessels, decayed in
quality, but persisted. The surface finishing of Red \Øare, associated with socially visi-
ble vessels, also continued (Charlton et al.2007t 447), possibly due to its similarity to
Spanish pottely. Thus, dtrring this period pre-colonial surface finishing shows rwo ten-
dencies. Finishes associated with vessels for visible contexts, like celebrations and other
special occasions of food consllme with guests, disappeared. Second, the time ancl care
invested in finishing the surface of all visible and less visible vessels decreasecl. With
exception of the Red \Øare, there seems to have been an overall decline of the inclige-
nolls pottery technology.

At the end of the early colonial period, Glazed \Øare became more frequent. Today
it is the most common surface finishing of traditional pottery in the Basin of Mexico,
both of vessels associatecl with visible as well as less visible contexts. Glazing, which in
the Iberian Peninsula hacl a long tradition, is considerecl a technical advantage since it
decorates and makes a vessel impermeable with littie investment of time ancl effort. It
seems that indigenous early colonial potters partially accepted this Spanish introcluc-
tion, since still toclay it is used in some regions, like the Basin of Mexico, but not in
others, like the Mixtec Highlands (i.e., Houben 2006) or the south of the state of
Puebla (i.e., Drr.rc 2000; Lackey 1981). The extra costs required for obtaining the glaz-
ing powder and the higher fuel requirements probably have been limitations since the
conquest.

a)
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(f) Vessel decoration
After the conquest, pre-Hispanic decorative patterns formerly limited ro a certain
ware were now founcl on different wares. For example, in the early colonial period the
Red \Øare maintained its pre-Hispanic decoration, but also incorporated a pattern of
lines and geometrical designs that earlier was exclusive of the Aztec Burnished tVare

(Charlton et aL.2007:450). Also tripod vessels of Aztec Burnished'ùØare included
new supports, like those modelled in form of butterfly antenna, eagle, lion and duck
heads, claws and faces of bearded men (Charlton et al. 2007 : 442). Most of these sup-
ports were already present in late pre-Hispanic vessels of other regions outside the
Basin of Mexico; however it is only after the conqllest that they were applied to Aztec
vessels. Furthermore, motiß of European origin began to be integrated in vessels with
typical indigenous shape and decoration. For example, Aztec Black on Orange vessels

maintained their cha¡acteristic pre-colonial decoration with lines and curvilinear
motifs, but also included new motiß in European style as bircls, fishes, leaves or flow-
ers (Clrarlton et al. 2007:441441) (Figr-rre 5). This suggests that in early colonial
times the rigid pre-Hispanic stylistic canons for pottery imposed by the Aztec empire
were relaxed.

In addition are polychrome vessels, which according to their shape ancl decoration
were used as serving ware in feasts and as ritual paraphernalia (Hernández 2005), they
show significant changes in decoration. In pre-Hispanic rimes some polychromes
were paintecl wìth typical symbols of the religious and ritual iconography of central
Mexico. After the conquest these vessels were still produced, however the symbols
with clear religiotrs ancl ritual connotations were no longer depicted. On the other'
hand, relative uncomplicated motifs, like flowers, feathers and volutes, continlled to
be representecl until the disappearance of this ware at the end of the early colonial
period. Aztec public rituals vanished after the conqlrest, probably along with the ves-
sels used in those ceremonies, that is, the vessels with religious decoration. However,
the persistence of polychrome vessels with other "harmless" motifs suggests that in
early colonial times special occasions, like feasts, where these fine vessels were usecl
still existecl.

-)'

a) b)

Figure 5. Aztec Black on Orange tripod bowls with the characteristic pre-colonial decoration
of lines and curvilinear elements, plus motiß in European style, as (a) birds, and (b) flowers

(based on Noguera 1975: Fig.60).
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Reactions of the indigenous pottery to the conquest

Pottery fi'om the Basin of Mexico reactecl to the Spanish colonization in a complex

manner. Only few years post-conquest several tendencies toward change and continu-
ity were already present, although they became increasing evident by the end of the

early colonial period. Since the sixteenth centllry, potters made modifications in vessel

shapes, surface finishing and decoration, while manufactttring techniqr-res were main-

tained, and have survived until the present.

Thanks to J. Lockhart 0992) and C. Gibson (1964), we know that many aspects of
the indigenous culture and society survived the early colonial period. It is until arottnd

A.D. 7620, when the Spanish program of relocation of indigenous communities

became general, that the indigenous sociery began to be transformed. A similar result

occurred with the pottery of the Basin of Mexico. During early colonial times there

were some changes in vessel shapes, surface finishing and deco¡ation, but most aspects

remained unchanged. Not until the end of that period do such traits began to disap-

pear and be replaced with a few Spanish equivalents or innovations. Also by the end of
early colonial times new vessel shapes appeared, evidencing new food habits.

In adclition, rwo tendencies in pottery production in that periocl include a general

deterioration of the ceramic technology, and a spurt of creativity. The former is seen in
the decreasing quality of surface finishing and firing. On the other hand, creativity is

discernablei in new vessel shapes. Spanish decorative elements incorporated on rypical
pre-colonial vessels, and decorative patterns, once limited to specific wares, start to be

exchanged berween wares. Both tendencies suggest a weakening of regional control of
potrery production. In late pre-Hispanic times, the Aztec empire had a strong control

on crafts production and exchange (Hodge and Minc 1990: 433); the government
imposed tribute and regulated the big regional markets. After the conquest, when the

Aztec empire collapsed, potters were surely more flexible and independent'
The well-known colonial introcluctions (potter's wheel, two-chamber kiln and glaz-

ing) affected in different degrees the pottery technology of the Basin of Mexico. In
principle, the potter's wheel was capable of changing the conceptualization of the pot-

rers, however, it was not accepted by most indigenous craftsmen. The rwo-chamber

kiln was adopted, but it had specifically an effect on the efficiency of vessel procluction
and in its decoration. Glazing was also incorporated, and it had an effect on cleco¡ation

and vessels' use. The conceptualization that potters had abotrt their technology, how-

ever, was not affected by these introductions. That is, craftsmen continued forming
pots in the same way as in pre-colonial times (using the same manufacturing tech-

niqr-res, sequences ancl shapes). Consequences of the early colonial potters'reaction to

these technical innovations are still visible. Today, traditional vessels of the Basin of
Mexico look different to those of pre-colonial times; howevet, their forming methods,

seqllence of manufacture and visualization of their constitrrtive parts are similar to that

of the past. Thus, the basic principles that guided the relationship between potters and

the material world before the conquest seem to be the same.
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All this sllggests that the transformation of the pottery industry occurrecl in potters'
interaction networks ancl in their behavior. The conceptualization of their technology,
in contrast, continued unchanged. Thus, probably the transmission of knowledge was
not disrupted, and families and communities of potters were maintained. The relation-
ship between them, their rules, organizarion and distribution networks, however, likely
changed primarily due the epidemics that decimated the population, and the collapse
of the Aztec tade system, in addition to other social and economical factors conse-
quence of the conquest.

Potters' reactions to the conquest can be seen as a form of resistance, although this
is a somewhat problematical concept (Rowlands l99B 331). As Given (2004: Il)
points out, a common colonial stereotype is the idea that when colonizers try to assim-
ilate the local culture, resistance persists due to strong attachments to the traditional
culture. Resistance is more complex. In material culture it involves several levels and
mechanisms of rejection, acceptance, reinterpretation and innovation, as well as an
impulse of creativity. The potters of the Basin of Mexico cluring the early colonial
period are a good example.
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EARLY OSTIONAN OSTIONOID CERAMIC COMPONENT
OF THE EL CABO SITE, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC:

A MORPHOLOGICAL, TECHNOLOGICAL
AND ST\'I-ISTIC CERAMIC EXAMINATION

BASED ON AN ATTRIBUTE ANALYSIS

Cortney J. St. Jean

Abstrøct

This ørticle is the product of researcb conducted þr ø Master of Arts dissertation by the

ãuthor (St. Jeøn 2008) on ø collection of Earþ Ostionøn Ostionoi.d. ceramics excrtuated øt

the El Cøbo site in tbe Dominicøn Republic. It?resents tl¡e resubs of ø comprehensiue rnor-

phological, technological and stylistic ceramic examinøtion bøsed on an ãttribute anøþsis
'with)nøþticøl 

uessels functioning as the unit of ønøþsis. Since a limited ømount of research

høs been conducted on Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics øs compøred to otlter þnown cerømic

ntaterials of the prehistoric Cøribbeøn, this study proaides imPortlrnt insigbt into the dynam'

ics of Ostionøn Ostionoid ceramics. Followi.ng a comparison with other Ostionan Ostionoid

cerømics, tentatiue results demonstrøte similarities between the Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics

fom the Et Cåbo site ønd those of other Ostionan Ostionoid øssentblages from Puerto Rico,

Jømøicø, the Bøhømas and ot/ter regions of the Dominicøn Republic.

Introduction

The Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics are an intricate component of a larger, more

complex Caribbean archaeological riddle. The Ostionoid developmentl' one of several

contèntiotrs clebates among Caribbeanists centres upon the origin of the Ostionoid

peoples, the presumed ancestors of the Taínos. Although the Ostionan Ostionoid

ceramic, are only a single facet of the Ostionoid culture, understanding the dynamics,

variabiliry ancl distribution of their existence can deliver much resolve in the investiga-

tion of the Ostionoid clevelopment. In its original delivery (St. Jean 2008), this research

focused upon the Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics as well as their position within the

Ostionoicl development as it relates to the cultural framework of the Greater Antilles

ancl the "Pre-Arawak Pottery Horizon".z In this article the research is primarily a

medium for the investigation of the Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics from the

El Cabo site in the Dominican Republic. Derivecl from the investigation, a comparison

is made between the El Cabo Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics and the Ostionan Ostio-

noid ceramics of other selected assemblages. Together, the results of the analysis and

Leiden Journal ofPottery Studies 24, 2008: 19-54
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comparison provide important information on the narure of Ostionan Ostionoid
pottery. Admitteclly, archaeological research has expanded well beyond the realm of
artifactual qualiûcation and quantiûcation. Flowever, a comprehensive undersrancling
of the fundamentals of Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics is currently incomplete.
This study sets out to determine what constitutes Early Ostionan Ostionoid pott.ry
since previotts investigations a¡e neither common nor elaborate. The analytical approach
implementecl in this analysis is rather unconvenrional for Ostionan OstionoiJ..r"--
ics. The morphological, technological and srylistic examinarion of the pottery is based
on an attribute analysis with analytical vessels serving as the unit of analysis. An attribute
analysis allows each individual characteristic to be recorded independently of one
another. The use of analytical vessels serves as a practical manner of attempting ro rec-
oncile individual artifacts into probable objects. The original M.A. resear.ch also
inciuded a cletailed low-tech fabric analysis3 to determine the variability in fabric and
inclusion features, an exploratory statistical analysis4 to derermine the possible relation-
ships berween variotts attribute states ancl a selÊtest analysis5 to determine rhe repeat-
abiliry of the attribute analysis conductecl by the researcher. However, these aspects of
the analysis could not be adequately demonstrated he¡e and were therefore orr-ritt.d.

Site bacþround

This research is based Lrpon an examination of the Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramic
material excavated fi'om two test units during the 2007 field work campaign ar rhe Lare
Ceramic Age site of El Cabo in the Dominican Republic. Perchecl on a stretch of lime-
stone coastline, this multi-period coastal village site was first thoughr to be occupied
from 600 to 1400 C.E.6 but with the recent discovery of typical Spanish .xchãng.
items such as glass beads and glazed poftery, the site's excavarors now argue that ir wàs
likely occupied by indigenous peoples until the first few decades of the 16th centr-rry
(Hofman et al. 2005: 3, 24-25; Hofman and Samson, personal communicarion, 2008).

The site of EI Cabo was discovered by Elpidio Ortega in l97B who excavated rwo
test units yielding ceramic sherds, stone and coral objects as well as some bone and
food remains (Hofman et al. 20071¡: 4) , ortega, an associare of the Museo del Hombre
Dominicano, determined that El Cabo represents two clistinctive occuparional phases.
He usecl the presence of both Ostionoid and Boca Chica pottery ro supporr hii inter-
Pretation. lJnfortunately, the site has been subjectecl to much damage since the initial
test excavations took place. Local looters and collectors found their way to the site,
littering it with large, illegally dug pits which have clestroyed significant portions of
the site.

El Cabo was revisited by the researchers of the Museo clel Hombre Dominicano in
the late 1990's during which time a sllwey revealed large elevated middens containing
ceramic fragments, shell food remains and human bones (Hofman et al. 2007a: 5). ri
2004, a survey carried our by Leiden universiry, universiry college London and the
Museo del Hombre Dominicano confirmed that the El Cabo site would selve as
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an excellent location for further in depth investigations as part of the research project
'Living and Dying in a Taíno Community' (Hofman et al. 2005:2; Hofman et al.

2007a:3). El Cabo has been the location of four archaeological field work campaigns
since 2005 cumulatively generating an impressive array of artifacts as well as hundreds
of features including th¡ee burials (Hofman er" al. 2005 , 2007 a) .

From the large scale excayations ancl multiple geophyiscal assessments, it was deter-
mined that the El Cabo site extends 150 to 160 m inland from the coast and 280 m
north to south making the site approximately 40,000 m2 (Hofman et aL 200/6: 4).
Based on the stratigraphic analysis of the excavated units, two overlapping occupational
phases were identified, an Ostionoid phase as well as a later Chicoid phase, confirming
Ortega's original interpretation. El Cabo can roughly be divided into two, more con-
centrated areas of occupation with earlier Ostionoid habitations to the north and west

ancl a later Ostionoid Chican (Taíno) settlement to the sorrth. Examples of the artifac-
tual finds include a complete boat-shaped vessel with D-shaped handles, anthropomor-
phic and zoomorphic adornos, polished greenstone objects, axes, adzes, stone flakes, a

diorite beacl, pendants and a fragment of an igneous stone collar (Hofman et al. 2005:
26-30). Due to the high density of posthole features and pits containing food remains
Lrnearthed during the excavations, it is clear that the site was heavily occupied from the
seventh to sixteenth century (Hofman et al. 2005: 3,24-25).

Methodology

Selection of ceramic sdruple

The research material utilizecl for this project was excavatecl during the 2OO7 fielclwork
campaign at the El Cabo site. In addition to the regular excavations in 2007, eight extra
test units of 2 x2 m, comprisingfour 1 x l msquares,were excavated inartificiallevels
of 10 cm. The ceramic material recovered from the nvo northernmost test units, each

clenoted by the southwest square, 75-26-62 and 84-34-80, is the subject marter of this
analysis. In terms of the ceramic material recovered from 75-26-62 and 85-34-80, "one
square from each unit was selected as a sample square from which all sieved remains

were collected. The rest of the squares were sieved and 25 percent of ceramics, tools, and
cliagnostic artifacts were selectecl from the sieve from each artificial layer" (Samson 2007,
unpublished site report). The material under str.rdy in this analysis was selected from the
totality of ceramics (100 percent) recovered from 75-26-72 (southeast square of unit
72-26-62) and 85-34-80 (southwest square of unit 85-34-80) as well as a from the 25
percent of the ceramics excavated from squares 75-26-62,75-26-63, 75-26-73, 85-34-
Bl, 85-34-90 and 85-34-91 which were sampled only for rim sherds and odrer ceramic
fiagments deemed interesting in the field. Since the Early Ostionan Ostionoid and
Chican Ostionoid pottery from the fivo test units recoverecl were founcl to be mixed
throughout all the artificial layers, the author was assisted by Dr. Corinne Hofman who
carefi-rlly separated out the Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics from the Early Ostionan
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Ostionoicl-Chican Ostionoid aclmixture. The final result of this selection as well as those

in the field mentionecl above saw all the ceramics which could confidently be associated

to the Early Ostionoid development, which included rim sherds larger than 5 cm as well
as various other ceramic fragments such as appendages, adornos, gridclles and base frag-

ments from the fivo test units grouped together to form the material under stucly in this
analysis. From there, the two test units' rim sherds were grouped into analytical vessels

based on physical mends and matching as well as upon the comparison of decoration,
inclusion characteristics, overall shape and key measurements including rim and wall
thickness. Body sherds present in the field sample assemblage taken from the two squares

75-26-72 and 85-34-80 which were completely (100 percent) sampled were disregarcled
from the analysis if they could not be confidently matched to potential analytical vessels.

Due to the fragmented nature of the assemblage, vessel mending was very diffictrlt.
A complete rim sherd capable of serving as part of an analytical vessel is one in

which the interior surface, the lip and the exterior surface are intact. Having only com-
plete rim sherds represent analytical vessels serves to minimize the occurrence of misin-
terpretations. As stated above, rim sherds of 5 cm or larger either in height, width or
both were preselected in the field for shipment to Leiden University fi'om squares

75-26-62,75-26-63,75-26-73, 85-34-8I, 85-34-90 and 85-34-91. Naturally, the rim
sherds from the total assemblages taken from squares 75-26-72 and 85-34-80 were also

sent to Leiden University for analysis. Therefore, all analytical vessels in this study have

been r..onriructed based on rim sherds of 5 cm or greater. A total of 52 analytical ves-

sels and 7 other ceramic fragments inclucling appendages, ødornos and griddles com-
prise the research sample. The number of analytical vessels in this analysis does not
represent the minimum number of possible vessels fi'om the two test units but rather
those which cotrld be confidentlv identified and reconstructed.

Use of anaþticøl uessels

The examination of the pottery is based on an attribute analysis with analytical vessels

serving as the unit of analysis. Analytical vessels are individual sherds grouped together
under the assumption that they originate from the same vessel. The use of analytical
vessels as the basis for an analysis is more conducive to a researcher's attempts at recon-
structing the artifacts as they once were in orcler to clescribe their composition and

proportion to one ânother. Using an analytical vessel approach in this situation is more
appropriate because the researcher can first attempt to mencl the inclividual rim sherds

into possible vessels than record their characteristics (see Espenshade 2000 for an exam-

ple in Caribbean literature). An analytical vessel approach obliges the researcher to
consider the individual artifacts as well as the complete vessels which those artifacts
used to represent. This is particularly important for pottery studies since determining
the variability in decoration, inclusions and shapes as well as their percentage of occur-
rence which is frequently utilizecl in inter-site comparisons, are common funclamental
research objectives. A weakness of analytical vessels, as discussed by Martelle (2002:
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148-751), is the shear clifficulty in reconstructing them. Analytical vessels are an ideal

unit of analysis; they are certainly not the most practical in terms of laboratory time

management.
In comparison, the use of an incliviclual rim sherd approach only allows the researcher

to consider artifacts as individual finds. For example, a larger pot tends to break into
more pieces than a smaller pot. A. researcher conducting an individual rim sherd analysis

would conclude rhat all the physical characteristics of the larger pot are more common
rhan those of the smaller pot simply because there are more individual pieces of the

larger pot. This may be an untrue conclusion. Using an analytical vessel approach helps

to minimize the over- or rrnder-representation of various vessels. \Øhen an assemblage is

examined according to individual sherds, systemâtic bias in the results are much more

likely to occur. Physical mends and matching sherds of the same clecoration, shape and

physical propositions selve as the primary methods employed to grollp sherds into ana-

lytical vessels. The analltical vessel approach is more accurate in clepicting the artifactual

realiry. Thrrs, by trying to avoid biases of certain vessel characteristics, the ceramics of
the two test units from El Cabo are studied in terms of analltical vessels.

Use of attribate anaþsis

Since this study depends Lrpon the researcher's abiliry to inter-compare mr-rltiple charac-

teristics of thd Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics recovered from El Cabo as well as

compare those to the ceramics of other Early Ostionoicl collections, a typological approach

could not have permitted the kind of analytical capaciry required for this research. As

demonstrated by several researchers (see Espenshade 2000; Hamburg 1999; Hofman
1987, 1999; Hofman and Jacobs 20OOlZO0l; Lundberg 1992,7999; Martelle 2002;
Ramsden 7977; Rjce 1987; Rogers 2006; Smith 1983; \Wright 1967, 1980 for example),

the use of an attribute analysis is a logical approach since it permitted the researcher to

compare all attributes of a vessel's characteristics independently of one another.

An attribute analysis is an effective method of recording the physical characteristics of
the ceramic collection. It is useftll because it allows for the recording of relatively detailed

information about each analytical vessel and other ceramic fragments which permits a

wider range of comparisons to be made and research questions to be resolved. This is

very important for archaeologists who are trying to understand matters of cultural affil-
iation, population mobiliry and exchange networks. In an attribute analysis, the ceramic

sample's characteristics are recorded independently of one another. For example, the

presence of a cerrain rim form is not assumed to determine the presence of a particular
decorative style nor is the occurrence of 

^ 
type of griddle form expected to perpetrrally

coincide with a certain mineral inclusion. Recording each physical characteristic sepa-

rately allows the researcher the opportuniry to cross-compare individual attribute states

independently between both various analytical vessels as well as various other ceramic

pieces such as adornos or griddles. This leads to a much larger variabiliry in the number
of possible relationships which can be tested both within the assemblage and with other
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collections. Various combinations of characteristics that might exist within arl assem-

blage are more readily identiûed. This is important for establishing a defìnitive interpre-
tation of the ceramics as opposite to a disorderly ftlsion of the most frequently occurring
characteristics which do not necessarily appear together. This approach helps to elimi-
nate the danger of lumping certain individual characteristics together in order to formu-
late typologies which inaccurately represent assemblages. Independently recording the

attribr-rtes also helps to eliminate any of the researcher's preconceived notions set in
motion through prior research experience with a similar collection of ceramics. For
example, if a researcher is analyzing a particular vessel reflective of another pot previ-
ously studied, conducting an attribute analysis forces the researcher to analyse each of
the particular characteristics of the latest vessel instead of automatically assuming homo-
geneiry and recording it in exactly the same fashion as the first vessel encountered.
Attribute analyses do not attempt to lump certain individual characteristics together nor
do they limit the possibiliry of various combinations of characteristics from existing
ones. Despite the fact that attribute analyses are structured on the basis of selecting cat-

egorical attribute states, this approach, as promoted by\Wright (2006:45),is an excel-

lent balance benveen both the particular and the general views.
As Knappett (2005: 673) argves "the archaeologist rarely sets ollt to study pottery

exhaustively, choosing instead to focus on a selection of [...] the variable features that
pottery exhibits - size, shape, fabric, textlrre, hardness, strength, shaping method, sur-

face treatmdnt and decoration [...]." In this study, morphological, technological and

stylistic attributes of the ceramic sample are recorded using two previously established

methodologies. The first methodology, developed by Hofman Q987; 1993; 1999) and
later clearly laid out by Hofman et al. (2007a) especially for the analysis of the El Cabo
site's ceramics, structures the bulk of the attributes and associated attribute states

recorded in this research. A secondary methodology for measuring selected attributes
created by Smith (1983) and later refined (Smith 1991, 1997) was also implemented
in order to supplement the latter methodology. The combination of the two attribute
methodological approaches generates a balanced analytical formulation for the research

at hand. Each of the attributes measured has a determined range of attribute states in
which to match the ceramic samples in order to record the characteristic in question.
Table 1 is a summary of each attribute comprised in this analysis. The range of attribute
states for each attribute examinecl do not appear in this table.

Earþ Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics of El Cabo

Each attribute is structurecl upon the basis of several attribute states which together,
reflect the entire range of variability found within that particular characteristic. A
total of 25 attributes each with a varying number of attribute states are measured

including for example vessel shape, Iip form, wall thickness, surface finish, inclusion
clensity and decoration. The researcher di<í not find it permissible to simply present
the most freqrrently occtrrring attribute states of each attribute, glue them together



Attributes of form

Attributes of size

Attributes ofcolour

Attributes of inclusions

Attributes of decoration*
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Morphological features Vessel shape
tVall profile - exterior
Rim orientation
Rim exterior profile I - simplified
Rim exterior profile II - elaborated

Rim interior profile
Liplorml-simplified
Lip form II - elaborated
Angle of lip interior
Appendages

Adornos
Griddles

Lip width
Vessel diameter
Vessel wall thickness

Colour interior
Colour exterior
Firing condition
Surface fi nishing interior
Surlace fi nishing exterior
Red

Technological features Inclusion density
Inclusion shape (roundness)

Inclusion slze

listic features Decoration

* Under sq/listic feature, one attribute, decoration is examined.

Table 1. Attributes exâmined by the researcher

and make the most typical Ostionoid ceramic vessel from the assemblage. This would
be incorrect and franldy, quite inappropriate. Instead the researcher has individually
recorded and subsequently presented the variability in each attribute recorded. Over-
all, the Early Ostionan Ostionoid assemblage demonstrated great variability in several

attributes as demonstrated below.

M o rp h o lo gi c a I fe atur e s

Attributes of form

Wssel shape

In terms of the vessel shape, all 52 analytical vessels were measLlrable for this attribute.
Understandably, the seven non-analytical vessel ceramics under study in this research

were not considered for this attribute. A total of 26 analytical vessels exhibit an unre-
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stricted vessel shape with simple contours. This is the most freqtrently occurring vessel

shape. Table 2 demonstrates the frequencies of all the attribute states in detail. Masked

by this attribute analysis is the presence of two boat-shaped analytical vessels among

the ceramic sample.

Percent

unrestrìcted vessel with simple contour

restrictecl vessel with a simple contour

unresrrictecl vessel with a composire conrorrr

restricted vessel with a composire contour

Total

Table 2. Frequencies of analytical vessel attributes: vessel shape.

Wøll profh - exterior
In terms of exterior wall profile, 51 analytical vessels were measurable for this attribute.
The exterior wall profile of one analytical vessel could not be conficlently determined.
The seven other non-analytical vessel ceramics under study in this research were not
considerecl for this attribute. The two most fl'equently occurring exterior wall profiles
recorded in'this assemblage are bowls with a convex wall with the largest part of the

diameter under the half of the vessel at 34.6 percent and bowls with a straight wall
with an angle greater than 50 degrees at 30.8 percent. Table 3 demonstrates the fre-

quencies of all the attribute states in detail,

Percent

indeterminate/unknown

bowl with a straight wall with an angle > 50

dish with a straight wall with an angle > 50

bowl with a convex wall with largest diameter uncler
the half of the vessel

bowl with a concave wall with largest diameter above

the the half of the vessel

bowl with a straight wall with corner point

bowl with a concave wall with corner

Total

Table 3. Frequencies of analytical vessel att¡ibutes: wall profile - exterior

Rim orientøtion
In terms of rim orientation, 5l analytical vessels were measlrrable for this attribute.
The rim orientation of one analytical vessel could not be confidently determined. The

50.0

32.7

15.4

1.9

100.0

1.9

30.8

3.8

34.6

17.3

7.7

3.8

100.0

Frequency

26

17

8

1

52

Frequency

4

2

52

9

1

16

2

1B
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seven other non-analytical vessel ceramics under study in this research were not consid-

ered for this attribute. A total of 29 analytical vessels clemonstrate a vertical rim orien-
rarion. This is the most frequently occurring rim orientation. A total of nine analytical

vessels exhibit an outflaring rim orientation. This is the least frequently occurring rim
orientation. Table 4 presents the fi'equencies of all attribute states in detail.

Percent

indeterminate/unknown

vertical

outflaring

insloping

Total

Tal>le 4. Frequencies of analytical vessel attributes: rim orientation

Rim exterior prortb I - simplif.ed
In terms of the simpliûecl rim exterior profile, 51 analytical vessels were meâsurable for
this attribute. The simplified rim exterior profile of one analytical vessel could not be

confidently determined. The seven other non-analytical vessel ceramics under study in
this research *... not consiclered for this attribute. The rwo most fi'equently occurring
simplifìed rim exterior profiles recorded in this assemblage are convex at 48.I percent

and straight at 44.2 percent. Table 5 demonstrates the fi'equencies of all the attribute
states in detail.

Percent

indeterminate/unknown

straight

concave

convex

extfa convex

Total

1.9

55.8

17.3

25.0

100.0

1.9

44.2

3.8

48.1

1.9

100.0

Table 5. Frequencies of analytical vessel att¡ibutes: rim exterior proûle I - simplified.

Rim exterior prortb II - eløborated

In terms of the elaboratecl rim exterior profile, 51 analytical vessels were measllrable for
this attribute. The elaborated rim exterior profile of one analytical vessel could not be

confidently determined. The seven other non-analytical vessel ceramics under study in
this research \Mere not consiclered for this attribute. A totai of 33 analytical vessels clem-

onstrate a straight-vertical elaborated rim exterior profile. This is the most frequently

Frequency

1

29

9

13

52

Frequency

1

23

2

25

I

52
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occurring elaborated rim exterior profile. Table 6 demonstrates the frequencies of all
attribute states in detail.

Petcent

indeterminate/unknown

straight, vertical

horizontaI

flaring

outflaring

incurved

Total

Tabie 6. Frequencies ofanalytical vessel attributes: rim exte¡ior profile II - elabo¡atec{.

Rim interior ?rortb
In terms of the rim interior profile, 51 analytical vessels were measllrable for this atribute.
The rim interior profile of one analytical vessel could not be conûdently determined.
The seven other non-anal¡ical vessel ceramics under study in this research were nor
considered for this attribute. The most frequently occurring rim interior profile recorded
in this assernblage is concave at 63.5 percent. One anaþical vessel demonstrates an extra
concave rim interior profile. This is the least frequently occurring rim interior profile.
TableT demonstrates the frequencies of all the attribute states in detail.

Percent

indeten¡inate/unknown

straight

concave

extfa

convex

Total

TableT. Frequencies of analytical vessel attributes: rim interior proûle.

Lipform I - simplifed
In terms of the simplified lip form, 51 analytical vessels were measllrable for this
attribute. The simplified rim exterior profile of one analytical vessel could not be
confidently determined. The seven other non-analytical vessel cerâmics under study in
this research were not considered for this attribute. The two most frequenrly occur-
ring simplified lip forms recorded in this assemblage are flat at 5l.9 percenr and
rounded at 42.3 percent. Table B demonstrates the frequencies of all the attribute
states in detail.

t.9
63.5

3.8

3.8

9.6

17.3

100.0

1.9

26.9

63.5

t.9

5.8

100.0

F'requency

3.)

2

1

52

2

5

o

Frequency

1

14

33

I

)
52
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Percent

indeterminare/unknowl r

flat

rounded

bevelled

Total

t.9

51.9

42.3

3.8

100.0

Table 8. Frequencies of analytical vessel attributes: lip form I - simplified.

Lip þrm II - elaborated

In terms of the elaborated lip form, 51 analytical vessels were measllrable for this

attribute. The elaborated lip form of one analytical vessel could not be confidently
determined. The seven other non-analytical vessel ceramics under study in this research

were not considered for this attribute. The two most frequently occurring elaborated

lip forms recorded in this assemblage are round unmodified with 13 analytical vessels

and flat ourward thickened with nine analytical vessels. Table 9 presents the frequen-
cies of the recorded attribute states in detail.

Percent

i nc{eterminate/unknown

round unmodified

round external taper

internal taper

flat unmodified

inward thickened internal semi-cfindrical bolster

inward thickened, rouncled

inwarcl thickened, taper

inward thickened, wedge

outward thickened external semi-cylindrical bolster

outward thickened external bolster, taper

outward thickened, rounded

ounvard thickened, flat

ourward thickened, taper

ounvard thickened, border

outward thickened, wedge

double thickened, rounded

double thickenecl, flat I

double thickened wedge, bilateral

Total

Table 9. Frequencies ofanalytical vessel attributes: lip form II - elaborated.

1.9

25.0

t.9

1.9

t.8
1.9

t.9

3.8

7.7

t.9

3.8

t.9

t7.3

1,.9

1.9

5.8

1.9

1.9

9.6

100

Frequency

1

27

zz

2

52

Frequency

r3

1

1

3

1

1

2

4

1

2

1

9

1

1

3

1

1

5

52

1
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Angle of lip interior
In terms of the angle of lip interior, 5l analytical vessels rÃ/ere measurable for this
attribute. The angle of lip interior of one analytical vessel could not be confidently
determinecl. The seven other non-analytical vessel ceramics under study in this research
were not consiclerecl for this attribute. A total of 30 analytical vessels exhibit an obtuse
angle of lip interior. This is the most frequently occurring angle of lip interior. Table I 0
demonstrates the frequencies of all the attribute states in detail.

Percent

indeterminate/unknown

acute

right

obtuse

Total

t.9

28.B

11.5

57.7

100.0

Table 10. Frequencies ofanaiytical vessel attributes: angle oflip interior

Appendages

A total of tþree ceramic samples under study in this analysis are appendages. Two are

D-shaped handles and one is a spoutJike lug. One handle occurs with an analytical
vessel, one handle occllrs with an ødorno (Figure 1).

Adornos
In terms of the four adornos which occur without their vessel context, three are inter-
preted as anthropomorphic appliqués and one, which occurs on a handle, is a zoomor-
phic appliqué. Adornos are infrequent decorative morphological features which are
rather difficult to generalize into a simple attribute category. Therefore, a simple cliÊ
ferentiation benveen zoomorphic ancl anthropomorphic appliqués has been made.
Figure 2 presents all the adornos present in the assemblages inch-rding those recorded
under Attribute States of Decoration.

Griddles
In terms of the presence of griddle sherds in the ceramic sample uncler study, only two
of the 59 ceramic samples are gricldle fragments, therefore, these were the only rwo
which were considered for the identification of the griclclle type. One ceramic sample
has been identiûed as a perpendictrlar or straight gridclle fi'agment measuring 23.58 mrn
thick and the other as has been recognized as an unthickened or flat (pancake shape)

gridclle sherd measuríng 12.78 mm thick.

Frequency

1

15

6

30

52
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IIT
Figure 1. Total appendages from the ceramic sample

Attributes of size

For lip width and wall thickness, the measurement was recorded at a precision of
0.01 mm. For vessel diameter, the measurement was recorcled at an accuracy of 1 cm

with a vessel diameter chart. However, for all three of the metric attributes recorded,
including lip width, wall thickness and vessel diameter, measllrement binned categories

are established in order to facilitate the representation of the results. A summary of the

important statistical figures for the three metric attributes may be seem in Table 11.

Range

Lip width (mm)
'lf'all thickness (mm)

Vessel diameter (cm)

13.84

5.28

23

Table 1 1 . Summary of important results for interwal/ratio-level data.

N Mean Mocle Median
Standard
cleviation

Mir.rimum Maximum

50

52

32

6.68

5.9

25.75

5

6.08

26

5.78

5.86

zo

1.03

>./ +

z.)o

3..¿.1

12

t6.2

B.t 1
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Lip width
In terms of lip width, 50 analytical vessels were measurable for this feature. The distri-
bution of recorded lip wiclths in millimetres can be seen in Figr-rre 3. It is observable

from this histogram that lip wiclths of approximately 4-5 mm are the most frequently
occurring measrlrements whereas those greater than 16 mm are the least frequently
occurring. The distribution of the data can be lal¡elled as positively skewed since the

curve has what is commonly referred to as a'positive tail' (Shennan 19BB).

Wssel diameter
In terms of vessel diameter, 32 analytical vessels were measrlrable for this feature. The
distribution of recorded vessel cliameters in centimetres can be seen in Figr-rre 4. it is

obseryable from this histogram that recorcled vessel diameters roughly produce a ttni-
modal or normal distribution curve with the occurrence of one peak in the results.

However, most of the recorclecl vessel diameters are locatecl in the smaller diameter
ranges. This kincl of distribtrtion might suggest the occurrence of mostly similar,
medium to large sizecl vessels with infrequent vessels of greater and lesser diameters in
the assemblage.

Vessel wall thicþness

In terms of vessel wall thickness, all 52 analytical vessels were measurable for this fea-

ture. The distribution of recordecl vessel wall thicknesses in millimetres can be seen in
Figr-rre 5. It is observable fi'om this histogram that recorded vessel wall thicknesses

roughly produce a unimoclal or normal distribution curve with the occurrence of one

peak in the results. However, most of the recorded vessel wall thicknesses are located

in the range of approximately 5-7 mm with more vessel wall thicknesses occurring
below this range than above.

Attributes of colour

Colour interior
In terms of the colour of interior, 5B ceramic samples were measurable for this attribttte.
One of the ceramic samples uncler study in this attribute coulcl not be confidently
determined. The cooking surface (smooth) of the two griddle shercl ceramic samples

were taken as the interior surface and hence were recorded for the interior colour. A
total of 12 ceramic samples exhibit a Hue 5YP. 613, 614, 513,514, 516,616, 413, 414

light reddish brown to reddish brown and yellow red for the interior colour. This is the

most frequently occurring colour interior. Table 12 demonstrates the fi'equencies of all
the attribute states in detail.

Colour exterior
In terms of the colour of exterior, all 59 ceramic samples were measurable ftr this
attribute. The non-cooking surface (rough) of the rwo griddle shercl ceramic samples
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Figure 5. Distribution of wall thickness meastlrements.

Percent

Indeterrninate/unknown

Hrre 1OYR 6/4, 613, 513,514,516, 518,413, 414, 416light brown-
yellowish brown-brown

Hue 7.5YR 4/1 ,3ll darl< to very dark grey

Hue 7.5YR 61 4, 5 1 6, 61 6 light browr.r-yellow

Hue 7.5YR 5I2,5I4,412,413, tt|4,3I2, brorvn-dark brorvn

Hue 5YR 7lI,6ll,5/1 light trrown-grey

Hrre 5YR 411,3ll dark grey-very dark grey

Hue 5YR 512,412 recldish grey-c1ark reddish grey

Hue 5YR 61 3, 61 4, 5 I 3, 5 I 4, 5 I 6, 61 6, 41 3, 41 4 light reddishbrown

to reddish brown ancl yellow red

Hue 2.5YR 513,514,413,414 reddish I¡rown

Hrre 10R 516,518,416, 418 rcd

Hue 7.5YR 2.5/1; Hue 5YR 2.5/1 black

Hue 2.5YR 516,5lB,416,418 red

Hue 7 .5YF.613, 6/4 light brown

Hre 5YF.4l2 Hue 2.5YR 4lI, 311c1ark reddish grey

Hue 7.5YR Bl3,814,713,714 pinl<

Total

1.7

t.7

t.7
t.1

13.6

1.7

5.1

5.1

20.3

11.9

6.8

3.4

15.3

1.7

3.4

t.7
100.0

Table 12. Frequencies of analytical vessel âttributes: coloLlr interior

Frequency

7

4

2

9

1

2

1

59

1

1

1

3

B

1

3

3
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were taken as the exterior surface and hence were recorded for the exterior colour.
A total of 17 ceramic samples demonstrate a Hue 5YR613,614,513,514,516,616,413,
414 ligfu reddish brown to reddish brown and yellow red for the exterior colour. This is

the most frequently occurring colour exterior. Table 13 demonstrates the frequencies of
all the attribute states in detail.

Percent

Hue 1OYR 311,2ll,2l2,Hv,e7.IYP.311, Hue 5YR 2ll very dark
grey-black

Hue 1OYR 6/4, 613, 513, 514, 516, 5lB,413,4l4,416light brown-
yellowish brown-brown

Hue 7.5YR 6/1 , 5lI grey

Hue 7.5YR 4/1 , 3ll dark to very dark grey

Htte 7.5YP.614, 5I6, 616light brown-yellow

Hue 7.5YR 512, 514, 412,413, 414,312, brown-dark brown

Hue 5YR 4l l, 31 1 dark grey-very dark grey

Hue 5YR 61 3, 61 4, 5 1 3, 5 1 4, 5 1 6, 61 6, 41 3, 41 4 light reddish brown
to reddish brown and yellow red

Hue 5YR 312, 313,314,212 dark reddish brown

Hue 2.5YR 513, 514,413,414 reddish brown

Hue 10R 516,518¡ 416,4/B red

Hue 7.5YR 2.517;Htte 5YR 2.5/1 black

Hne 2.5YR 516, 5lB,416,418 red

I{ue 2.5YR7 1 3, 7 1 4, 6 1 3, 6 l 4 light reddish brown

Htte 2.5YR7 1 6, 7 1 8, 6 1 6, 6/8 light recl

Hue 7.5YR 813,814,713,714 pink
Total

3.4

Table 13. Frequencies ofanalytical vessel attributes: colour exrerior.

Firing condition
In terms of the firing condition, all 59 ceramic samples were measurable for this
attribute. A total of eight ceramic samples clemonstrate an incompletely to relatively
well oxidized reddish brown core ancl olrterzones firing condition. This is the most
frequentiy occurring firing condition attribute state. Table 14 demonsrrates the fre-
quencies of all the attribute stares in derâil.

Percent

complete reduction black core and outerzones

complete reduction clark grey core ancl ourerzones

incomplete oxidation or reduction light grey core and ourerzones

incomplete oxidation or reduction light grey core and
fed otlterzones

6.8

3

5

2

5

1.7

3.4

5,7

3.4

22.0

t.7

3.4

1.7

100.0

1.7

t.7
t.7

10.2

3.4

28.B

5.1

8.5

3.4

8.5

Frequency

1

17

4

2

1

6

2

1

2

3

2

r3

1

2

1

59



Frequency

1

3

1

59

4

2

4

6

6

8

4

1

4
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incornplete oxidation or reduction light grey core and

¡eddish brown outerzones

incomplete oxidation black core and light grey outerzones

incomplete oxidation black core and red outerzones

incomplete oxidation dark grey core and red outerzones

complete oxidation red core and outerzones

incompletely or relatively well oxidized reddish brown core and

outerzones

incompletely or relatively well oxidized brown core ând outerzones

incompletely or relatively well oxidized black core and

reddish brown outerzones

incompletely or relatively well oxidized dark grey core and

reddish red core and light grey exterior outerrone

red cole and light grey intelior otrterzotìes

Total

not applicable

crude

smoothed

lightly burnished

highly burnished

polished

Total

Percent

6.8

3.4

6.8

10.2

10.2

13.6

6.8

r.7

6.8

Table 14. Frequencies ofanalytical vessel âttriblltes: fìring condition

Sarføce fi nis h ing interior
In terms of the interior srlrface finishing, 58 ceramic samples were measurable for this

atribllre. One of the ceramic samples Llnder study in this attribute could not be confi-
dently cleterminecl. The cooking srlrface (smooth) of the two griddle shercl ceramic

samples were tâken as the interior surface and hence were recorded for the interior
sLlrface finishing. A total of 36 ceramic samples exhibit a smoothecl interior surface

finishing. This is the most frequently occLlrring interior surface finishing. Two ceramic

sâmples demonstrate a polished interior sLuface finishing. This is the least fi'equently

occurring interior surface finishing. Table 15 demonstrates the fi'equencies of all the

attribute states in detail.

Percent

1.7

5.t
1.7

100.0

1.7

5.r

61.0

22.0

6.8

3.4

100.0

Table 15. Frequencies of analytical vessel attribr-rtes: surface finishing interior

Frequency

1

3

36

13

4

2

59
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Surþce fnis h ing exterior
In terms of the exterior surface finishing, all 59 ceramic samples were measurable for
this attribute. The non-cooking surface (rough) of the two griddle sherd ce¡amic sam-
ples were taken as the exterior surface and hence were recorded for the exrerior surface
finishing. A total of 27 ceramic samples demonstrate a smoothed exrerior surface fin-
ishing. This is the most frequently occurring exterior surface finishing. Three ceramic
samples demonstrate a polished exterior surface finishing. This is the least frequently
occurring exterior surface finishing. Table 16 demonstrates the frequencies of all the
attribute states in detail.

Percent

crude

smoothecl

lightly burnished

highly burnished

polished

Total

6.8

45.8

32.2

10.2

5.1

100.0

Table 16. Frequencies ofanalytical vessel attributes: surface finishing exterior

Red slip

In terms of the presence of red slip, all 59 ceramic samples \¡/ere measllrable for this
attribute. A total of seven ceramic samples demonstrate the presence of a slip. Table 77
demonstrates the frequencies of the variability in the slip's placement in detail.

Percent

none

lip

all

outside and lip

Total

BB. I

1.7

<1

5,7

i 00.0

Table 17. Frequencies of analytical vessel attribr¡tes: red slip.

Te c h n o Io gi c a I fe øtur e s

Paste characteristicsT

Inclusion densiryt

In terms of the inclusion density, all 59 ceramic samples were measurable for this
attribute. A total of 21 ceramic samples exhibit a common or 20 percent inclusion

Frequency

4

)7

19

6

3

59

Frequency

52

1

3

3

59
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density. This is the most frequently occurring inclusion densiqy. One ceramic sample

demonstrates an abunclant or 40 percent inclusion density. This is the least frequently

occurring inclusion density. Table 18 demonstrates the frequencies of all the attribute
states in detail.

Percent

moclerate 15 percent

common 20 percent

common 25 percent

very common 30 percent

abundant 40 percent

Total

16.9

35.6

30.5

15.3

T,7

100.0

\0.2

8.t
7))

18.6

5.t

1.7

100.0

Table 18. Frequencies ofanalytical vessel attributes: inclusion densiry

Inclusion shape (roundness)

In terms of the inclusion roundness, all 59 ceramic samples were measurable for this
artribute. A total of 19 ceramic samples exhibit sub-rouncled with high sphericity inclu-
sion roundness. This is the most frequently occurring inclusion rounclness attribllte
state. One" ceramic sample demonstrates well-rounded with high sphericity inclusion
roundness. This is the least frequently occurring inclusion roundness attribute state.

Table 19 demonstrates the frequencies of all the attriblrte states in detail.

Percent

subangular with high sphericity

strbangular with low sphericiry

subrounded wirh high sphericity

srrbrounded wirh low spheliciry

rouncled with high sphericity

rounded with low sphericity

well-r'ounded with high spheliciry

Total

Table 19. Frequencies ofanalytical vessel att¡ibutes: inclusion shape (roundness)

Inclusion grain size

In terms of the inclusion grain size, all 59 ceramic samples were measurable for this
atrribure. The two most freqlrently occurring inclusion grain size attribute states

recorded in this assemblage are medium sand (grains measuring berween 0.26 and
0.5 mm) with 24 ceramic samples and fine sand (grains meâsuring 0.25 mm or less)

with 21 cerâmic samples. Table 20 demonstrates the frequencies of all the attribute
states in detail.

Frequency

10

21

18

9

i
59

Frequency

6

5

r9

11

t4
3

1

59
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Percent

fine sand measurirlg less than 0.25 mm

medittm sand measr.rring less than 0.50 mm

coarse sand measurir-rg less than 1.0 mm

very coârse sand rneasuring less than 2.0 mm

granules measr.rring less tl-ran 4.0 mm

Total

35.6

40.7

16.9

5.r

t.7

100.0

88. t
3.8

3.8

1.9

Table 20. Frequencies ofanalytical vessel attributes: inclusion grain size.

Stylistic feøtures

Attribute states of decoration

In terms of decoration, aIl 52 analytical vessels were exâmined for this attribute. The
seven other non-analytical vessel ceramics including four adornos (one occurring with a

handle), two griddle sherds and one handle piece under study in this research were not
consiclered for this attribute. A total of 46 analyúcal vessels did not exhibit any form of
clecoration as delimited by the categories presented by Hofman er aL (2007a). Since
strch a small number of analytical vessels have decoration, each can easily be presented
here (see also Table 21). One analytical vessel has red paint on the exterior, interior
and lip surfaces. One analltical vessel has a modelled-incised zoomorphic appliqué or
adorno. Two analytical vessels have incisions. Lastly, one analytical vessel exhibits two
decorative attributes. This particr-rlar analytical vessel which appears to be boat-shaped,
has the remnânts of an adorno or modelled-incised appliqué of unknown natrlre (either
zoomorphic or anthropomorphic) on the lip as well as an Llnique exterior srlrface treat-
ment that consists of black ancl grey bancls resembling a zet>ra pattern (Figure 6). Loe

Jacobs (personal communication, 2008) believes that the black-greyish overlaying
pattern was macle with an organic paint, iike a resin or that the pattern was sooted.

This is a technique where part of the surface (the light part) is covered with soft clay.
Next, the whole vessel is sooted in black smoke. After this the soft clay parts are

lemoved leaving the rlecorative pattenr.

Percent

i:i:"" (linear or curvilinear)

modelled-incised appliqué (zoomorphic)

other (organic black-grey resin or soot on exterior and remnants of
adorno on lip)

monochrome red paint

Total

Table 21. Frequencies ofanalytical vessel attributes: attribute states ofdecoration.

r.9

100.0

Frequency

2l
24

10

3

1

59

Frequency

46

2

2

I

1

52
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III
12.345cm

Figure 6. Example of a unique decorative surface treatment.

The attribute analysis reveals great attribute state variabiliry. For example, the elabo-

rated lip form attribute recorded 18 different variations of lip form including rouncl,

flar, inward thickened, outward thickened and double thickened each with their own
range of forms. Other attributes like exterior and interior colour as well as firing condi-
tion also demonstrated a large diversiry in attribute states. In terms of vessel shape,

both unrestricted and restricted vessels with simple contours are the most common.
The presence of red slip and decorative features such as incision or modeled adornos are

infrequent. The elaborate attribute analysis conducted here demonstrates the value of
comprehensive artifactual analyses as well as the importance of a transparent analytical

approach which can be attempted by others in order to confirm the results.
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Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramic in comparison

The results of the attribute analysis were used to compare the Early Ostionan Ostionoid
ceramics from El Cabo to other Ostionan Ostionoid assemblages from Puerto Rico, the
Dominican Republic, Jamaica ancl the Bahamas. These comparisons were made in order
to acquire a better understanding of Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics and to determine the
relationship among the various Ostionan Ostionoid assemblages. IJnfortunately, to the
researcher's knowledge, no other analysis of an Ostionan Ostionoid ceramic assemblage

has been conducted in as much detail as found in the parent research (St. Jean 2008) of
this analysis. Furthermore, only a relatively small number of scholars have examined
Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics. In general, the Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics were both
interesting and diffìcult to assess. Overall, the similarities between the assemblages from
across the Greater Antilles is remarkable. As demonstrated through this preliminary
comparison, the Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics are rather uniform in morphological,
technological and srylistic dimensions.

Possibly the most widely used description of Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics among
Caribbean archaeologists derives from Rouse (1986,1992). Rouse (1986: 144) describes
Early Ostionan Ostionoicl ceramic material as conservative in order to emphasize its
direct connection to Saladoid pottery. Rouse (1986:1.44;1992:92-96) argues that
Early Ostionan Ostionoid pottery is relatively well-macle, thin, hard, fine and smooth
as compared to Late Saladoid ceramic material. Ostionan Ostionoid poftery experi-
enced a non-abrupt change fi'om red paint to red slip which was first implemented on
specific portions of a vessel such the base, shoulder and rim but later applied over the
entire surface of the vessel which often also received a thorough polishing treatment. It
is because of this evident characteristic that Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics are frequently
referred to as redware. In terms of the Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics under study, a
significant majority of the ceramic sample exhibit redclish exterior and interior surface
colour but only 11.9 percent have red slip (see Table 17). Therefore, the inferred com-
mon presence of red slipped vessels in Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics should be

reconsidered. The current ceramic sample also contains one analytical vessel exhibiting
red paint over the exterior and interior surfaces (see Table 21). Furthermore, Rouse's

description implies that polished vessel surfaces are typical. Again, in terms of the cur-
rent Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics, only 3.4 percent of interior surfaces and 5.1 per-
cent of exterior surfaces are polished (see Table 1 5 and Table 1 6). The most frequently
occurring surface finish is smoothed and lightly burnished for both interior and exte-
rior surfaces. Interestingly, Rouse (1992: 93) describes another surface treatment con-
sisting of black-banded designs thought to be produced through smudging. Rouse
(1992: 93) states that "the potter coatecl the surface on either side of the bands with a

resin and smothered it during the firing process, so that the carbon from the fire was

deposited instead of being combined with oxygen and carried off in the form of carbon
dioxide. The resin melted off, removing all the carbon except on the bands them-
selves." Coincidently, an example of such a surface treatment is present in the current
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Ostionan Ostionoid assemblage (Figure 6). Based on the results of this analysis, the

researcher concludes that this surface finishing technique is rare. Rouse (1992:92-93)
states that the Late Saladoid decorative practises of incising, modeled incising and

modeling which were used to produce anthropomorphic and zoomorphic adornos and
head lugs are absent from Ostionan Ostionoid assemblages. According to Rouse (1992:

92-93), only Early Ostionan Ostionoid pottery contains modeled head lugs. In the

relatively small ceramic sample under study, two analytical vessels exhibit linear incis-
ing and six modeled-incised adornos, both anthropomorphic and zoomorphic in form,
are present (Figure 2). Perhaps these decorative techniques are not as absent as Rouse

argues them to be. Rouse (1992: 92-93) states that overall, vessel shapes are simpler in
Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics than the elaborate bell-shaped Saladoid pots. Early Ostio-
nan Ostionoid vessels are straight-sided, open bowls which occasionally bear loop han-
dles that terminate above the rim. In terms of the Ostionan Ostionoid analytical vessels

examined here, both restricted and unrestricted vessels with simple contours are domi-
nant vessel shapes (see Table 2) while bowls with a convex wall with largest diameter

under the half of the vessel followed by bowls with a straight wall with an angle greater
than 50 degrees are the nvo most common exterior wall profiles recorded (see Table 3).
Therefore, Rouse's generalization of straight-sided open vessels is misleacling. Further-
more, the rwo handles present in the El Cabo assemblage are D-shaped, not loop
contrary to Rouse's notion that D-shapecl hanclles ended with the disappearance of
Late Saladoid ceramics (Figures I and2).

Lee (2006) presents one of the few descriptions of Jamaican Ostionan Ostionoid
ceramics which are also referrecl to as Jamaican Redware. Mostly known from 11 archae-

ological sites directly located on the southern coastline, Lee (2006: 155) quoting De
\Wolf (1953: 233) gives a brief introduction: "culvatlrre of the surface; simpliciqy of
decoration; ware, medium fine grained but poorly fired; colour, reds, tans and greys;

average thickness 0.5 cm; shape, open bowls with some flat bottoms; shoulder, straight
or incurving; rim, tapered to the lip; lip, rounded or flat; D-shaped handle, amorphous
ancl tab lugs; some painting and rubbing of restricted area." Overall, this description
conforms to what has been observed in the current Ostionan Ostionoid assemblage.

However, some differences are evident. The firing conditions of the Ostionan Ostionoid
ceramics examined from El Cabo greatly vary with the majority of the ceramic sample

not exhibiting a poorly fired condition (see Table 14). As stated above, open bowls are

not the only frequently occurring vessel shape. Although flat and rounded lip forms are

the most common (see Table 8), the Ostionan Ostionoid assemblage under str-rdy exhib-
its an extensive arcay of lip forms (Table 9), which should not be ignored. Lee (2006)

further elaborates upon this introductory description taken from De Volf. He (2006:
156) argues that given his experience with the Jamaican Ostionan Ostionoid collections,

fewer than 20 percent of the ceramic fragments are red slipped, which accordingly,
tencls to be limited to the exterior surface. As mentioned above, the current researcher

subscribes to the notion that red slip is an infrequent characteristic of Ostionan Ostio-
noid pottery (see Table 17). Perhaps Rouse (1992:92-93) unintentionally neglected to
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state that red slip, although according to him considerecl a diagnostic feature of Ostio-
nan Ostionoid ceramics, is certainly not a predominant characteristic. Lee (2006: 156)
notes that handles are always included in the painted or slipped zone of vessels. For
example, "bowls with zoomorphic handles are almosr always painted, while only the
smallest of those with loop or D-shaped handles are" (Lee 2006: 156). Based on the
single zoomorphic handle in the current assemblage, no red paint or slip is present
either on the handle or the vessel. The other D-shaped handle in the El Cabo Ostionan
Ostionoid assemblage is trn-slipped or unpainted. Therefore, only the lamer ceramic
sample conforms to Lee's observation. Mirroring De \Wolfs interpretation of Ostionan
Ostionoid pomery, Lee (2006: 156) also argues that it is, in general, poorly fired as evi-
denced by black cores and fi'equent brittleness. As mentionecl, the EI Cabo Ostionan
Osdonoid ceramics are not poorly fired. In fact, a remarkable feature is the durability
(i.e. hardness) of most analytical vessels under study. Lee (2006:156) estimates average

Ostionan Ostionoid wall thickness to be between 4 and 5 mm with a Íange from 3 to
8 mm. In the current analysis, the mean wall thickness is 5.9 mm with a range of 3.23
to 8.51 mm. Lee (2006: 156) limits Ostionan Ostionoid lip forms to rounded. The
researcher finds this characteristic the most clisagreeable with her own ceramic sample.
As demonstrated in Table 9, the variability in lip form is rather impressive given the
small sample size. According to Lee (2006: 156), the Jamaican Ostionan Ostionoid
griclclles vary in"thickness from 1 or 2 cm in the centre to over 4 cm at the rim. Of the
two rim griddle fragments under study in this analysis, one measures 23.58 mm in
thickness whereas the other is 12.78 mm thick. Therefore, these gridclles are half as

thick as some examples from Jamaican Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics. Lee (2006: 157)
gready elaborates upon handles which he classifies into five categories: D-shaped hanclle,
looped, zoomorphic, geometric ancl amorphous tabs or lugs. Of these five types, the
D-shaped handles are the most common. The current research sample contains three
appendages, one D-shaped hanclle, one D-shaped handle with zoomorphic adorno and
one spoutJike lug (Figure 1). Although the sample size is extremely small, it matches
well with Lee's observations. Lee (2006: 157) offers insightful details on the nature of
Jamaican Ostionan Ostionoid zoomorphic handles. The most utilized creatllre was the
turtle, with head and fore-flippers at one end of the vessel and tail and hindflippers at
the other extremity. Other creatures depicted include crocodiles, snakes, parrots, ducks
and various fish. In all cases, the potter would often emphasize the eyes, mourh, gills or
fins with incising lines. The current ceramic sample contains one zoomorphic adorno
hanclle clearly seen at the bottom left of Figure 2.

In addition to Lee (2006), Keegan and Atkinson (2006) clescribe the Early Ostionan
Ostionoid ceramics found in Jamaica. In a very general manner, Keegan ancl Atkinson
(2006: 22) state that Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics are "distinguished by simple hemi-
spherical and boat-shaped vessels, frequently clecorated with red paint." Thus far unmen-
tioned in the latter descriptions, boat-shaped vessels infrequently occur in Ostionan
Ostionoid assemblages. In the current ceramic sample, two (3.8 percenr) of the analy'ti-
cal vessels are clearly boat-shaped. The authors (2006: 24) also note that Jamaica's Little
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River pottery, argued by Howard (1965) as distinct enough to warrant its own name is

often mistaken as Jamaican Redware or Ostionan Ostionoid. LJnfortunately, the authors

do not describe what differentiates the Little River pottery from its Ostionan Ostionoid
counterPart.

Chanlatte Baik (2003: 240) describes the AGRO-III Early Taíno or Early Ostionan

Ostionoid ceramics as simple and of an inferior production qr-rality in comparison to
the AGRO-I (Huecoid) and AGRO-II (Saladoid) ceramics. In fact, Saladoid ceramics

are regarded as one of the most finely made pottery in the Americas. Chanlatte Baik
(2003:240) continues with his description by stating that the first AGRO-III (Ostio-

nan Ostionoid) ceramics had only a pinkish slip on the exterior surface for decoration

until later when incised motiß and modeled figurative handles depicting local animals

emerged. In rerms of the presence of red slip in the current ceramicsample, 11.9 per-

cenr or 7 ceramic samples exhibit this characteristic of which 1.7 percent occur only on

the lip, 5.1 percent occur on the exterior surface and the lip and 5.1 percent occur

uniformly over the enrire vessel. It is therefore difficult to determine whether partial
slipping preceded complete slipping or whether the two methods existed contempora-

neously. Chanlatte Baik (2003: 240) adds that the animals were not naturalistic in
appearance. Considering the appearance of the ødornos present in the current assem-

blage, confidently identifying the potter's intended representation is challenging. Like
Keegan and Atkinson (2006), the occurrence of boat-shaped vessels is noted, as is the

importancè of griddles. This is a very basic description of Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics

which does not illustrate the ceramics very well. However, given its context, it was

clearly not the author's intension to provide a cletailed look at these ceramics.

Hofman et al. (20076) examine the ceramic collections of four sites in the eastern

Dominican Republic, namely Punta Macao, Punta Cana, La Iglesia and El Cabo in
order to propose a simplification of the ceramic chronology utilized in the region. HoÊ
man er al. (2007b) begin by describing the proposed Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics

which are of the greatest relevance to the clltrent research. In general, the authors

(2007b: B) characterizeEarly Ostionan Ostionoid pottery as thin, painted, rounded and

with navicular vessel shapes. In terms of the current assemblage, painted and boat-

shaped vessels, as menrioned above, are quite rare. Therefore, it is diffìcult to say whether

such features should be considered diagnostic of Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics since

they do nor represent the majority of the pottery. Nevertheless, the atrthors (2007b:

10-11) elaborate on what defines Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics. Hofman et al.

(2007b:10-11) describe the basic vessel shaping technique as coiling. lJnfortunately,

rhe current researcher did not examine the assemblage in terms of forming techniques.

The Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics exhibit a wide variety of shapes (see Espenshade

2000) with simple and composite contoured vessels as well as boat-shapecl vessels (HoÊ
man er aL.20076:11). From the results of the current analysis, this description is con-

firmed although as noted above, boat-shaped vessels are raÍe with only two samples

present in the assemblage. Vessel lips are most often round or flat (Hofman et al. 2OO7b:

1 1) . The author agrees with this characte rization since these are the rwo most frequently
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occurring lip forms in the current assemblage. However, Ostionan Ostionoid lip forms,
as demonstrated here, are quite variable with over a dozen differenr forms present in a
relatively limited sample. According to Hofman et al. (2007b: 1l), vessel walls are rela-
tively thin averaging around 5 mm, which roughly conforms ro rhe currenr research
findings (see Table 11). Hofman et al. (20076: 11) delimit exterior and interior surface
fìnishing to smoothing, br-rrnishing, polishing, as well as red ancl cream slipping with the
majority of the vessels, regardless of surface treatment, clemonstrating a reddish colour.
Additionally, some Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics exhibit a use of white clay and
some have a dark grey or black colour produced through the application of a resin. All
of these characteristics have been confirmed by the currenr detailed attribute analysis
with the exception of a vessel consisting of white clay, which is absent from rhis assem-
blage. Perhaps in a larger ceramic sample, an example of a white clay vessel woulcl be

Present. In terms of appendages and decoration, vessels typically have D-shaped handles
and decoration is principally in the form of small nubbins, verrical thickening of vessel
walls, geometric modeling mostly on rims as well as modeled incised anthropomorphic
and zoomorphic appliqués or ødornos (Hofman et aL.20076: 11). As stared above,
D-shaped handles and modeled-incised anthropomorphic and zoomorphic adornos are
present in the current assemblage as is two examples of linear incising. Although verricâl
thickening of vessel walls, nubbins or geometric modeling wâs nor found, they should
not be ignored as possible characteristics of Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics.

Carlson (1995.89) gives a preliminary overview of the Ostionan Ostionoid ceram-
ics from the Coralie site on Grand Turk in the Bahamas. The ceramics are hard with
a red sttrface colour as a result of the paste or the presence of what Carlson (1995: 89)
calls a "selÊslip which is reportedly produced by wet-finishing vessels toward the end
of the drying phase." The term "selÊslip" is rather ambiguous and perhaps should be
reconsidered. Decoration is rare with just under 1 percent of the collection exhibiting
simple modeling or incisions (Carlson 1995: 89). This finding is nor unusual given the

rypical rarity of such characteristics. Carlson (1995:89) divides the Coralie site collec-
tion into two categories. Firstly, a fine ware which is hard, thin and exhibits an even-
tooled finish with mosdy sand inclusions, that accounts for rwo-thirds of the assem-
blage and, secondly, an ordinary ware which is thicker, unevenly finished with hear.y
sand and grit inclusions that represents one-third of the collection. The current ceramic
assemblage does not contain a portion of 'ordinary ware' as Carlson describes it but
this could be a result of the small sample size. However, no orher scholar has suggested
that some Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics are not finely made. Carlson (1995: 89)
srlggests that Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics exhibit remarkable variabiliq¡ in vessel types
because based on her small assemblage, 11 differenr forms including griddles, boat-
shaped bowls and dishes, necked vessels, open bowls, bell-shaped bowls as well as boat-
shaped loop handled bowls are present. Although the current researcher has opted to
present vessel shapes in a general mânner because the analyrical vessels utilized are
largely incomplete, the variability in Ostionan Ostionoid vessel types demonstrated by
Carlson is also echoed by Espenshade (2000).
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Espenshade (2000: 2) provides a description of the characteristics of the PO-2I
site's (sor-rth central Puerto Rico) Early Ostionan Ostionoid assemblage based on a

shercl attribute analysis. This is followed by an analytical vessel analysis, which dem-

onstrares the range of vessel types in Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics. According to

Espenshacle (2000: 2), painted and incised ceramics are extremely râre rePresenting

lesi than rwo and one percenr of the assemblage respectively. This is representative of
the current ceramic assemblage as well in which one ceramic sample is painted

(1.9 percent) and two ceramic samples are incised (3.8 percent). Furthermore,

smoofhed and semi-burnished ceramics are the dominate surfâce feature accounting

for over 80 percent of the collection. In the current ceramic assemblâge, 83 percent of
the interior and 77 percent of the exterior of vessels have smoothed or lightly bur-

nished surfaces (see Table 15 and Table 16). In terms of surface finishing, these two

collections are prâcrically identical. Very coarse to granule limestone/sandstone and

meclium and/or coarse limestone/sandstone as well as grog are the dominant inclusion

rypes found in the PO-21 assemblage. The inclusions found in the El Cabo Early

Oitionan Ostionoid ceramics are more variable ancl consist of different dominant

minerals (see st. Jean 2008: 148-160). According to Espenshade (2000: 2), D-shaped

handles and three-dimensional lugs are absent whereas two-dimensional lugs and loop

handles are infrequent (2000: 4). As mentioned, two D-shaped handles are the only

handles represented in the cllrrent ceramic assemblage. From the analytical vessel

analysis, teh vesrel forms are represented atPO-21, including a manioc griddle. There

are benveen two and eight examples of each vessel form presented. Espenshade (2000:

5) argues that additional uncommon forms are likely not captured by his analysis.

Espenshade is the first researcher to attempt a cletailed categorization of vessel shapes

foi Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics based on vessel shape as well âs sooting and abra-

sions. The variability in Ostionan Ostionoicl vessel types and fttnction, as presented

by Espenshade (2000) is remarkable.

The results of the attribute analysis conducted in this research have been dissectecl

in comparative terms against other interpretations of Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics

from Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, Jamaica and the Bahamas. Aspects of the

morphological, technological and stylistic facets of Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics were

considered. The researcher, given the lack of detailed knowledge on Ostionan Ostio-

noid ceramics sought our a proper representative understanding of what constitutes

Early Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics in the Greater Antilles. lJnfortunately, a relatively

,-"i1 ntrmber of scholars have examined Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics. Therefore,

meaningful interpretations of the pottery's cha,racteristics are limited. To the research-

er's knowledge, the clrrrent analysis of Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics is the most

detailed examination of an Ostionan Ostionoid ceramic assemblage conductecl to

date. From the above discussion, it is not difficult to discern the particularities, which

make Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics both unique ancl challenging to clescribe. For

example, many of the original features of Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics such as red

paint or slip as well as boatshaped vessels are rarely present in an assemblage' This
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makes it impractical to consider these characteristics diagnostic of Ostionan Ostio-

noid ceramics. However, other features seem to better reflect the majoriry of vessels.

For example, both smoorh and burnished exterior and interior surfaces are a domi-

nant characreristic of assemblages. Although round and flat lip forms are the two most

popular types found in Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics, the presence of a variety of
ãth.r lip forms alongside these rypes could selve to identify an Ostionan Ostionoicl

assemblage. As demonstratecl, key measurements such as wall thickness appear to be a

universal of Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics. The evident variability in vessel shapes can

also help to delimit Osrionan Ostionoid pottery from other ceramic assemblages.

Although inclusion density, shape, size and type clemonstrate cross-assemblage simi-

larities (see Cordell 2007;Hofman et al. 2007b; St. Jean 2008), utilizing these char-

acteristics as a primary meâns of identif ing Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics is inadvis-

able. Arguably, rare and infrequent decorative elements such as anthropomorphic and

zoomorphic adornos, incising, both linear and curvilinear as well as geometric, black/

dark grey banding and cream-coloured siip are important features of Ostionan Ostio-

noid ceramics but these are too unreliable to serve as confident assemblage indicators.

Overall, the similarities berween the assemblages from across the Greater Antilles are

interesting. *üØith the exception of a cliscrepancy on handle types (looped versus

D-shaped versus co-occurrence of both), the Ostionan Ostionoicl ceramics are râther

uniform in morphological, technological and stylistic climensions.

Conclusion

This article intended to demonstrâte the morphological, technological ancl srylistic

characteristics of the Ostionan Ostionoicl ceramics of the El Cabo site in the Domini-
can Republic through the implementation of an attribute analysis founded Llpon the

use of analytical vessels. The El Cabo Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics are one of a few

Ostionan Ostionoid ceramic assemblages that have received analytical attention. The

cumulative results of the ceramic analysis depict the El Cabo Ostionan Ostionoid

ceramics as â mosrly plain, simply shaped functional ceramic material with some notice-

able variations in lip form and a range of uncommon but interesting decorative ele-

menrs. This interpreration, when carefully considered in comparison to other Ostionan

Ostionoid assemblages is substantiated. However, since an inadeqttate amount of
research as been conclucted on Ostionan Ostionoicl ceramics to clate, it is difficult to

assess whether rhese preliminary findings carly potential resolve. Although serving as

an example of an important avenlle of exploration, this research is only a small fraction

of the amounr of analyses needed in Caribbean archaeology in order to decipher the

intricacies of the Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics as well as their position within the pre-

historic cultural realm of the Greater Antilles. Additional research involving both the

comprehensive examination of the ceramics and elaborate inter-assemblage compari-

sons, as presented here though in an elementary fashion, can drastically improve our

interpretations of the prehistoric Caribbean.
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Notes

1. Traditionally, the presence of Ostionoid ceramics across the Greaterl,ltilles signalled the rnigration of
Ostionoid peoples and the realization of the Ostionoid development. Therefore, hypotheses on the Ostio-
noid development largely depend upon the Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics. Several of these models are dis-
cussecl and criticized including the traditional view by Rouse (1986, 1992), which argues that dre Ostionoid
development is the product of Puerto Rican Saladoid groups. Several other alternative views proposed by
Keegan (2000), Chanlatte Baik (2003) and Curet (2005) all essentially argue that the Ostionoid develop-
ment is the product of both Archaic and Saladoid-La Hueca groups in some shape or form. A new hypoth-
esis, the "Pre-,4rawak Pottery Horizon" view promoted by Keegan (2006) anri Rodríguez Ramos er al. (2008)
argues from a "continuum of modes" that pottery present in Archaic assemblages throughout Cuba, Hispa-
niola, Puerto fuco and quite possibly the northern Lesser Antilles, up to the second millennium B.C.E. colld
be a precursor of Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics. Therefore, the Ostionan Ostionoid ceramics are :rrgged to
be a direct derivative of Greater Antillean Archaic groups rather than the result of Puerto Rican Saladoid
groups. However, the notion of A¡cllaic pottery in the Caribbean remains an inexplicit topic.

2. Keegan (2006) and Rodríguez Ramos et al. (2008) conclude that Early Ostionan Ostionoid pottery
closely resembles the ceramics found at Late Archaic age sites in Cuba, Hispaniola and Puerto Rico. Con-
suit both Keegan 2006 and Rodríguez Ramos et al. 2008 for fi.rrther details on this subject.

3. Detailed fabric analysis of a sub-sample of analytical vessels excavâred from rwo-test units during the
2007 field campaign at El Cabo, l)ominican Republic was conductecl by the author under the direct
sttpervision of Loe Jacobs of the Ceramic Laboratory of the Faculry of Archaeology ar Leiden Universiry
who provided meticulous instructions and subsequent verifications ro ensure the validiry of the results.
The results were utilized in order to make a comparison with both the Ostionan Ostionoid fabric analysis
oFCordell (2007) and Hofman (2007b).

4. Exploratory statistical analysis structured upon attribute state cross-rabulations calculated with SPSS
(Statistical Package for Social Sciences) involved comparing the number of cases (amount of ceramic sam-
ples) generated from the analysis to the number of expected cases. Expected cases fòr each attribute state
versus attribute state compârison were calculated through the multiplication of the total number of cases

found in the first attribute state by the total number of cases found in all attribute states of the second
attribrtte in question followed by a division of that calculated number by the total amounr of ceramic
samples being compared in the comparison of those two attributes. The use of cross-tabulations are a com-
mon approach to undertake when first statistically evaluating non-parametric data.
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5. SelÊtest analysis designed by the author to test the repeatability ofthe recorded data examined by the

researcher during the ceramic analysis. The self-test analysis involved analyzing, at random, 25 percent ol
the ceramic sample a second time using the established methodology.

6. Please nore, all dates referred to in this article âre derived from calilrrated radiocarbon dates.

7. The technological attributes presented here are investigatecl as a general supplement to the low-tech

fabric analysis, which contained thirteen individual attributes of examination.
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IN SEARCH OF POTENTTAL CIAY SOURCES USED FOR
THE MANUFACTURE OF THE PRE.COLUMBTAN POTTERY OF EL CABO,

EASTERN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Abraham van As, Loe Jacobs and Corinne L. Hofman

Abstract

This article þcuses on the search for potential clay sources used to produce tlte pre-Colam-
biøn pottery of the site of El Cabo, located on the edst coast of the Dominican Republic.
Tbe site has been excøuøted by ø teøm of the Leiden Faculry of Archaeolog in cooperøtion

with the Museo del Hombre Dominicano between 2005 and 2008. The sltøpes of the

?otte?y repertoire are described ønd aspects of the production sequence (forming, finislting
and fring) øre presented. Since no worþable clay seems to be auailable in the direct uicin-
ity of El Cøbo, the pottef! must haue been importedfrom elsewl¡ere or potters at El Cabo

must h/zae taþen their clay frorn før øwøy. An ãnswer to t/tis question is sougbt by compar-
ing the El Cabo potteryt witlt contemplrllr! ?otteryr from other sites and by uorÞability
tests and ønaþsis of c/ay sømples tøþen in the wide surroundings of tbe site. This paper
represents the first step in an attemPt to explore tlte source of origin of the cløy tltat was

used to møþe ihe potter! of Et Cøbo. Through future XRF anaþses tlte research uill be

comPleted.

Introduction

In 2005 a team of the Leiclen Faculty of A¡chaeology started excavations at the pre-
Columbian archaeological site of El Cabo, situated in the Eastern Dominican Republic
(Figures 1 and 6).1 The excavation project was carried out in close cooperation with the
Museo del Hombre Dominicano. The participation of Leiden University was ftlnded
through the Netherlands Founclation for Scientiûc Research (NSøO). The project was

focused on chronology of the site, the settlement strllctlrre and the identification of
household areas and reconstruction of the houses (Hofman et aI.2006,2008b; Samson
ancl Hoogland 2007). In addition, the technological and morphological study of the
pottery plays an important role within the project. In this article the first steps are taken
in an attempt to find the production location of the El Cabo pottery, and the results of
the morphological, technological and fabric analyses are described.

Leiden Journal ofPottery Studies 24, 2008: 55-74
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Figure 1. The location of El Cabo in the Eastern Dominican Republic.

The site of El Cabo

The site of El Cabo is situated on a stretch of grazed scrublancl on the coast of the

Eastern Dominican Republic. It is the solrthernmost known archaeological site along
the Pleistocene strip of coast in the Altagraca-Higüey region. The site was identified in
the late 1970s and rwo test units excavatecl from which pottery fi'agments, food remains
ancl artifacts of stone and coral were recoverecl (Ortega 1978). Basecl on the ceramics,

Ortega iclentified two occupation phases: an Ostionoid and a Chicoid component.
Since then, the site has been visitecl by numerous looters whose illegal test-pits have

destroyed large parts of the site.

Preliminary indications of the size of the site were determined by clense spreacls of
sLlrfâce (ceramic and lithic) material, by elevated midden deposits and by an alrgering
campaign over the terrain. The archaeological deposits extend approximately 150 m west

inland. The sea forms the eastern limit. The north/south extent of the site is approxi-
mately 280 m.
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Based on the excavations so far, the horizontal stratigraphy and the material analysis

three phases have been identifiecl: an Early Ostionoid, a Late Ostionoid and a Chicoid
phase. The radiocarbon samples taken from shell, crab and charcoal prodr.rced absolute

dates beween A.D. 600 and 1400, in which three well-clistinguished periods could be

determined: a first one benveen A.D. 600 and 900, a second between A.D. 900 and

1200 and a third berween A.D. 1200 and 1400, corresponding to the three phases

based on the material analysis. Early colonial material also indicates the site was occu-

pied until the early decacles of the 16'h century.

Morphological and technological characteristics of the pottery

The pottery of the various phases (Early Ostionoicl, Late Ostionoid and Chicoicl) can

be characterizecl by vessel shape, applied manufacturing technique and the fab:ic of the

clay that was used. In this paragraph the morphological and technological fe atures are

presented. In the next paragraph the results of the low-tech microscopic fabric analysis

will be described.

Earþ Ostionoid

The Early Ostionoid pottery repertoire exhibits a large varieqy of vessel shapes, with
simple and carinatecl contours and navicular-shapes. The vessel walls are very thin
(ca. 5 mm). The rims are often rounded or flat and the vessels have typical D-shaped

handles. The decorations mainly consist of small knobs on the vessel wall and different
degrees of vertical thickenings of the wall. Geometric modeling is made up of rim
modifications. In addition, there is evidence of modeled-incised anthropomorphic ancl

zoomorphic appliqués.
The basic technique used for shaping Early Ostionoid pottery was coiling. Rather

thin coils with a diameter around 1 cm or less were fixed together and pinched and

smea¡ecl to form the walls. The vessels were usually finished by smoothing, burnishing
or polishing (sometimes only on a part of the vessel). The small decorative knobs and

vertical thickenings of the wall are the result of adding some extra clay to the vessel

wall. The pottery is mostly reddish to light brown in colour. In some cases, a white
firing clay was usecl. Some sherds have a cream or red slip. A few sherds exhibit clarki
black bands produced through smudging a resin, which may have been applied as

clecoration. Quite a few sherds have repair drillings near cracks. This may point to the
high valtre of the pottery, its scarceness, or to some ritual value. For a selection of Early
Ostionoid poftery see Figure 2 (see also St. Jean, this volume).

Late Ostionoid

Although far more coarse than the pottery from the preceding phase, the Late Ostio-
noid pottery obviously in some aspects is a slightly moclified continuation of the Early
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Figure 2. A selection of Early C)stionoicl pottery from El Cabo (not to scale)
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Ostionoid poftery tradition. The Late Ostionoid pottery repertoire exhibits character-

istic rounded and navicular vessels with roundecl but often outward folded and inward
thickened rims. The vessels are fitted with D-shaped handles. Pelican-shaped handles

and vertical lugs are also present.

Like in the foregoing phase, the coiling technique was also employed for shaping the
Late Ostionoid vessels. The surface of the pottery is a little bit less smoothed and often
less regular than in the Early Ostionoid phase. In some cases it is roughly burnishecl,

polishecl or covered with a recl slip layer. A small proportion of the Late Ostionoid ves-

sels are decorated with incised lines. Besicles this linear decoration, there are modeled
figures, some with coffee beans eyes and appliquéd limbs, which seem to be a continu-
ation of the so-called estilo Pr¡nta or transitional modeled appliqués. The firing colors

of the pottery are recl brown and partly grayish spotted. Oxidized colors prevail. For a

selection of Late Ostionoid pottery see Figure 3.

Chicoid

The vessels belonging to the Boca Chica sryle series in the latest phase of the occupa-

tion history of El Cabo tend to be much thicker than the Ostionoicl pottery. The
major shaping technique of the Boca Chica pottery is coiling. The rim shapes are vâr-
ied, rounded, flat, flanged or thickened. The surfaces of the pottery are often smoothed
and burnished. l)ecoration mainly consists of linear and curvilinear incision and inci-
sion ending in punctation. Generally, these incisions have deep broad firm lines,

appliecl just before the clay was leather-harcl. After incising the surface was completely
burnished. The D-shaped handles are decorated with modeled appliqué ancl incisions.
In acldition, there are many modeled-incised adornos qypical of the Boca Chica sryle

representing bats, owls and other creatllres from the Taíno mythology as well as anthro-
pomorphic faces (see also Veloz Maggiolo 1976). Some of the late Ostionoid modeled-
incised appliqués are also present in this Boca Chica phase. The surfaces of the vessels

have a varieqy of colors, ranging from cream, to brown and grayish-black. The original
firing was neutral to only slightly reducing. For a selection of Boca Chica pottery see

Figure 4.

Results of the low-tech microscopic analysis of the pottery fabrics

The microscopic fabric analysis of a representative sample of the sherds included the
investigation of the matrix of the clay and the inclusions ancl pores obserwed (x 10 to
x 50 magnification) on a fresh break and on a ground edge. \With respect to the non-
plastic inclusions, attention was paicl to the type, shape, sorting, color, size and amottnt
of grains present in the clay. For a summarizing overwiew of the fabric characteristics
of the El Cabo pottery the reader is also referred to Table 1.
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Figure 3. A selection of Late Ostionoid pottery from El Cabo (not to scale)
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Figure 4. A selectior.r of Boca Chica pottery from El Cabo
(photographs not to scale, clrawings scale 1 : i).

Earþ Ostionoid

The Early Ostionoicl pottery can be characterizecl as material -¡/ith a compact fabric. It
contains 25 to 35 %o of mineral grains, which are mostly acldecl to the clay as to make
them more workable ancl to prevent the development of cracks during the chying and
firing process. This tempering material consists of fine grains up to 1 mm in size. Inci-
clentally, coarser grains up to 5 mm, like iron schists and/or hematite occur, which
were most often natural to the clay. Still coarser grains were probably pickecl-out by the
potter as undesirable. The most freqr,rently occrlrring grain types inclucle quartz, feld-
spar, iron-oxicle siltstone and in sorne cases limestone. Sometimes grains of volcanic
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origin, like several rypes of tuff and some amphiboles (like homblende) may occur.

The grains are most often sub-angular and/or sub-rounded in shape. The colors of the

fabrics, after re-firing them to 750" C under oxidizing circumstances valy from pink to
Iight reddish brown and light red.

Late Ostionoid

The Late Ostionoid porters, like their fore¡unners in the Early Ostionoid phase, added

roughly spoken the same kind of tempering material to their clay. Quartz, feldspar,

limestone and hematite are the most frequently occurring. Some sherds also include

ignimbrite, a melted variety of tuff. The grain sizes of the usually moderately to badly

sorted non-plastic inclusions vary from 1 mm and smaller up to 3 mm ancl sometimes

even up to 5 mm. The shapes vary from angular to sub-angular and sub-rounclecl. The

fabric of the pottery is more often coarse or crumbly due to the grain size and quantity
of inclusions. The quantity of grains is rather high, i.e. benveen 30o/o and 35o/o or

solnetimes even more.

Chicoid

The Chicóid material often contains grains of quartz, feldspar, iron oxide-siltstone and

limestone. Relatively few and/or sporadic amphiboles ancl tuffgrains are incltrdecl. The
amolrnrs of mineral tempering vary from 20 to 35o/o, the grain sizes from smaller than

1 mm up to 4 mm. The grain shapes are angular, sub-angular and sttb-rouncled. The

nodules are roundecl in shape. In some cases the pote structure is a bit elongatecl. The

sorting of the inclusions is moderate-, or moderate to gooc{.

(.htrot/1

Mineral inclusions

Domiriant particles quartz ancl/or limestone;

leldspar; iron-oxide
siltstone

tuff; amphibolesSporadically occurring:

Dominant size:

Inciclental size:

Shapes:

Percentage:

Other characteristics :

I mm-4mm

angular/sub-angular/
snb-rounclecl

20 - 30o/o

so¡ted

Table 1. Fab¡ic characteristics of the El Cabo pottery

Late OstionoidEarly Oaionoià

quartz and/or limestone;
feldspar; iron-oxitle
siltstone

iron schists; hematite;
tuff (ignirnbrite);
arnphiboles

1mm-3mm
5mm
angular/sub-angular

30 35 o/o

moderately/baclly sortecl

quartz and/or limestone;
lelclspar; iron-oxicle
siltstone

iron schists; hematite;
nrff; amphiboles

( 1mm

5mm
sub-angular/
sub-rottndecl

25 - 35o/o

compact material
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In search of the potential clay sources used to make the El Cabo pottery

Looking at the pottery of El Cabo the question of the production location arises. Did
the potters of El Cabo make their pottery using clay from the direct vicinity of the site?

Or did they collect their clay årther away? Another possibiliry is that the pots found
in El Cabo were imported from elsewhere. An answer to these qlrestions might be

found through a combination of complementary research methods (see also Hofman
et al. 2008a): (1) technologicalanalysis and low-tech microscopic fabric analysis of the
pottery (see above), (2) analysis of clay samples, i.e. workability tests and fabric analysis
(see below), (3) comparative pottery study (see below) and (4) geo-chemical analysis

using X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry 0(Rf;.2 This article deals only with research

steps 1-3.3

'Were the pots of El Cabo made of local clay?

Recent research suggests that in many cases the pre-Columbian pottery was manufac-
tured with local clays when these were available (Hofman et aL.2005:10). Therefore,
we assumed at first that the pots found in El Cabo were made on the spot. So far,
however, no evidence has been found for pottery production at El Cabo. No unfired
pots have been,recovered. Apart from that, it is difficult at this stage to identify tools
that could have been used for pot making. However, although positive evidence for
production is lacking, it cannot be excluded that pottery-making was going on ât the
site. Pottery production being a household affair in pre-Coltrmbian times, the tools
may be unspecialized (Costin 1991; van der Leeuw 1977; Peacock 1982).

Although we have no direct indications that the pottery of El Cabo was produced
locally, we have sought suitable clay in the close vicinity of the site itself. According to
the principle of least effort, the exploited clay deposits would be those most accessible

to the manllfacturing sites and are less likely to have been obtained from a distant loca-
tion (Bishop et al.1982:3f5-316; Rye 1981: 12). However, distance to clay resources

is highly variable. The exploitable threshold model basecl on ethnographic data and
applied to ceramic resollrces implies that the geoclesic distance to clay resollrces ranges

from less than 1 km to 50 km (Arnold 1985: Figure2.5). The preferred territory of
exploitation of primary resources lies close to the working area, i.e. not further than
1 km (threshold A). The upper limit of the maximum range of exploitation (thresh-

old B) is 7 km. After threshold B, the exploitation of clay resources is uneconomic.
Arnold (1985: 35-38) remarks that the general exploitable threshold model applied to
ceramic resources is affected by various factors like lack of many data, clifferences

between sedentary and non-sedentary communities, the topographical situation, and
transport costs. On the other hand, Arnold (1985: 38) referring to Strauss and Orans
(1975) emphasizes that the energy limits of a population to the distance traveled in
terms of a costs/benefits model is not affected by cultural contact, diffusion or other
kinds of historical relatedness.
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In an attempt to collect clay samples in the direct vicinity of El Cabo no suitable

clay appeared to be present within either threshold of exploitation (A and B). There-
fore, we may conclude that either the clay for pot making was importecl from sources

much farther away or the pots found in El Cabo were importecl from elsewhere. To
find an argument for the first possibility, we collected clay samples in the wider sur-

roundings of the site (Figure 5). For the second possibilirywe sought similar contem-
poraly pottery from other archaeological sites on the islancl.

\Øere the El Cabo pots made with clay imported from elsewhere?

\Øe have ethnographic evidence of traveling long distances to gather clay (see Arnolcl
I9B5 50,57,55,56,Ta61e 2.1; Rice 1987 116-118), even if clay is available in the
direct vicinity of a settlement (Duin 200012007 ; Vredenbregt 2004). In these cases we

have to keep in mind that the geodesic ancl pheric canoe distances to clay resources

grearly exceed the non-canoe distances (Arnold 1985: 50).
In an attempt to explore the potential clay sollrces used for the production of the

El Cabo pottery, we collected ten clay samples in the wide surroundings of El Cabo:
Higüey, La Aleta, Playa Macao (three samples), Anamuya, Caliche and Boca deYuma
(four samples) (Figure 6). In Leiclen the workability properties of the clay samples were

tested. Ne¡t, the fabric of the suitable clay samples was analyzed. If the fabric of the
clay samples matches the fabric of the sherds, we may assume we have found a poten-
tial clay source.

Anaþsis of tlte cløy sømples

WorÞøb i lity prop erties

Hamer (1975:319) defines workability as "the character of clay that is a combination
of strength, plasticity and thixotropy (the properqF of plastic clays to resist initial pres-

sure)". It is "a human or subjective qualiry, defined by the potter's judgment of how
well suited a particular clay or body is to the processes he envisages using" (Rye 1981:

20,21).
The workability of the clay samples was tested by attempts to make small pots

through pinching and coiling. The drying shrinkage was measured. Furthermore, the

clay samples were fired to test the firing and post-firing behaviors of the clay for com-
parison with the potsherds of El Cabo. The workability tests (for the results see Table 2)

showed that clay samples nos. 01, 03,04 and 09 are suitable for making pottery in the
pinching and coiling technique.
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Figure 5. Clay sampling in Higúey: the local inhabitants exhibitecl a keen knowledge
of the whereabouts of clay sources.



Location '$Øorkability properties

Linear
Shrinkage

u.dry
b. total at
650'C

Plava Macao

Playa Macao

Playa Macao

Anamuya

Caliche

Boca deYuma 1

Boca deYuma 2

Boca cleYuma 3

Boca deYuma 4

Boca deYuma 4
Improved

Higiiey

La Aleta

* \Øell suitecl for pinching and coiling.
* The plasticity is sufficient.
* Though enough bones by nature, addition ol
some fine sand would make the clay less sticþ and
reduce its shrinkage.

* Short clay that lacks plasticity and coherence.
* Hardly sLrited For coiling and pincliing.
* Useful as red colorant or for making recl clay slip.

* Aiter removal of the coarsest limestone grains,
reasonably suited for pinching and coiling.
* A bit sticky, but with enough bones.

* Reasonably to well suited for pinching and
coiling.
* Contains harclly any coarse linestone.

* Reasonably suited for pinching and coiling.
It lacks a bit in cohesive strength.
' Picscnce ofsmall lilnestorre grains.
* It rnisses sornc bones.

* Lack ofcohesive strength
* Hardly suited lor pinching ancl coiling.

* Lirnited in plasticity.
* Contains grains of limestone .

* After removal of the grains oFlimestone the clay
is just suited for pinching and coiling, but it rnisses

some bones.

* Relatively short clay.
* Lack in plasticity and cohesive strengtlì.
* Black color and sulfuric srncll.
* It misses bones.
* Moderately suited for pinching and coiling.
* Addition offine sancl ancl further aging dicl not
remarkably improve the workabiliry properties.

* Too sandy for pinching and coiling; no plasticiry;
a test bar could not be rnade

* A little short and a little lack ofcohesive strength.
* Suited for pinching and coiling.
* Development of small cracks during pinching.

' Clay could be improved by aging.

* Black color and sulfuric smell.
* Lack ofplasticiry and cohesive strength.
* 

Just suited for pinching and coiling.
* Addition olfine sar.rd and further aging did not
rernarkably improve the workabìliry properties.

After adding 75o/o of fine quartz sand to the clay
and two months furtlìer aging the workability
properries were lìor inrproved

not tneasurctl
not tneasuted

6.50/o

6.5Vo

5 '5 
o/o

6o/o

9 o/o

II o/o

7 .5 o/o

8.5 o/o

6.5 o/o

7.5o/o

5.5%
5.50k

9 o/o

9 o/o

6.5 o/o

6.5 o/o

4.5%o

4.5 o/o

9.5Vo

10 o/o

2o/o

2%
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01

No.

10

Color dry/
homogenized

clay
(MSCC

7.5YR616
redclish yellow

7.5YR617
reddish yellow

5YR6/6
recldish yellow

5vFi6l6
reddish yellow

7.5YR714
pink

10yI.7l4
very pale brown

t0YR7l4
very pale brown

l0YR7l6
yellow

2.5YR716
lighry rccl

7.5YW13
pink

2.5v512
grayish brown

2.5Y512
grayish brown

02

032

03b

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

Table 2. \X/orkabilio properties of the clay samples
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Figure 6. Map of the location of the origin of the clay samples.

Føbric ønaþsis

In order to figure out whether clay samples 01, 03, 04 and 09 may have been the
potential clay sources used by the potters of El Cabo, low-tech microscopic fabric
analysis was conducted. Test bars made of the clay samples were fired in electric kiln
at 750" C. Like the fabric of the potsherds, the fabric of the clay samples was analyzed
on a fresh break and on ground edge of the test bars. The fabric of the clay samples
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conrains the same kind of dominant and sporadically occurring mineral inclusions
(Table l) as found in the sherds (Table 1). The percentages of the inclusions, however,

are generally lower. This can be explained by the fact that the fabric of the clay samples

represents the natural clay, while the fabric of the sherds represents the clay body (pre-

pared clay). The higher percentage of mineral inclusions in the sherds may have been

be caused by adding temper to the clay.

Clay sample
Macao

Mineral inclusions

Dominant particles:

Sporadically occurring

limestone; mudstone

l)ominant size

Shapes:

Percentage:

Color (750"C):

Other characteristics

Mineral inclusions

l)ominant particles:

Sporadically occurring:

Dominant size:

Shapes:

Percentage:

Color (750'C):

Other characteristics

50p<x(2mm
sub-angular/sub-
rounded/rouncled

70-150 o/o

2.5YR516 (red)

sorted

Clay sample
Boca deYuma 3 (09)

quartz

shell fragments; kaolinite; feldspar;
Mudstone; hematite

50¡r<x(2mm
angular/sub-angular

ca. 29 o/o

2.5YFr616 (light redl)

sortecl

Table 3. Fabric of the clay samples suited for pinching ancl coiling.

From comparisons berween the results of the microscopic fabric analysis of the clay
samples (Table l) ancl the fabric of the sherds, we conclude that the clay samples

collected from Higüey (01), Playa Macao (03a,03b,04) and Boca deYuma 3 (09)

may represenr potential clay sources for the manufâcture of the El Cabo pottery (see

Figure 7).

\Øere the pots found at El Cabo imported from elsewhere?

Punta Macao is one of the other major sites in the eastern part of the island where
similar pottery to that of El Cabo has been excavatecl (Hofman et al. 2007). Punta

Clay sample
Hieüey (01)

Clay sample
Playa Macao (03a)

quaftz

rock fragments; calcite;
hematite

50p<x(1mm
angular/sub-angular/
sub-rounded

5-10 o/o

2.5YR5/B (red)

moderately sortecl

limestone; iron oxide

50¡r<x(2mm
angular/sub-angular/
roundecl

l0-l5o/o

2.5YF.516 (red)

moderately sorted

Clay sample
Playa Macao (04)

50p<'12mm
sub-an gular/sub-rounclecl

25 o/o

5YR7l1(light gray) to 5YR7/3 (pink)

moderately sorted

limestone; coral

iron xoide noclules
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10 rnrn.
Clay sarnple Higüey 0 i

10 r.nm.

Sherd sar.nple 11. El Cabo, Ear'1y Ostionoicl.

\
I

7

10 mrn.
Clay samplc Playa Macao 04.

10 rnrn.

Shelcl sarnple 21. El Cabo, Early Ostionoicl

,.*";

-ri,
, 'ì.

I

*t,', ' ,,'
'l I'

Ilu,,
10 mrn.

Clay sarnple Boca clclYurna 09
i0 nln.

Slicrd sample 9 i . El Cabo, Chicoid.

Figure 7. Comparison of the fabric of clay samples ancl sl.rercls.
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Macao may thus as yet be considerecl as a possible production location of the El Cabo

pottery. The clay collected at Punta Macao also shows good workability properties (see

Table 2) and appeares to be suitable for both pinching and coiling.

Summary and conclusion

In search of potential clay sources used for the manufacture of the Pre-Columbian pot-
tery found at El Cabo the following methodology was followed: (1) analysis of the

manufacturing technique and fabric of the pottery, (2) analysis of clay samples (work-

abiliqy tests and fabric analysis), ancl (3) comparative pottery research. As a result of our
study, the pottery appeared not to be made of local clay. Potential clay sources were

found at Higtiey, Playa Macao and Boca cleYuma 3. The potters of El Cabo may have

collected their clay in these far away iocations during hunting or fishing trips by canoe.

Since Punta Macao is one of the larger archaeological sites in the region (others being

Atjadizo and sitio Pepe) where similar pottery (srylistically speaking) has been exca-

vated, the El Cabo pottery may also have been made at one of these locations and

brought to El Cabo. The results of our research can be considered as the first step to
answer the problem. Through ñrture XRF analysis, a valuable technique for archaeo-

logical provenance stuclies, we hope to find more substantive evidence for our prelimi-
nary resulçs.
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Notes

1. Excavations took place in 2006,2007,2008 ancl 2009

2. Since, in our opinion, low-tech ceramic analys.is forms the basis for the selection of samples for high-
tech researclr we prefer this ¡esearch orcler (van As 2004: 12,13)

3. The XRF analysis will be performed at the Faculty of Earth ancl Life Sciences of the Vrije Universiteit
(VU, Amsterdam) in cooperation with Prof. I)r. Gareth Davies in order to ident.i$, the chemical signa-

tures of the reLevant clay samples and the pre-Columbian potsherds.
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DIFFERENT COMMUNITIES OR CHANGING POTTERY TECHNIQUES?
THE TRANSITION FROM THE IATE CHALCOLITHIC TO THE EARLY
BRONZE AGE DISCOVERED AT QATAR DAMIYAH OORDAN VALLEÐ

Eva Kaptijn and Michel de Vreeze

Abstract

During fieldworh in the Jordan Valley a concennrttion of sherds was discouered on tl¡e sur-

face of the bødlands of Qøtar Damiyah, This group of sherds proued enigmaric as ir con-

tained morphological chørrtcteristics from both the Løte Chalcolithic ønd the Eørþ Bronze

Age. Furthermore, tul dffirent ualts offiring were uisible ønd corresponded with dffirent
fabrics that were used. This seemed to denote that dffirent groups inhøbited t/rh locrttion

on sepãfttte moments in time. Hou.,euer, closer inspection reuealed thøt the dffirent føbrics
proued to be present tbroughout tlte uessel types and onþ a limited correløtion betueen uessel

type and føbric could be demonstrated. Tlte fring techniques turned out t0 be huo øherna-
tiue solutions to the søme problem, i.e. Iime spølling. These conclusions togetber witb ø

detailed study of the morphologicøl charøcteristics of tbe øssembløge sltoued thøt the Qøtør
Damiyeh assemblage to all lileelihood resulted forn a single occupation episode that tooþ

place øt the naåsition between tl¡e Løte Cbølcolitbic ønd tlte Eørþ Bronze Age.

Introduction

In October 2005, on one of the last days of that year's fieldwork of the NWO-funded
'Settling the Steppe'-project of the Leiden Faculry of fuchaeology, Fuacl Hourani dis-
covered a concentration of pottery sherds on a badland area in the middle Jordan Valley
in an area which is locally referred to as Qatar Damiyah (Figure 1). As the geomor-
phologist of the project, Hourani had been investigating the so-called "qatar hills".
This term refers to an erosional zone that forms the boundary between the plain of the

Jordan Valley, the ghor, and the actual streambed of the Jordan River, called the zor.

The zor lays c. 50-70 m below the ghor, The qatar hills consist of white marls from the
Lisan formation and are subjected to severe erosion. Numerous wadis dissect this barren
inhospitable terrain that is today unfit for cultivation. However, the sherds found and
collected by Hourani suggested that at some time in the past, activity had taken place

here. The sherds were too few to provide a clear indication of function and clate, but
provided an intriguing unresolved question. Therefore, the area was surveyed in detail
in 2006 as part of theZerqa Triangle Survey of the Settlirlg the Steppe-project.l

Leiden Journal ofPottery Studies 24, 2008: 75-94
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Figure 1' Location "t'1""i:îï"ìïffiiïffiiïïïf; ,ï1"' 
the qatar hills in grev

In the area indicatecl by Hourani the many wadis clissecting the area prohibited
a systematic suffey method with transects and fixed collection areas. Depending on
the shape of the bluffs the area was, therefore, divided into B blocks that were each

strrveyed for 20 minutes with the same number of people. Although this is by no
means a statistical survey, the known size of the blocks and the fixed investigation
time allows comparison between them. In this way the surwey team collected an

assemblage of 144 sherds in an area extending over c. 100 x 250 m. As many as 130

sherds of this collection seemed to date to the Late Chalcolithic (4600-3600 B.C.)
and/or the Early Bronze Age I (3600-3000 B.C.), while 8 shercls stemmed from the
Byzantine period (ca.324-650 A.D.) and 6 could not be dated. Other fincls included
flint tools, e.g. tabular scrapers, Canaanean blades, a marine shell Gþcyrneris sp. that
originated either from the Mediterranean or the Recl Sea ancl a few fragments of
grindstone tools.

The analysis of the pottery and flint artefacts at the Faculty of Alchaeology at Leiden
Universiry soon revealed that the Qatar Damiyah assemblage did not allow a straight-
forwarcl interpretation. Differentiation is visible in several aspects of the pottery assem-

blage, such as firing techniques, clays and tempet, ancl chronological association as basecl

on the morphological characteristics. Vessels seem to date to two different periods. Two
rypes of firing were used and several fabric types are discernable. The qlrestion to be

answered in the pages below is therefore: do these differences reflect the heritage of rwo
or more different communities that occupied the same site at clifferent moments in
time, or did a single community that lived at the site for a restricted period of time use

these different vessels and techniques?
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Morphological characteristics

Based on morphological characteristics of the collected sherds, several qypes of vessels

cotrld be identified. The vessels rypes that were identified in this way can be divided in
rwo grouPs. There are types commonly associated with the Late Chalcolithic period.
Examples of this group are the so-callecl V-shapecl bowls and the holemouth jar with a

simple rim of even thickness (Figure 2). Yery similar examples have been found in
securely dated Late Chalcolithic contexts, e.g. at Teleilat Ghassul and Gilat (Lovell
2001: fig. 4.31, 34,36; Commenge er al. 2006: pl. 10.1, 5,7, 13-17).On the other
hand, there are vessels and vessel features that have generally been associated with the
Early Bronze Age I (EBA). These include ledge handles and cups (Figure 3) discovered
in EBA contexts at for example Wadi Faynan site 100, Ashqelon Afridar and Lachish
(Baumgarten 2004: fig. 12: 4, 13: 4; Golani 2004: fig. 29: 4; Tsfnell l95B: pl. 56,

500.x.1 p1 6
)) )4.m

500.x.3p19 r1 5

28 30 cm

500.x.3p1 1

18 20.m
o12345

5O0_x.2pt 3

32 cm

Figure 2. Sherds belonging to holemourh jar and V-shaped bowls cliscovered
in the concentration.
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500.x.3p9 500.x.2p8 \ \ 500.x.7p4 \

o12345
500.x.4p11
9cm

500.x.4p8
9cm

500.x.1 p22

Fjgure 3. Ledge handles and cup fragments discoverecl in the concentration.

57;Wright et al. 1998: fry.8:4,9:1). Leclge handles have long been considered to be

a hallmark of the EBA (Amiran 1969:35fÐ.
In addition ro these rwo groups a considerable number of jars with a circular shaped

flaring neckhave been found (Figure 4). This specific type of jar is common in both

the Late Chalcolithic period and the EBA I. Goocl parallels have for example been

discovered at Late Chalcolithic Gilat and EBA Tell lJmrn Hammad (Commenge et al.

2006:pI. 10.22;Helms 1992:fi,g. 179 3 andfig' 206:l-4).Aspecialvariantof this

vessel type has impressions on its rim (Figure 4). Similar to the plain rimmed jar, this

type is found in both Late Chalcolithic and EBA contexts, e.g' Gilat, Shoham, Tell

IJmm Hammad and Jericho (Commenge 2005: figs. 6'2:10,6.26:I; Commenge et al.

2006: pl. 10.20: 11; Helms 1992: fig.255:4; Kenyon l9B1: fig. 9:25). However,

this rype of vessel is restricted to isolated examples. Nowhere have more than one or

two examples been found, whereas several rims have been collected from the Qatar
Damiyah concenrrarion. The numbers of sherds that belong to a specific vessel type are

depicted in Figure 10.

Parallels to rhe vessels discovered here suggests a date for the pottery assemblage

srarring in the Late Chalcolithic period and continuing into the EB I period, possibly

with intermittent periods of disuse of the site. However, there is a problem with this
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Figure 4. Sherds belonging to the circula¡ necked jar q'pe wirh a plain anc{ an impressed rim.

hypothesis. If this site had been utilized in the Late Chalcolithic period one would
expect â more diverse range of vessels. Many vessels or vessel parts typical of the Late
Chalcolithic period are absent in this collection, e.g. churns, pedestalled bowls, loop
hanclles and pithoi. In no other Late Chalcolithic context, either for habitation, btrrial
or industrial use, has such a limited range of vessel types been discovered. The same
applies to the EBA assemblage. Even other fragmented survey assemblages from the
EB I period, discovered in the vicinity, displayed a wider range of vessels including
everted rim bowls, different types of ledge handles, red slipped ancl burnished vesseli
(Kaptijn in prep.).

A closer inspection of the vessel types and their parallels suggesrs an alternative view.
Although features like ledge handles have been regarded as characeristic of the EBA,
recent analysis has revealed that ledge handles have occasionally been found in Late
Chalcolithic contexts or those that have been dated to the transition from Late Chal-
colithic to EBA, e.g. Shoham cave 4, Hujayrat al-Ghuzlan and fielcl 27 of the Zerqa
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Triangle survey (Commenge 2005 fig.6.29:I; Kaptijn in prep.: fig' 4'16; I(halil et al.

2003: fig. 18:1-6). Furthermore, the ledge hanclles found in this assemblage ate of a

ryp. th"i is generally found in early EBA I contexts while later EBA rypes are absent.

The same holds true for the cups. Although cups are most often founcl in EBA con-

rexrs, a few (isolated) examples have been noted in Late Chalcolithic or transitional

conrexts, e.g. Teleilat Ghassul, Azor, lHuJlayrat al-Ghuzlan, \7adi Fidan site 4 (Adams

and Genz t995: fig. 3:4; Í(halll et aI. 2003t fig. 16:l-3; Koeppel 1,940: pI. 83:1.;

Perrot and Ladiray 1980: fig. 75:12). The V-shaped bowl, although one of the hall-

marks of the Chalcolithic period, clearly continues into the EBA and, while the EBA

has many other q¡pes of holemouth jars as well, the simple rounded rim type is present

in at least the eaiy part of the EBA period, e.g. Bab adh-Dhra' with respect to the

holemouth jars and Tell esh-Shuneh North for both vessel rypes (Gustavson-Gaube

1986: fig.8 and 1l:32-36; Rast and Schaub 2003: figs' 5.1and7.1)'
The dir.overy of EBA rypes in Late Chalcoiithic contexts and the continuation of

Late Chalcolithic forms inro EBA assemblages, although in small nttmbers, negates the

strict break berween these periods that M/as at one time supposed to exist (Gophna

1998:272). Recently, sites like Hujayrat al-Ghuzlan and Ashqelon Africlar have been

dated to the transition benveen the Late Chalcolithic and EBA and the very start of
rhe EB I period (Bragn and Gophna 2004; Golani 2004; Khalaily 2004; Khalil and

Eichmann 2006; Khalil et al. 2003). Although the present collection as a whole is no

direct parâllel to the poffery assemblages discovered at these sites, they do provide the

closest parallels for many sherds. The site of Ashqelon Africlar shows another strong

parallel since it is the only other location where several necked jars with impressions on

ihe rim have been found (Baumgafren 2004: fig.9; Braun and Gophna 2004: fig.1.9;

Golani 2004:27).
Based on the morphological characteristics of the discovered sherds, parallels with

excavated and more secr-rrely dated sites sLrggest they date to the transition between the

Late Chalcolithic ancl EB I periocls. The range of vessels inclucling large storage jars,

smaller bowls and vessels that have probably functioned as serving and cooking vessels

suggesrs the site shoulcl be interpreted as a settlement. Hor,¡¡ever, this can only be securely

establishecl throtrgh excavation.

Production techniques

Given the fact that the assemblage is a surface collection, it is difficult to find traces

that allow reconstrucrion of the procluction techniques. Most sherds show weathering

which has obliterated many subtie traces on their exteriors. However, the collection is

nor as abraclecl as assemblages of similar age from other sites discovered in the survey

and the size of the sherds is exceptionally large. This is most likely the result of the

complete disuse of this area in comparison to the hear.y cultivation practised in other

parrs of the region. This level of preservation allows a few remarks on the production

techniques that were usecl.
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All sherds have been made without the use of a fast turning wheel. On one example

clear rraces were visible that indicate a slow turning wheel was used during final modi-

fication of the vessel. This single sherd is from a necked jar (shercl 500.x.6p5). How-

ever, several other sherds showed clear evidence that no slow turning wheel had been

usecl since finger streaks were visible that had no predominant orientation. \7e can

therefore conclude that the slow turning wheel technique was known but by no means

commonly used.

All vessels are formed by hand and several show indications of coiling. The walls of
vessels, especially those of the holemor-rth jars and bowls, are remarkably thin in pro-

porrion to their size. Although traces have been smoothed away, it is highly likely that

excess clay was scraped off the walls. In several instances scraping had also been per-

formed on bases to remove the so-called heel created by applying the first coil to the

base. Flowever, an equal number of bases still retain this heel. Several cups show clear

inclications that they have been constructed by means of pinching (e.g. sherd 500.x'4pB).
Some cups have quite irregular walls (e.g. sherd 500.x.4p8), while others have been

more carefully finished (e.g. sherd 500.x.4p1l)(Figure 3). This suggests that at least

some of the cups have been made in a very quick ad hoc fashion.

Except for the cups all bases are flat. Some are quite irregular and the bases that have

nor been severely abradecl show traces of having stood on a sandy surface wlile still

wer. Two ways in which the walls were attachecl to the slab of clay that was to become

the base have "been attested. On the one hand a coil was applied on top of the edge of
the slab (sherd 500.x.2p20). On the other hand the coil could be attachecl to the out-

side of a slab of clay (shercl 500.x.1p34). However, such production traces were only

discernable in a few instances.

Other consrnlcrion techniques that were visible included the finishing of holemouth

jar rims, i.e. either slightly flattened by applying Pressure to the rim with, for example'

a finger, or smoorhing it into a rounded shape. Furthermore, most circular necked jars

clisplayecl traces of the attachment of the flaring rim to the vessel body. This was apPâr-

ently done when the body was already close to leather hard.

The use of slip or paint as surface treatment is rare. A rim fragment of what seems to

have been a small bowl contains a trickle of red paint of no distinct pattern (sherd

500.x.2p26). In only one case red slip seelns to have been appliecl (sherd 500.x.6p5),

while selfslip was attesred on a few vessels. The inclentations on the rims of the necked

jars and on one of the bowls do not have sharp edges and were probably made by apply-

ing pressure with a finger. However, in the case of one large bowl (shercl 500.x.7p11),

the inclents are small, rouncled ancl have sharp edges. This is suggestive of the use of a

small twig or reed to apply pressure.

Overall the assemblage, irrespective of being a survey coilection, preserves consicler-

able evidence of production techniques. lJnfortunately, the number of sherds with

rraces is still too small to discern any patterns. The techniques used are in many respects

very similar ro rhose used during the Late Chalcolithic ancl EBA periods (e.g. Braun

2004: 202, 205-206; Commenge-Pellerin 1990). However, the surface treatment in
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the form of trickle paint on rims commonly found in the Late Chalcolithic period and
the intensive use of slip and burnishing of the (later) EBA is completely absent in this
assemblage. Furthermore, the thin walls that characterize most vessels of this assem-
blage are not prevalent in other sulvey assemblages from either the Late Chalcolithic or
EBA periods discovered in the region (Kaptijn in prep.).

Fabric anaþis

A sample of 18 sherds was selected for fabric analysis. This selection was nor com-
pletely random but based on preliminary identification of characteristics like colour
and inclusions that seemed to represent different groups within the total assemblage

First, the samples were re-fired under oxidizing circumstances using rwo different
temperatures, i.e.750"C and 850'C. The latter remperarurewas chosen because some
of the darker fìred sherds, with a ptrrplish tone, where suspected to have been fired at
a high temperarure. To test this assumption the firing temperarure of 850'C was used
to see whether changes occurred.

Subseqtrently, the cross section was examined under a stereomicroscope with a mag-
nification of up to 50 times. This allows the identification of the main inclusions and
their generai characteristics like colour and shape. Voids resulting from trapped air or
burnt away organic inclusions were also taken into accollnr. Reference collections
established bty the Ceramic Laboratory of the Leiden Faculty of Archaeology were used
to determine the amount of inclusions based on their weight proporrion.

In this way, four main groups were identified. Each group included minimally mo
sherds that were deemed similar in fabric. Two sherds cleviated from these four groups
and were classed as 'miscellaneous'. Variation exists within these groups, which is

expressed in the subdivision of groups in a, b and c. After fabric analysis the entire pot-
tery assemblage was investigated macroscopically to group them according to micro-
scopically identified fabric groups.

Group I
(Group 1: microscopic N = 4, macroscopic N = 1J) (Figure 5)
Sherds in group I are characterized by a yellowish colour. The Munsell colours run
from 10YR 713-813 (very pale brown) to 7.5YR 714 (pinL<) before re-firing and fi'om
7.5YR714 (pink) with very pale brown (1OYR 813) to reddish yellou' (7.5\3. 716) after
re-firing. In all samples the oxidation of the original firing was not complete. The fab-
ric contains large quantities of calcite inclusions together with iron oxide as second
dominant type of inclusion. The calcite was probably added intentionally. Different
types of calcite were used in the shercls, which indicates that several calcite sources were
available to the potters. One shercl (sherd 500.x.1p16) forms a subgroup because a dif-
ferent type of calcite was used and the percentage of inclusions is larger (c. 30% of its
weight). The calcite in this sherd is of a different source than the other sherds and the
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Figr-rre 5. Fabric group 1 (sherd 500.x.7p4, n'ragniûcation x 6.3)

shape of the particles is more angular ancl elongated. This inclicates that the calcite was

adcled without ac{clitional grinding. The iron oxide particles seem to have been origi-

nally present in the ciay matrix. Rouncl pores and channel pores suggest organic temper

was aclclecl to the clay. On average the sherds in fabric group 1 contain 16-200/o non'
organic inclttsions, when measttred in weight'

Group 2

(Group 2: microscopic N = 2, macroscopic N = 4) (FigLrre 6)

This group consists of two shercis with fired clay colours rr-rnning from pink - 7.5YR

714,light reclclish brown -2.5YR 614 - 5YF.Gl4 ro paleyellow'2.5YR 8/4 before re-

firing, ancl light brown 7.5 614 - pink 7.5YR714 rc very pale brown - 1OYR 7.4 after

re-firing. The change in colour resulting from re-firing indicates that the original firing
clici not occur uncler fully oxiclizing conditions.

This fabric group is characterizecl by a poor sorting of inclusions. The dominant

inclusions are iron-oxicle, limestone and (quartz) sand. The iron oxide is present in
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FigLrre 6. lialrr:ic gloup 2 (shercl 500.x.2p17, rnagnification x 6.3)

different qualities, some clearly more metallic than others. Limestone is sometimes
banded with iron-oxide (sheld 500.x.1p10). The physical link between iron-oxicle,
limestone ancl (qualtz) sand sr.tggests these inchrsions were all naturally presenr in rhe
clay. The (qtraltz) sand clifTers in rounclness, which sllggests a cliflèrence in cleposition
ancl therefore in clay sotlrce. The size of the channel ancl closecl poles sLlggests organic
temper took the forin of thin vegetal matter, e.g. fine grasses. 'fhe two sherds that form
grovy: 2 corrtain 10-15o/o inc|"rsions.

Group 3

(Group 3: microscopic N = 4, rnacroscopic N = 10) (FigLrre 7)
The sherds in this group are, beforc re-firing, characterizer{ by rather clivergent colonrs
in a range of pinkish gray (5\aR 6/2), reclc{ish brown (5YR 514) to recl (2.5YR 516).
After re-firing the clorninant colours are reclclish yellow (5YR616-513), lighr recl (2.5YR
616) to pink (7.5YR 714).In all cases the re-firing caused the clay to become lighter.,
which inclicates that the original firing was in a more redtrceci atmosphere. Some of the
samples (slrercls 500.x.1p12, 500.x.3pI2, ancl 500.x.7p1) were re-fir.ecl ar 850"C. The

il
.'
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Figure 7. Fabric group 3 (shercl 500.x.1p12, magnification x 6.3)

continuing differences in lighter ancl clarker hues after re-firing sllggests that the origi-
nal firing under partly reducing circumstances was done at relatively high temperatr-rres

exceecling 850" C.
The fabric group is characterized by a predominance of limestone. The limestone

particles are rounded or sub-rounclecl showing a relatively high level of abrasion and

are both elongated and spherical. Other inclnsions comprise iron-oxide, calcite and
(quartz) sand. A further characteristic inclusion is a clark grey to black, with recl tones,

conglomerate-like inclusion, that is both spherical ancl angular to sub angular. This
inclusion is most likely a type of t¡asalt with iron-oxide stains. Minor inclusions are

muclstone and flint (shercl 500.x.3p9). Inclusions are qnite numerous in this group
(c.30o/o).

Group 4

(Group 4: microscopic N = 6, macroscopic N = 29) (Figure B)

The fabric of this group is characterized by its predominant recl colour, which undoubt-
edly indicates a higher iron-content. The clominant colours before re-firing are light

].

J

t.
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Figure 8. Fabric group 4 (shercl 500.x.1p17, magnification x 6.3)

brown (7.5 \T.6/3), redclish brown (2.5YR 5.4), and weak red (10R413-513-4). After
re-firing they are reclclish yellow (5 YP.7l6), brown (2.5YR 514), and light red (2.5YR
616).The change in colorrr inclicates that the original firingwas not fully oxidizing, in
some cases even partly reclucing.

The clominant inclusions are limestone ancl iron-oxicle. Mudstone, (quartz) sancl

and angular calcite particles are present as well. Basalt inclusions are sporadically

present. A srnall gror-rp of inclusions consists of a greenish matrix with small holes.

These are probably fragments of crushecl ceramics that were or became sinterecl. This
group contains the only clear proof of such practise within this assemblage (e.g. shercl

500.x.6p2).
The matrix of these sarnples is open and the inclusions are generally poorly sorted.

This group can be subdividecl on the basis of the dominant type of inclusion. In
group 4alim.rto.r. is clominant, while iron-oxicle dominates in group 4b. The lìrllner-
ous closecl pores and elongated channel-pores inclicate a high proportion of organic
temPef .
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Of the 18 sherds whose fabric was analyzed microscopically, two sherds cannot be

accommodatecl in one of the four fabric groups described above. These sherds seem to

represent separate fabric groups, but they could not be defined more specifically because

of the small sample. However, the macroscopic analysis suggests additional sherds

belong to these two isolated gror-lps (N = 5 and N = 4).A third group not represented

in the microscopically analyzed sample seems to exist as well (N = 4). Nl three groups
are made of light firing clays ancl resemble fabric group 1 most closely. Like the rwo

microscopically examined sherds and the group 1 fabrics they were probably fired at

low temperatures. These grollps are referred to as miscellaneous below. Future analysis

should clarify the character of these possible \Mare groups.

Firing

The yellowish firecl sherds (Group 1 and miscellaneous groups) were re-fired 
^t750"C.

The re-firing showed that the samples had not been completely oxidized. Furthermore,
lime spalling occurrecl in some of the re-fired samples, which suggests that the original
firing temperatvre hødbeen below 700" C. Lime spailing namely occurs under oxidizing
conditions when temperatures are above 700'C, but below a 1000'C (Rice 2005 98).

The lighter fired sherds of group 2have also been refired ñ750"C. The cliversity

in colours after re-firing suggests that the original firing conditions were partly irrevers-

ible. This shoi¡¡s that the original firing temperature will have been higher than the

750"C at which the sherds were re-fired.2
Some of the samples of groups 3 and 4, that were re-fired at 850'C, show darker

coloured patches which did not signiûcantly change after re-firing under oxidizing
conditions. This suggests that the original firing conclitions were partly reduced and

reached temperatLlres that exceeded 850'C.
Vithin group 4 several sherds show signs of sintering. This can be explainecl by the

fermginous clay ancl dominant lime temper of this fabric group. The reduced or partly
reduced firing of clays rich in iron oxide causes the fluxing of the clay at temperatLrres

around 800-900"C (Rice 2005: 94). Agood example of this process is attested in sherd

500.x.2p20, where molten lime seems to have run into the voids left by organic temper
(Figure 9). Fluxing of lime and vitrification of clays has also been attestecl at Middle
Chalcolithic Teleilat Ghassul (Edwards and Segnit 1984).

The ferruginous clays of groups 3 and 4 are naturally rich in limestone inclusions
and were therefore vulnerable to lime spalling, which could have clisastrous effects on

the vessel. It is highly likely that these vessels were cleliberately fired in partly reduced

atmospheres and to relativelyhigh temperatrlres arolrnd 950"C as this caused the flux-
ing of the clay body and limestone inclusions. Group 2 vessels were probably also fired
to high temperatures, but because less iron oxide was present these sherds did not sin-

ter. In this way lime spalling was prevented from occurring after re-hydration ancl

a hard fabric was created. It seems lime spalling was avoided in group 1 and the miscel-

laneous groLlps simply by firing the vessels at temperatLlres below 7OO" C.
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Figure 9. Vitriûed sherds from fabric group 4 (shercl 500.x.2p20, magnification x 6.3).

This leads to the conclusion that there existed an intentional link benveen ware

groups and firing techniques. The choice for fabric type and the clistinction berween

high and low firing to avoid lime spalling might be related to the function of a vessel.

To investigate whether this last link is incleecl present vessel forms were relatecl to the

different fabrics.

Vessel types and fabric groups

By macroscopic analysis, the remainc{er of the assemblage was grouped into the micro-
scopically assigned fabric grorrps. This is a tentative grouping and does not take into
account minor clifferences in temper and clay. Nevertheless, 71 sherds could be assigned

to a fabric group, while 13 were of uniclentiûable fabric.3
In Figr-rres 10a and 10b the fabric distribution over the five vessel types is clepictecl.

The total number of vessels per vessel form is in some cases quite low, which prohibits
any firm conclusions to be clrawn (Figure 10a). However, the relative ware distribution
does show a few trends that seem meaningful (Figure 10b).
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Figure 10. a. Absolute numbers per vessel form.
b. Fablic frequency per vessel form in percentages.

\Øhat catches the eye is that the fabric groups seem to be represented in most vessel

rypes. Group 3 and the miscellaneous group are absent fi'om the holemouth jars.

Group 2 is absent from the impressed neckecl jars, but only six sherds were assigned to
this fabric group which explains its absence. The fact that the clifferent fabrics were

used for most vessel qypes shows there was no absolute division between vessel types,

function ancl fabrics.
The bowls, necked jars and impressed necked jars show the same general trend. A

small percentage of these bowls is made from fabric I (B-15o/o; see Figr"rre 10b). Fab-

ric 2 is, due to its low frequency, rare in all vessel forms. Fabric 3 is more divergent as

the bowls and especially the impressed necked jars show relatively high proportions of
20o/o and 33o/o, whtle only one neckecl jar was macle with this fabric. AII three vessel

types, however, include a large percentage of vessels made fi'om fabric 4 (42-55o/o).

The miscellaneous and unknown fabrics were recognized in only a small percentage of
these vessels.

This preference for ferruginous clays is parallelecl in the latest stages of Chalcolithic
Teleilat Ghassul, where an overall increase in the proportion of the hard fired ferrugi-
nous fabric (TG group 10) is visible (Lovell 2001,: 35). A decrease in vitrification
among vessels of this fabric is visible over time, but vitrifiecl vessels continue to domi-
nare the thin walled ceramics in the latest srages ar the site (Lovell 2007l.36). Lovell,
in accord with the findings of Edwards and Segnit, attributes the vitrification to the
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character of dre clay and not necessarily to higher firing temperatures (Edwarcls and
Segnit 1984,Lovell 2001:36). The decrease in vitrified vessels at Teleilat Ghassul is
considered indicative of a better selection of clays and control of firing conditions by
the potters.

The cups differ considerably from this general trend. Group I is absent. Groups 2,

J, and 4 are present in small quantities (6-180/0). Over 50 o/o of the cups are from mis-
cellaneous fabrics. The latter, however, consists of at least three different fabric groups.
It is safe to conclude that the cups are made from a wide range of different fabrics. This
is most likely a representation of several different clay sources that were used. Given the
simple production technique with which these vessels were macle, it is very probable
that clay and temper selection was not considered important in the manufactule of
these cups. People simply used the clay that was easiest available.

The holemouth jars also show a trend diverging from the other vessel categories. In
contrast to the other vessel forms, a Iarge percentage of the holemouth jars has been

made from fabric l, whereas fabrics 3,4 and the miscellaneous category, were much less

used than for other vessel types (7o/o,207o or absent). This can well be explained by
reference to the ftrnction of holemouth jars. In several excavations from this period cal-
cite tempered holemouth jars seem to have been used as cooking vessels (e.g. Adams
2OO3: 14, Lovell 200I:35). Cooking pots are often tempered with considerable amounrs
of calcite, ryhich has a similar expansion to fired clays when heated (Rye 1994: 33). This
makes calcite tempered vessels resistant to repeated thermal stress and hence very suited
for use as cooking pots. It is, therefore, very likely that the fabric t holemouth jars dis-
covered in the Qatar Damiyeh concentration were used as cooking pots.

Conclusions

The question of whether a single community created the seemingly cliverse pottery
assemblage discussed here, or whether this collection incorporates the remains of rwo
or more chronologically diverse groups can now be answered. The morphological dif-
ferentiation at first glance contained shapes that on the one hand providecl a date in
the Late Chalcolithic period, but on the other hancl containecl hallmarks of the EBA.
However, on closer inspection, parallels were found in well-dated assemblages that
positioned the assemblage as a whole on the transition benveen the Late Chalcolithic
and EBA. This assemblage, together with other recent investigations, are powerful
arguments for a continuation of traditions between both periods in contrast to the
complete cultural and habitational break that has long been thought to exist.

The marked difference in fabrics used for the vessels, which was easily visible even

with the naked eye, is similarly not likely a result of ch¡onological differentiation.
The different vessel types occur in most fabrics, which shows there is no absolute
break between these two aspects. However, there is a preference in fabric type visible
with respect to function. Bowls and necked jars were predominantly made from fer-
ruginous clays that showecl signs of vitrification. It is likely that the characteristics of
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these clays allowed the walls of most vessels to be very thin, which seems to have

been a valued characteristic. The parallel in clays and vitrification attested in the lat-
est level of Teleilat Ghassul again positions this assemblage at the end of the Late
Chalcolithic period.

The large difference in firing temperatrlre, that was attested after re-firing some of
the sherds, might be attributed to a single concern with preventing lime spalling, which
will have been an important problem given the calcareous nature of many of the clays

in this region. The low firing temperature (700'C) under almost oxidizing conditions,
as well as the very high temperatures of c.950" C in a slightly reducing atmosphere,

both prevent lime spalling. As it is uncertain to what extent people were able to control
the atmosphere of the firing, it is likely that they purposefully avoided the temperature

range in which lime spalling occllrs as much as possible.

Concluding it can therefore be stated that the pottery assemblage discovered at Qatar
Damiyah in field 500 is left by a single group of people who inhabited this area for a

restricted period of time somewhere at the transition between the Late Chalcolithic and
EBA periocls. Future excavation of this site would be able to provicle valuable informa-
tion on this poorly unclerstoocl transition and the manner of existence of these people.
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Notes

1. For more information on the location of the site, the'Settling the Steppe'-project and the Zerqa
Triangle Surwey in general one is referred to the preliminary article of the 2006 fieldwork and the general

report of the survey (Hourani et al. in press; Kaptijn in prep.).

2. Re-firing of a group 2 sherd at 950'C showed almost no colour change, which suggests that the

original firing was probably somewhere around this temperâture.

3. 22 bases were left outside the sample.
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DEIR .ALIA PHASE VII: THE NAISSANCE OF A DISTINCT CENTRAL
TRANSJORDANIAN CERAMIC TRADITION

Niels C.F. Groot and Joris Dik

Abstract

This article presents resubs of tlte study of Eørþ Iron IIC repertoire fom Tell Deir 'Alla

phøse VII (x 700 B.C.), The researcltfocused on the question of continuity and chønge of
ceramic traditions between phases VII ønd VI (x 650 B.C.) at Tell Deir Alla. The present
paper anøþzed sltøpes, production tecbniques ønd føbrics. In t/te phase VII repertoire, the

graduøl aduent of a Central Trønsjordaniøn trødition is uisibh. It encompøsses new sbapes,

tbe øpplicøtion of nouel tecltniques ønd the use of new cooÞing pot tempering materials. In
Phase VI this new trødition is fulþ deueloped with feøtures that were not let present in
phøse VII.

Introduction

In the second \alf of the eight century B.C. the Neo-Assyrian empire instigated several

campaigns to eventually incorporate the Southern Levant within its empire. This expan-
sion included the conquest of the northern parts of Palestine and Transjordan, as well
as the creation of vassal kingdoms in the south of Palestine and Transjorclan. One of
these new political entities was the kingdom of 'Ammon', which was located south of
the new border of the Neo-Assyrian empire in Central Transjorclan (see Figule 1). For
'Ammon'/Central Transjordan, the early stage of this new political constellation is nor
well known historically and archaeologically. Some work on the changes within the
ceramic repertoire has been done by London (1999) and by Daviau (2001). Further-
more, the authors refer to an unpublished manuscript of Late Iron IlC-material from
Tell Hesban. It currently awaits publication by Andrews University (London in prep.).

However, ttntil now no in-clepth sttrdy has been published for a corpus of excavatecl

pottery from Central Transjordan during the era of Early Iron IIC (734-650 B.C.).
This paper attempts to bridge this gap. Its primary objective is to clescribe the ceramic
traditions present in the Early Iron Age IIC corpus (x 700 B.C.) frorn Tell Deir 'Alla,
which is located at the edge of Central Transjordan in the Jordan Valley. This period
is represented by phase VII, a densely built village on the eastern summir of the tell. It
was constructed after almost a century of abandonment of the Phase IX village and its
short-lived rebuilding attempt, Phase VIiL Phase VII was probably destroyed and

Leiden Jotrrnal ofPottery Studies 24, 2008: 95-I 14
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Figure 1. Map of the Southern Levant around 700 B.C.

abanclonecl after an earthquake in the early seventh century B.C. (van der Kooij 2001:

296-297). The seconcl objective of this article is to €stablish the extent of continuity
and/or change between the ceramic repertoires of phases VII ancl it sttccessor phase VI,
wlrich can be dated to around 650-625 B.C. The ceramic repertoire of phase Vl was

cliscussecl rogerher with that of subsequent phase V/\4 in the previous issue of this

journal: Groot (2007).

This research forms a part of a PhD dissertation currently unclerway at Delft lJniver-

siq, of Technology, within the fi'amework of the Centre ofArt and A.r'chaeological Stucl-

ies (CAAS). It deals among others with pottery from the Iron IIC and Persian period
occupational phases (734-332 B.C.) of Tell Deir'Alla (see Groot and Dik 2006).
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Methodology

The current study maps continuiry and change of the ceramic traclitions benveen occu-
pational phases at Tell Deir 'AIla. A ceramic tradition can be clescribed as a set of
constants within a pottery repertoire, including shapes, techniques, fabrics and distri-
bution pattern (see for further details Franken 2005; Groot and Dik 2006).

To study the phase VII pottery, 331 diagnostic sherds, consisting of rims and bases,

were selected from various loci (Table l). Firstly, the rims were divided into five diag-
nostic categories according to their shape:

1. Open bowls: rim diameter is the widest vessel diameter.
2. Closed bowls: rim diameter is smaller than the widest vessel diameter.
3. Jars/jugs.
4. Cooking pots: mainly characterized by a clistinct fabric.
5. Lamps: bowl-like shape with a distinct pinched spout.

Sherd o/o of the studiecl

Rims: Open Bowls

Rims Closed Bowl.s

Rims: Jars and Jugs

Rims: Cooking pots

Rims: Lamps

Bases t6,31

Total 700 o/o

Table l Overwiew of the studied diagnostic shercls

Subsequently, the rims and bases were clivicled into distinct typological categories.
The Phase VII rims form three regional groups on the basis of parallels from other
sites. The first is the Local group, which comprises shapes that have thus far nor been
found outside the Central Jordan Valley. The second is the Centrøl Transjordaniøn
group, which are shapes predominantly encounterecl in the entire Iron IIC (x 734-
539 B.C.) in the traclitional area of the vassal kingdom of 'Ammon'. This Central
Transjordanian entity encompasses the Southern and Central Eastern Jordan Valley
and the highlands around the current city of 'Amman, where the capital of the Iron
Age kingdom was situatecl. The third regional category is the Generøl Soutbern Leuan-
tine grouP, which encompasses shapes that cannot (yet) be assigned to a specific region
and includes Central Transjordan ancl Palestine. The limited information concerning
Early Iron IIC pottery from Central Transjordan makes it difficult to assess whether
most of these shapes were predominantly found in Palestine or were also produced in
Central Transjordan.

23,87

22,05

23,56

1t,78

2,42
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The description of the production techniques is based on the observation and inter-

pretation of marks left by the potters.

For the low-tech study of fabrics, a representative sample of 91 samples was taken.

The samples were ground until horizontal ancl refired in an oxidising atmosphere at

725" C at the Leiden Ceramic Laboratory. These samples were analysed by using a

binocular microscope (5-5Or magnification).

Shape

Open bowls

Locø\. The so-called 'mansaf bowl' is a rype of large heary bowl that seems to be

confined to the Central Jordan Valley (Figure 2.f). At Deir 'Alla it has been found

since Phase J of the Iron Age I settlement (Franken 1969: 157-160). That it was in use

even after phase VII, it testifies to the preservation of an old ceramic tradition by the

local community of potters (Groot 2007: 92).

Fig. 2.1

2.3

Fig.2.2

Fig.2.s

2.6
Fig.2.7

Fi9.2.9
2.4

10 cm.
2.10

Figure 2. Selection of open bowls from phase VII

r
2.4
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Central Transjordaniøn. During phase MI the first examples of the 'Ammonite'/
Central Transjordanian shapes are encountered. The best example is the squatted hem-
ispherical bowl, which will become a dominant rype in phase VI (Figures 2.2,3). Ãso,
less common 'Ammonite' rypes from phase M (Groot 2007:92, Figs. 2.18,2.24)
appear for the first time in phase VII, including a fine shallow plate and a type of
ridged bowl (Figure s 2.4,5). During phase VII, these were also rare types.

Other 'Ammonite' bowl-types limited to phase VII, include a distinctive ridged
bowl ancl a fine high-fired dark-grey bowl (Figures 2.6,7). A parallel for the latter has

been found in a tomb at adjacent Tell Mazar (Yassine 1984: Fig. 3.8) and an oxidising
fired example was found in a tomb at Sahab (Harding 7948: Fig. I2).

General Sout/¡ern Leuøntine. Present on both sides of the Jordan are several types,
which are generally less fine than the Central Transjordanian shapes (Figures 2.8-10).

Closed bowls

Central Transjordøniøn. Limircd to phase VII are two bowls with an inwarcl folcled
rim (Figr-rres. 3.1,2). These have also found at Tell es-Sa'idiyeh strata V and IV (Pritch-
ard 1985: Figs. 14.3; 1,7.3).Continuitywith previous phases is visible in the presence
of the large holemouth bowl and the globular bowlwith upright rim (Figures 3.3,4).
Both rypes have been encountered in the phase DUM. (van der Kooij and Ibrahim
1989: Fig. 58.27; Vilders 1992: 5.39).

General Soutl¡ern Leuantine. This category includes the hallmark of the new Neo-
Assyrian hegemony, the so-callecl palace ware. It is a group of high-fired, wheel-thrown
wares, which are marked by thinness of the walls, their hardness ancl a well-levigated
fabric (Engstrom 2004: 69-71).In phase VII, fragments of a thin carinated bowl, rypi-
cal of the repertoire, were founcl (Figure 3.5). The excavated fragments contrast with
examples from the Assyrian heartland. The Assyrian examples are marked by either a

pale pink colour or a light green to pale cream colour, while the examples fi'om Deir
'Alla are dark grey, as is a similar bowl from nearby Tell Mazar (Yassine l9B4: Fig. 3.3).
This difference in colour indicates regional procluction of Palace'Sl'are, as was suggestecl

by Engstrom (2004) for Southern Palestine. This clistinct type of bowl has not been

encountered in phase \l[, but the notion of carinated bowl persists in subsequent phases

for a qype 'Ammonite' bowl (Groot 2007 : Figs 4.lI , 5.6; Groot in prep.).
Contintriq¡ is visible in the presence of kraters (Figures 3.6,7) The krater itself is

alreacly encountered in the sub-phase preceding phase IX and is also found in Phase VI
(Vilders 1992: Figs. 5.40-42; Groot 2007: Figs. 4: B, 9).

Jars/jugs

Central Trønsjordønian. Three phase VII shapes in this category include a typical
shape in Central Transjordan, the single handlecl cup/ 'mug'. At Deir 'Alla it has

only been encottntered in phase VII (Figure 4.1). The two other distinct phase VII
vessels appear to be absent in Palestine. The first is a storage jar with a neck-like,
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Fig.3.1a

/

Fig.3.s

I

(
Fig. 3.1b

Fig.3.3

Fig.3.4

Fig.3.2

Fig.3.6

10 cm.
Fig.3.7

Figure 3. Selection of closed bowls from phase VII

high incurving rim (Figure 4.2).k is limited to phase VII. A parallel has been found
at Tell Jawa stratum VII (Daviau 2003: Fig. 12.6.2). The second type is a thin
straight-necked jar with rounded rim (Figure 4.3). This shape has also been found,
although somewhat coarser, in phase VI (Groot 2007: Fig. 6.6).

Generøl Southern Leaantine. Continuity in phase VII is visible in the rwo typical
storage jar rims (Figures 4.4,5). Both have been encounterecl at Deir'Alla since Early
Iron phase H onwards and are also encotrntered in subsequent phases VI and V/VI
(Franken 1969 t 163-164; Groot 2007: Figs. 6.1 ,2; 7 .I ,2). Another distinctive shape is

a large pilgrim's flask (Figure 4.6).k is a jar rypewhich has been found at Deir'Alla,
since the fourteenth century B.C. (Franken 1992: 121, 151).

Coohing pots

Centrøl Trøntjordøniøn. Two fully developed cooking pot types appear for the first
time in phase MI. Both are descendants of the slightly carinated cooking pot, which
appeared initially in the Late Bronze Age (Franken 1992: 158). The first and more
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Fig.4.2

Fig. a.1

Fig.4.3

4.4
I

Fig.4.s

10 cm.
Fig 4.6

Figure 4. Selection of jars and jugs from phase \4I.

dominant type is the cooking pot with the thickened, sometimes ridged vertical rim
(Figure 5.1). The second new cooking pot has a thickenecl, rounded rim with a char-
acteristic groove running underneath the rim (Figure 5.2). Both types will rise to fur-
ther prominence in phase \{I, where they become the dominant cooking por rypes
within the repertoire (Groot 2007:96, Figs. 8.1-4, 6,7;9.1-4).

Yet another distinct type is the Iron Age I and II cooking pot with a dark grey exre-
rior and yellowish interior (Figure 5.3). This shape, classified by Franken (1969) as

cooking pot type 3, has been founcl from Iron Age phase G onwards and continues also
in phase V1, where it was mistakenly classifiecl as a ciosecl bowl due to its unusual
âppearance (Franken 1969: 127-131; Groot 2007:Fig.4.4).

Generøl Sout/tern Leuøntine. Five general types can be distinguishecl in phase \{II. The
first rwo are variants on the slightly carinated cooking pot menrioned above. In addition
to a continuation of the Iron Age I-IIA cooking pot with folded rim. (FigLrre 5.4), is a
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5.1

Fig.

Fig.5.6a

/

Fig.s.2

Fig. s.4

Fig. s.s

Fig. s.6b
Fig.5.7

10 cm.

Figure 5. Selection of cooking pots from phase WI

cooking pot with a thickened, everted and ridged rim. (Figure 5.5; Ibrahim and van cler

Kooij 1997 : Fig. 5). The thircl rype is a globular cooking pot with an evertecl ancl ridged

rim (Figure 5.6).
The remaining rwo rypes are cooking jars, which have a well-developed neckecl jar.

The first jar type is a delicate thin-walled, dark recldish cooking jar (Figure 5'6)' The
second type has a thicker wall and does not posses such a dark red colour (Figure 5.7).
The last four cooking pots are common in Iron Age IIC (Southern) Palestine (see Ami-
ran 1.969:227,232,P|.76), but have not been found in the subsequent phase VI at

Deir'Alla.

Lamps

In this phase for the first time a thin walled, wheel thrown lamp aPpears (Figure 6),
which seems ro be limited to the Iron Age IIC in Central Transjordan (Groot 2007:

96,Fig.11). Besides its thin walls, this type is characterised by a coarse disc base. This
type of base differs from the previotts rounded bases (Franken 1969 104-105).
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1O cm.

Figure 6. 'ù7heel-thrown lamp from phase VII

Bases

The dominant"type is the ring base, representing 46,3%o of the bases. During this
phase, the double disk base appears as a new small group. In the collection of phase IX,
it has not yet been encountered.

Continai4t ønd change in the Early lron Age IIC

In phase VII, several typical 'Ammonite'/Central Transjordanian shapes appear for the
first time or rise to prominence (Figures 2.2-7;3.I,2;4.1.-3). The implication is that
during this period the rypical Central Transjordanian/'Ammonite' corpus of Late Iron
Age IIC was developing. Some typical 'Ammonite' shapes had not yet appeared, includ-
ing the step-rim bowl, the carrot flask and two distinct types of storage jars (Groot
2007: Figs.2.lll' 6.7-9,13). Nevertheless, the ceramic corpus had already become dis-
tinct from neighbouring Palestine. Furthermore, during the period around 700 B.C.
some distinct shapes appearecl, which had disappearecl by phase VI. Clear regional
continuity during the Early Iron Age IIC is also visible in the presence of 'mansaf
bowls' (Figure 2.1) and Franken's type 3 cooking pot (Figure 5.3).

The production techniques

Primary shaping technique

Mould-made. This technique could be used to produce the entire vessel, as was the case

for the so-called 'mansaf bowl' (Figure 2.1). In addition, the technique was used for
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producing the base of the majoriry of cooking pot types (Figures 5.I-5). On top of this

mould made part, with a aid of a potters' wheel, the potter added coils to create the

upper half of the cooking pot.
Coiling and sløb building. For the majority of the vessels the techniques of coil and

slab buiiding were combined with the use of a potters' wheel. This was the technique
r¡sed for the larger vessels, for instance the larger closed bowls and jars among other pot

rypes (Figures 3.6-7;4.4,5).It could be combined with the technique of turning close

the base of the vessel. A special case of closing by turning was the production of the

pilgrim's flask (Figure 4.6). Its globular body was turned upwards and subsequently

closed in one continuolls process.

Wbeel-made. In the Iron Age II the technique of wheel-throwing reappeared again

after an absence of at least 700 years ancl is connected with Neo-Assyiran influence
(Franken and Steiner 1991; London 1999). The re-introduction of wheel-throwing in
the Southern Levant occurred in the interlude between phases IX and VII. At Deir
'Alla phase VII this technique was alreacly fully developed and is evident for all catego-

ries of vessels. For example, the olcl lamp, which was made by means of a slow wheel
(Franken 1969: IO4), was replacecl by wheel thrown lamps with markedly thinner
walls (Figure 6.1). Another clear example is the introduction of thin walled and clearly

wheel thrown cooking jars in the previotrsly relative fixed repertoire of mould made

cooking p.ots (Figure 5.6).It parallels the rype F thrown cooking pot from Jerusalem
(Franken ancl Steiner \99I 107).

Secondary s høp ing technique

Slip and burnish. The use of slip during phase VII is quite rare for all categories in
contrast to the phase VI where it was found on open, and to a lesser extent, closed

bowls (Groor2007:99). In phase MI burnishing was applied as the finishing tech-

nique, mainly for both bowl categories. Approximately 35o/o of the bowls were bur-
nished partly or completely. Jars ancl jr-rgs are predominantly smooth, only + 5o/o was

burnished. The application of burnish continued in phase VI on mainly open bowls
(Groot 2007:99).

Paint. Paint was seldom applied on the phase VII vessels, in contrast to phase M. In
the latter phase the typical 'Ammonite clecoration' with black ancl white bands appears

(Groot 2007:99).

Firing

Generally speaking, the objects were well fired in oxidising to neutral circumstances.

During phase VII, a distinct firing technique was practiced to produce a harcl, almost

glassy ware. It entailed firing the vessels at a high temperatrlre in reducing atmos-

phere. This process is indicated by re-firing samples at 750"C at which temperature
the samples did not turn reddish again (Rice 1987:94).It indicates the transition
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fi'om Fe2O3 to FeO, a powerftrl flux, which creates a glassy body. This technique was

used to produce the Assyrian Palace \Øare bowls and the fine and dark grey bowl with
thickenecl rim (Figures 3.5;2.7), Additionally some vessels were fired at high oxidis-
ing temperatures, for example, the riclged open bowl (Figure 2.6).

One fragment of a closed bowl (Figure 3.1b) and a fragment of a ring base were

fired in complete reducing circumstances below sintering point as the refiring of a

sample taken from the bowl at 750" C attested (see also Groot 2007:100; London
et aI. 2007: 80-81) for re-firing Late Iron IIC black burnished bowls). These phase \4I
examples corrld be the first examples at Deir 'Alla of the rypical black burnished pot-
tery. It was a characteristic ware in Iron IIC Central Transjordan (Herr 2006l. 525-
527).The nvo fragments, possibly of one bowl, make it difficult to conclude; neverthe-

less the Black Burnished \Øare appeared as a ftrlly developed ware in phase VI (Groot
2007: 96, 100). Therefore, it is not unlikely that a gradual process of development
preceded its appearance in phase VI.

Earlier than these techniques was another special firing technique, which continued
to be used in phase VII and also \{I for the production of the Franken's qFpe 3 cooking
pot (Figure 5.3). Its distinct dark grey exterior was created by subjecting it at a high
temperature to reducing circumstances. This caused the recluction and partly sintering
of the exterior scum layer of this vessel rype (Franken 1969: LZ9-I3I).

Continuity and change in prodaction techniques during lron Age IIC

The introduction of the fast wheel in phase VII was not a short-lived attempt, but
would continue to be an important technique throughout the remainder of the Iron
Age. It worrld enable the appearance of several new shapes in phase \4, including the

step rim bowl and the carrot flask. Also older techniques persisted throughor-rt the suc-

cessive phases, in which especially the mould made 'mansaf bowls' and the firing proc-
ess for the type 3 cooking pot remained similar.

A clear alteration is visible between the secondary finishing of vessels berween

phase \4I and VI. The increase in phase VI in the use of slip for especially open and

closed bowls, together with the application of the typical 'Ammonite' motives of black
and white bancls are marked changes. Another change can be seen in the clecrease of
the in reducing atmosphere high-fired vessels ancl the rise or even appearance of the

Black Burnished \Øares. These changes/innovations are typical for the Late Iron Age

IlC-ceramic repertoire of Central Transjordan. Therefore, it can said that techniques

were introduced somewhere in the first half of the seventh centr-rry B.C.

Fabrics

A total of 91 samples have been taken for analysis of fabric from the study collection.
Twelve samples were taken from cooking pots, which all possess a characteristic fabric,
mostly with high percentâge of non-plastics, as a result of their function. Non-plastics
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were added to withstand the thermal shocks cluring use. These are therefore not com-
parable with the other fabrics belonging to 79 samples taken from the other vessels

types, including both types of bowls, jars ancl jugs.

Locølfabrics

The local fabric is characterisecl by the presence of mudstone particles. These are

clay fragments, which clo not complete dissolve if the soaking time was too short
and/or when there is insufficient kneading of the clay. This aspect is characteristic
for the local clay deposition, the Damiya formation, of which several natural out-
crops exist in the Central Jordan Valley. Tell Deir 'Alla is situated on one of these

outcrops (Groot 2007: lO0). Furthermore, archaeometrical analysis has showed that
the presumed local fabrics ancl local clay ovens are mâde of the same clay. Conse-
qu,ently, it can be assumed that there was a local production in the region of Deir
'Alla. An exact location can likely never be ascertained due to the deposition of the
Damiya formation throughout the entire Central Jordan Valley (Groot in prep.). Of
the79 non-cooking phase VII pot samples the majority, Tlo/o, is of a local origin.
The fabrics with a local origin can be clivided into three fabric types (see for descrip-
tion Table 2: l-3).

The first fabric rype is the most dominant and can have a high percentage of non-
plastics. Usually qLrartz sand and lime are present. This is the most abundant of the
three fabrics. The second rype is characterized by the presence of lime as non-plastic,
this fabric has a low amount of quartz sand. The third fabric qype is marked by a lower
percentage of non-plastics; Mudstone is the most dominant, while lime and even less

quartz sand are also found. This fabric type is connected with wheel-thrown and high-
firecl vessels, including the distinct fine high-fired dark grey bowl (Figure 2.7), adis-
tinct ridged bowl rype (Figure 2.6) and a necked )ar (Figure 4.3).

Non-Dømiyøfabrics

The study revealecl thar.29o/o of the 71 sampled phase WI sherds were made from a

different fabric. In total 16 different fabrics can be identified, of which 13 are singular
qypes. The remaining three fabrics are larger groups, which all match with fabric types
fotrnd in phases VI and V/VI (see for description Table 2: 4-6).

The first type of these three latter phase MI fabric types is marked by a somewhat
coarse qu.artz and lime tempered fabric. This fabric is far less common in the collection
of the succeeding phase VI. The second fabric group consisting of two samples, is

marked by a pinkish colour and small inclusions, predominantly lime. It matches Cen-
tral Transjordanian fabric rype 4 from phase VI and V/Vl (Groot 2OO7:103).The
third rype is a sandy ware, which is characterised by sand in the silt fraction and a low
percentage of larger non-plastics. It matches Central Transjordanian fabric type 5 from
phase W and V/VI (Groot 2007: 103).
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Coohing pot føbrics

The 12 sampled phase VII cooking potsherds shows the presence of several fabrics,
which include the foilowing types (see for description Table 2):

1. A recl firing fabric, containing crushed calcite.

2. A rcd firing fabric, which has mainly quartz sand and some lime.
3. A red firing fabric, containing crushed flint and some lime.
4. A fine dark red firing fabric with very fine sand/silt.

5. A fine dark red fabric with small lime particles.
6. A yellowish firing fabric, containing amongst others much mudstone and some quartz

sancl.

The sampled vessels demonstrate that already in phase \/II, a marked transition had
taken place in the use of cooking pot temper. It is the shift from calcite towards silica

minerals, which is visible in fabrics 2-4. This shift can be attributed to the fact that
silica minerals, in contrast to calcite, do not have the problem of lime spalling and can

therefore be fired on a higher temperature (Rye 1981: 33-34). Nevertheless in cooking
pot fabric rypes 2 and 3 lime continues to be added in a small amount.

The absence of these new temper types within phase IX ancl the presence within
phase VII of ftïlly fledgecl cooking pot types with silica mineral temper indicate that
the clevelopment in Central Transjordan towards this new tradition took place in the

interlude between both, the eight century B.C. This change was earlier than previously
assumed (Groot 2007: I0l; London 1999:91), although in this phase calcite-tem-
pered cooking pot-rypes are still present in the repertoire (Figrrre 5.5). The assignecl era

for this development corresponds with the date of this innovation in Jerusalem, which
appeared in phase 3, also eighth centuly B.C. Here, the innovation went together with
the introduction of the thrown cooking pots/ fast wheel, which are clevoid of calcite
and tempered with very fine sand/silt (Franken and Steiner l99l: 82, 107). Also at

Deir'AIla the introcluction of the thrown cooking pots (Figure J.6) occurred alongside
the introduction of the new cooking pot temper.

Together with the appearance of cooking pot fabric types 2 and 3, is the introduction
of two new Central 'fransjordanian cooking pot types. Fabric rype 2 is connectecl with
the Central Transjorclanian cooking pot with a thickened, sometimes vertical ridged

vertical rim (Figure 5.1), which appears for the first time in phase VII. Fabric rype3
corresponds with the Transjordanian cooking pot type with a thickened rim and the

groove underneath it (Figure 5.2). Thin-section analysis of several samples from this
latter type showed that these stone particles were fragments of chert. It is likely that the
appearance of both shapes was related to the shift towards silica mineral tempers. The
fifth cooking pot fabric is solely found in combination with the clistinct Iron Age I/IIa
rype 3 cooking pot (Figure 5.3). Unchanged since its appearance in Iron Age I phase G,
its fabric is markecl by a yellowish colour, coarse inclusions includingqvartz sand (see
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Franken 1969: 127-I31). The presence of quartz in the fabric indicates that knowledge

concerning the use of silica minerals, as temper, was already regionally present before

the major shift towarcls the dominant Llse of silica minerals in cooking pots. Although
nor recognized prior, in phase VI this cooking pot and its distinct fabric continue.

Continuity and chønge infabric types during lron Age IIC

During the entire Iron IIC the local fabric types constitute the dominant group. The

continuarion from phase \/II to VI of the two local fabrics with lime or qtlartz sand is

clear. A change is visible in the marked decrease in phase \{I of the third local fabric

type of phase \4I with its low amount of non-plastics. Concerning the presence of
non-Damiya, possibly non-local, wares within the repertoire, continuity can also be

seen. This includes the three largest phase VII fabric groups, which are all encountered

in phase VI. The cooking pot fabrics constitute the only group thât displays a clear

shift in phase \¡I. In this phase, the presence of calcite as temper is very sporadic and

the absence of phase VII cooking pot fabrics 4 and 5 is connected with the demise of
the wheel-thrown cooking jars.

Conclusion

The study' of the ceramics from Deir 'AIla phase VII illustrates the naissance of a new

Central Transjordanian ceramic tradition in the early seventh century B.C. In this

period, the development separate from the ceramics from Palestine becomes evident,

entailing in the mainly regionally distinct shapes. In the latter part of the seventh cen-

tury 8.C., Deir 'Alla phase VI, this tradition has developed ftrrther and contains the

characteristic features of what is called the'Ammonite'sryle. This encompasses several

distinct shapes, the application of distinct red slip as well as black and white painted

bands. During this process changes occurred. Some characteristic shapes from phase

\rII were no longer produced, as is also the case for the distinct Palace \Øare. Further-

more rhe technique of high-firing in a reducing kiln atmosphere was abandoned. The

cooking pot fabrics also change, which is mainly due to the demise of the wheel thrown
cooking jars and calcite remper. In contrast, the non-cooking pot fabrics change mini-
mally. In addition, this asemblage illustrates innovations in ceramic production that

took place in the eight centlrry 8.C., which include the introduction of the fast wheel

and the use of quartz based tempers for cooking pots.
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COMPARISON OF COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSES
OF IRON AGE CERAMICS FROM TWO SITES TN JORDAN

G. A. Lonclon, R. D. Shuster, J. Blair, and S. Kelly

Abstract

Iron Age pottery, including Løte Bronze/Iron Age I collar rim storøge jars, Iron Age II bløcle

burnished bowls, unique cub pieces, cooþware, and the regulør repertoire jìom two sites

(Tell Hesban and Tell el-'Umeiri) i.s exømined using petrographic anøþsis and Instrurnen-

tal Neutron Actiuøtion Anaþsis QNAA). We comltøre the resuhs of each study with the

morphological crttegories bøsed on uessel shape and sutface f.nishes to learn about change

and continuitlt of cløy bodies and orgønization of the cerømics industry in øncientJordan.

Introduction

Mineralogical and chemical analyses of pottery excavated at Tell Hesban was carried

ollr ro examine diversity of raw materials within and berween the long span of habita-

tion and use of the site from the Iron Age I to recent times.l To specifically investigate

the regional Irron Age I and II ceramics inclustry, we compared sherds excavated at Tell
Hesban and Tell el-'Umeiri (Figure 1). Relative proximity of the two sites, located

south\ i est of Amman in the Madaba Plains region, permits a regional assessment of
pottery manufacture and distribution for central Jordan.

Material and methods

Hesban potrery J. Sauer excavated and collected during the initial excavâtion seasons

provides the basis for our compositional analysis. The material is currently part of the

collection at Canadian University College in Lacombe, Alberta, on study loan from
Andrews Universiry.

Our original criteria for selecting Hesban sherds was to sample the wiclest range of
vessel rypes, fabrics, and firing patterns based on macroscopic appearance of the clay

boclies. An earlier, preliminary petrographic analysis of sherds from Tell el-'Umeiri
(London et al. 1991), also guided our Hesban sherd selection.

The sherds submitted for Hesban petrographic analysis include 310 sherds from
Tell Hesban (Petrographic Hesban samples (PH l-291 and PH 2984162) and six

sherds excavated at Tell el-'Umeiri (PH 292-2973) . Thin secion analysis of 230 sherds,

Leiden Journøl ofPottery Studies 24, 2008: I I 5- 132
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Figure 1. Location of Hesban and Tell el-'Umeiri in the Madaba Plains, Jordan

amongst which 86 sherds dating to the Late Bronze Age-Iron Age il/Persian periocl was
executed.4 For petrographic thin section preparâtion, sherds were cllt parallel ro rhe
vertical axis of each pot to sample vessel walls rather than rims or handles. Examination
of the thin sections, using a polarizing microscope and magnificarions of x40 and
x100, allowed identification of mineral types. R.D. Shuster, with studentsJ. Blair ancl
S. Kelly at the Universiry of Nebraska, Omaha Deparrnenr of Geology, recorded the
type, size, orientation, shape, frequency, and sorting of inclusions in clay bodies from
Hesban. Under the supervision of Jon Cole (\Øalla \Øalla University) and John'Winter
(\X/hitman College), students J. Quinn and L. Shultz examined 'Umeiri thin sections.

"Fabric" and "clay body" are used here to clesignate the mix of rocks, minerals,
organic materials, either native or additives, blended together with the fine clay parricles.
In describing clay boclies, small 'voids' refer to spaces left by burned our organic mare-
rial, in contrast to cracks, fissures, etc. caused during manufacture, dryirg, or firing. The
quantities of non-plastics are in terms of 100 % and do not include the amount of clay
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or voids. A clay body can haveT5o/o qtrartz,20%o limestone, and 5o/o grog inclusions.
The same clay body can have 600/o clay,35o/o non-plastics, and 5o/ovoids of burned out
organics. 'W.e differentiated 12 main ware types, each with a different predominant
inclusion based on the mineralogical analysis of 230 sherds of all periods at Hesban.

After petrographic analysis 99 Iron Age sherds were selected for Instrumental Neu-
tron Activation Analysis (INAA), í.e.74 of the 86 thin section samples and 25 samples

from 'Umeiri (PU - Petrographic 'Umeiri). The INAA was carried out by H. Neff and
M. D. Glascock at the (Jniversity of Missouri Research Reactor Center (MURR).t The
99 IronAgesherdsinclude 12collar rimstore jarsof IronAgeI, l0cookingpots,33
burnished bowls, and 39 samples from either the Hesban normal repertoire or the
unique pieces. Jars, jugs, and bowls, burnished or plain, constitute the Iron Age I and
II control group against which we compare and contrast the 74 Hesban and 25 sherds

excavated at Tell el-'Umeiri. Here we summarize the INAA chemical results and com-
pare those findings to the petrographic mineralogical study. INAA separates the 91 of
the 99 samples into Groups 1-4 with eight samples unassigned to any group.

INAA Group I

Two-thirds of the 99 samples belong to INAA Group 1, including Iron Age I collar
rim store jars, and the full range of Iron Age II jugs, jars, bowls, kraters, plates, plus
one cooking t'ot (Figure 2). Group 1 encompasses virtually every petrographic group
with predominantly grog, limestone, or a blencl of quartz, limestone, and grog. Missing
are wares with 50% or more quartz temper. At Hesban, the latter primarily is a post-
Iron Age fabric. Pottery from both Hesban and 'Umeiri in Group 1 includes Iron Age
I collar rim store jars, regardless of their precise shape, and Iron Age II burnished bowls
with different rim shapes. Group 1 accommodates all wares (except those over 50o/o

quartz) and all surface finishes (plain, painted, or burnished) from both sites suggesting

that it was local to the Madaba Plains andlor Central Jordanian Plateau area.

Of the ten INAA cooking pots sampled, only one, PH 91, fits the Group 1 chemical
profile. The sampling strategy is not likely responsible for this situation. Mineralogi-
cally this particular cooking pot matches other Iron Age II pottery with limestone
temper. However, limestone is a poor choice for coolavare given its tendency to decom-
pose at relatively low temperatures. The other nine cooking pots fall outside the lime-
stone rich fabrics typical of Group 1. Petrographic analysis of the Hesban sherds reveals

that grog, calcite, qvaftz, or a blend, are more prevalent than limestone in cookware.
PH 91 has a trace (0.1%) of powdery calcite, possibly native to the clay. In terms of
rim morphology, the shape is in the newer, narrow-mouthed Iron Age II tradition.

INAA Group 2

The 14Iron Age and one Hellenistic bowl (PH 145) contain grog, calcite, and lime-
stone as the primary inclusions. Pots tend to be small in size, burnished, or unusual.
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Figure 2. INAA Group 1: open forms inclucling burnished bowls
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Figure 2 continued.
INAA Group 1: closed forms - six collar rim store jars and a cooking pot.
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INAA Group 1: collar rim storage jars.
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Burnished bowls are in adclition to the infreqr-rent pieces such as the plaque, flask, ancl

mug (Figure 3). The single larger piece belongs to a possible cult stand. Cooking pots

and storage jars, which constitute 25o/o of the total sample, are absent not due to sam-

pling strategy. Insteacl, their absence reflects different sor-lrces than the less frequent
shapes and some burnished bowls, including some with the nicest sheen and luster.

INAA Group 3

The seven samples in Group 3 inclucle: one Iron Age II jug, one Roman period bowl,
and five Iron Age II cooking pots, all from Hesban (Figure 4). Unfortunately, no cook-
ware from 'Umeiri was submitted and as a result, it cannot be concluded that Group
3 pots did not reach the site. No Iron Age bowls or jars of any size, shape, or finish are

in this sub-set. The normally ubiquitous limestone is not a prominent inclusicn in any

sample. Calcite, quaÍtz, or grog, predominate in individual sherds. Others have a

blended mix. All except PH I24, which is grog-rich, contain some calcite. PH 135

alone has basalt. Given that five cooking pots and a jug are categorized together sug-

gesrs that the same raw materials possibly suited certain non-cookware or this is a heat-

ing jug.

à\

ß
PH 87 PH 97

PH 105

PH 128 PH 136 PH 145

PH 3I5 0 l0 ctr¿

PU7

/ <)/ç
PL] 24

PU 40
PU 12

O

PU 12 PU 87 PH 134

Figr-rre 3. INAA Group 2: burnished bowls and infrequent ceramic shapes.
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Figure 4. INAA Group 3.

The mineralogical and chemical compositions of cookers differ, in general, from
most other pots. Calcite temper in PH 84 and 98 reaches approximately 95o/o of the
total inclusions. Grog is a rare choice for temper in cookware, but it accounts for 70o/o
of the intentionally crushed and aclcled sherds found in PH 124. In these samples, the
great abundance of a single inclusion type is rare in non-cookware.

The quartz (55Vo) ancl calcite (35 Vo) mix in PH 135 is an uncommon combination
in our sample. Most Hesban sherds with over 50o/o quartz are of Late Iron Age II/
Persian date. Similarly, at Tell Deir 'AIla, phases V/VI of the 6'h cenrury Late Iron
Age IIC, bowls include a new fabric characterizecl by quartz sand. In contrast, cooking
pots with quaftz temper start already in phase VII of the 7'h centuly (Groot 2007:
101). PH 135 is either Late Iron Age ll/Persian or it one of the early quartz-rich shapes

in the Iron Age II repertoire. The implication is that cooking pots led the shift fi'om
carbonaceous inclusions, such as calcite and limestone, to qllartz.

INAA Group 4

Four Hesban cooking pots with predominantly guartz temper, to the exclusion of other
minerals, comprise INAA Group 4 (Figure 5). Ri- morphology varies considerably:
inward or outward slanting, thin or thickened, bulbous or not. PH 298 has a roundecl
bulbous rim from which a handle extends. It bears closest resemblance to Group 3
rims, in contrast to the other three cookers, two with everted rims ancl the holemouth
form of PH 300. Hanclles on tlvo pots are wide, flattened ovals rather than circular in
shape as on other cookers. As a group, the four rims shapes are distinct from INAA
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Group 3. Herr (per. com. 2007) dates PH 298-301 to the 6-5'h centuries rather than
the 7'h cenruly, i.e. Persian rather than Iron Age. The entire collection could represent

a chronologically distinct group from Groups 1 ancl 3.

Unassigned

Eight samples fall outside the four INAA groups (Figure 6). From the 'Umeiri excava-

tion are rwo collar rim store jars and a red burnished bowl. From Hesban is one of the

only wheel-thrown jugs, PH 108, as well as rwo additional jugs and a burnished bowl.
Mineralogically these samples have predominantly limestone, grog, or a blend of non-
plastics plus some basalt. One red burnished bowl is made of a blend of calcite ground
fine pltrs quartz. The collar rim store jar (PH 296) could be a Group 1 outlier. The
implication is that most of the ten store jars were of local or regional manufacture

designated as Group 1, while rwo might come from elsewhere, although it remains

possible that they are somewhat unique, but distant members of Group 1.

Discussion

The sampling strategy for the petrographic ancl INAA compositional studies incorpo-
rated maximum diversity in shape, color, and firing of available sherds from Hesban.

Our starting point was to use mineral and chemical analyses to test the morphological
and macroscopic variations archaeologists regularly detect in precise vessel morphology
and clay bodies. One result of adopting such a strategy is the limited number of sam-

ples within each category of vessel type and rim shape. For example, there are differ-
ences within burnishecl bowl rims and bodies, and cooking pot rims. Can we deter-
mine if the source of variation resulted from different workshops, potters, and/or
manufacture in different times or places? Nlere the red and black burnished Iron Age

II bowls, known in the literatrlre as "Ammonite \Vare", made in different contempo-
raneolrs workshops in the Maclaba Plains, central Jordanian plateau or elsewhere? -ùØhat

do differences in the firing colors represent in terms of pyrotechnology? Refìring tests

taught us that the black burnished color resultecl from a reducing kiln atmosphere
(London et al. 2007: 82). \X.4iy did some bowls fire without the black surface and core?

\(/ere red bowls versus black bowls made from two clistinct clay bodies? Some cooking
pots fire red while others âre dark in common with Bronze and Early Iron Age cookers.

Does firing color alone change or are there other attributes, which change simultane-
ously?

Trends in cløy bodies

INAA Groups I and 2, in addition to the petrographic studies, clemonstrate the over-

lap of fabrics used for Late Bronze/Iron Age I and II pottery. The Iron Age I material
was limited to the collar rim storage jars. Cooking pots and a jug in INAA Group 3
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Figure 5. INAA Group 4: cooking pots.
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Figure 6. INAA unassigned sherds from Hesban and 'Umeiri.
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display an exclusivity of non-plastics uncharacteristic for Iron Age II pottery. INAA
Group 4 shows discontinuity of clay body in the choice of quartz temper for new cook-
ware. The same is found for cookware from Deir 'Alla (Groot 2007: l0l).It is feasible

that potters responsible for cooking pots were âmong the first shift to quartz.
To understand why cooking pots might have been in the forefront of ceramic tech-

nology, even without changes in foodways, uselife of cookware can be considered. No
type of pot hâs a shorter lifespan than cooking pots. Used daily, it experienced the
most wear and tear of any pot. Archaeologists rely on changes in cooking pot rim pro-
files as sensitive chronological markers precisely because the pot broke and was replaced

faster than any other pot. As a consequ,ence, cookware clay bodies can shift before oth-
ers given the need to replace them faster than any other type of container.

fron Age I collør rim store jars

Eight of the ten collar rim jars, excavated at Hesban or 'fJmeiri, were made of clay
bodies similar to the bulk of Iron Age II potte{y assumed to represent local or regional
manufacture. For the two outliers, an origin elsewhere is feasible, br-rt it is impossible
to make broader inferences. Herr (2000: 281) cites the repertoire from the highlands
north of Jerusalem, in the region of Shechem, as most comparable to the 'Umeiri
assemblage in 

"terms 
of overall morphological similarities. This raises the issue of an

origin of these large, healy jars some place west of the Jordan River.

Regional trøde

People at Hesban and 'Umeiri accessed similar deposits or raw materials. The preva-
lence of limestone can make it difficult to be more precise about the origin of the jars.

If not in the immediate surroundings, people at both sites took aclvantage of the same

markets and middlemen to buy or barter for pottery. If true, the implication is Iron
Age I and II societies at Hesban and 'Umeiri belonged to the same economicltrade
area. Although INAA Groups 3 and 4 include Hesban sherds alone, this can easily be

explained as a sampling problem due to the omission of Late Iron Age II or Iron
Age II/Persian cooking pots excavated at 'Umeiri.

The greater diversity of petrographic wares than chemical groups might reflect:
(1) differential treatment of the same basic clay supply; (2) variations within indi-
vidLral clay deposits; (3) disparate but nearby clay sources; or (4) chronological dis-
tinctions. Petrographic analysis allows one to divide Iron Age I and lI pottery into
more clusters than the chemical analysis, in part because we distinguish clay bodies
with varying percentâges of inclusions. Grog, limestone, and a blend of non-plastics,
all are accommodated in INAA Group 1. Only the petrographic stucly recognizes

basalt in pottery, usually in association with primarily limestone, calcite, or grog inclu-
sions. In fewer instances, basalt was nâtive to the clay, rather than an addition, inten-
tional or not. Basalt fragments are always rare. They could have entered the clay body
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as a by-prodllct from using basalt grinding equipment to crush limestone, calcite,

grog, etc. Since the chemical analysis of the clay bodies discussed here, did not iden-
ri$, the basalt, the assumption is that it was not native to the clay. For example, in PH
135, the angularityof the grog, limestone and calcite attest to their deliberate crush-
ing, probably using basalt equipment.

Organization of the lron Age I and II cerømics industry

According to the INAA and petrographic analyses, organization of the local ceramics

industry involved potters with access to similar, locally available raw materials suitable

for practically the entire repertoire of normal pottery, inch-rding jugs, jars, bowls, plus
burnished or plain bowls, and cooking pots. These potters and/or workshops whose

prodr-rcts are designated as Group 1, worked with a limestone-rich clay body to make

the full range of shapes. Cooking pots, an infrequent part of the local repertoire, were

perhaps made on occasion to fill the gap when no other sources of cookware were

available. Late Iron Age II cooking pots from Deir 'Alla similarly contain little lime-
stone tempering material (Groot 2007: I0l). Limestone coolo¡¡are was acceptable, but
less desirable than cooking pots made of other inclusions.

Local ceramics include a traclition of decorated painted as well as burnished surfaces.

It cannot þe assumed that painted Iron Age I or II pottery representecl imported pieces.

Certain burnishecl Iron Age II bowls were made of the same basic raw materials and in
the same shapes as unburnished pots. Collectively, burnished bowls do not constitute
a 'fine ware' given that, in many instances, inclusions in the bowls are no finer than
those in thicker walled, larger pots. In acldition, the same rims and bowl types, with
thick or thin walls, were available with or without burnish.

Occasionally the clay bodies of those with a burnish were made of a more refined
fabric than other forms, suggesting manual crushing and/or sifting. Limestone temper-
ing material in the local fabrics prevented potters from firing kilns to a temperature

high enough to cause the inclusions to decompose. As a consequence, a low heat kiln
assured that locally made bowls had a dark black or gray surface and core as a result of
incomplete burning of the organic material in the clay. The low temperature asstrred

preservation of the sheen as well.

Iron Age II burnished bou.tls

INAA Group 2 is a collection of some of the finest burnished, almost lustrous, bowls.

Also in this group are the unique cult-related ceramics, a plaque and possible cult
stand. Basecl on the petrographic study, none were recognized as distinct from other
btrrnished bowls. Neither rim shape nor mineralogical composition induced us to sep-

arate them into a special category as INAA suggests. The bowls and other pieces include
grog, calcite, and limestone rich clay bodies, as do Group 1 burnished bowls. One
feature they share, however, is firing color. Burnished bowls in Group 2 fired without
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a darkened core. They are thoroughly oxidized. The absence of a clarkened core implies
an improved and/or more complete firing, special treatment or selection of the non-
plastics, or a more forgiving clay bocly capable of withstanding a wider range of tem-

peratures than burnished bowls made elsewhere using other fabrics. Absence or pres-

ence of a darkened core is significant and a feature that seems to differentiate among

products of different workshops. It is likely that black burnished bowls with a dark
core zone were fired in a reducing kiln atmosphere under 900 degrees Centigrade
(London et al.2007:82). Some bowls fired red, or red and black, indicative of an

oxidizing kiln atmosphere. Refiring experiments demonstrate that black bowls, bur-
nished or not, will start to become redat725 degrees Centigrade (Groot 2007:100).

The results of the mineralogical and chemical tests show that Iron Age II black bur-
nished bowls were products of multiple sources, including the region of Hesban and
'Umeiri, but not exclusively. Within the region, products of different potters or work-
shops have grog temper while others have the normal blend of carbonaceous inclu-
sions, including calcite and limestone (London et aI.20O7:84). Similarities between
our samples in Group 2 and nw clay material from the region around Pella indicate a

seconcl production region according to the INAA findings. Particular characteristics
found in the clay bodies could signify chronological distinctions as well as clifferent
locations of manufacture. Vessel shape and rim profiles at the present are not specific
to Groups I or^2, implying that all workshops produced the same repertoire. A larger

sample might prove otherwise. INAA demonstrates that observation of the core color
hints at the diversity of clay bodies and firing technologies used to make and perhaps

mimic burnished bowls.
INAA divides burnished bowls into Groups I,2, and the unassigned category. Pet-

rographic analysis differentiates fabric types based on the mineralogical composition of
grog or limestone-rich clay bodies. The INAA addresses the important question of
where the pottery might have originated and demonstrates that although the bulk of
the samples probably derive from the region around Hesban and 'Umeiri, there are

notable exceptions. INAA Group 2 represents pottery originating to the north of Hes-
ban, in the Jordan Valley, possibly near Pella. Group 2 includes the rare and exotic
shapes, such as the plaque, cult stand, and a flask along side the more typical, but
highly burnished bowls. The implication is that unusual 'special' ceramic objects might
have originated in a region outsicle the Madaba Plains along with a small quantiry of
normal and burnished shapes. Large jars of Iron Age I and II as well as cooking pots,

were not among the ceramics brought from the more northern source.

Infrequent ceramic shapes

Specialty items, such as the flask, plaque, and cult stand, are more likeiy to have been

brought from greater distances than the more utilitarian ceramic pieces. Neither Iron
Age I collar rim store jars nor Iron Age II cookware travelecl the same route as certain
burnished bowls, or the infrequent shapes including the plaque, flask, and mug. The
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fragment designated a.ç a potential cult stand likewise could have been the creation of
a potter who worked far from Hesban. The calcite-rich flask, was identified as minera-
logically distinct the rest of the samples tested.

Sherds of undetertnined origin

Jars of all rypes belong to Group 1, other than the nvo unassignecl samples, which
could be outliers of the same grolrp, or not. The unassigned black-burnished bowl with
a stepped base excavated at Hesban, Pl:I 307, was possibly made outside the region
entirely, as was a red burnished bowl fi'om'Umeiri, PU 16. Neither fits the four INAA
Groups.

To help resolve the unassignecl bowl, consicleration of the manufacturing technique
of open forms with stepped bases is useful. At times the base center might fire to a

slightly different color, or present a minimally different texture, than the rest of the
bowl. The precise method of fabrication might account for the use of two slightly diÊ
ferent clay bodies for the bowl. To build the bowl, initially potters made an open form,
finishing the rim completely. The base, however, was left thick, flat, and unfinished.
After the bowl rim was sufficien,ly dry to support the weight of the pot, the bowl was

re-centered upside-down, on a turntable. 'Io shape the stepped base from a thick, flat
bottom, potters had two choices. One could shape and cut steps into the thick base, if
the clay were still malleable. Alternatively, if it was overly hard, potters would remove
the drying clay and insert fresh, wetter clay, often containing more inclusions than the
bowl body. Extra inclusions were necessary in the wet clay to help it dry as fast as the
bowl body. Inclusions can facilitate evaporation of moisture by opening the clay and
creating space through which water migrates to the surface. An uneven drying rate
woulcl result in the drier body pulling or shrinking as it dried faster than the freshly
aclded wet clay of the base. But this should not impact INAA designation. Potters
woulcl have adcled extra inclusions to the same basic clay, which sometimes fires to
a slightly different color than the bowl. Therefore it appears that we have several

sources, minimally three, for burnished bowls.

CooÞing ltots

INAA clifferentiated most cookware (Groups 3 and 4) from the regular repertoire.
Cooking pots contain exceptionally high quantities of a single non-plastic, higher than
for most other vessel categories. This is probably intentional. Groups 3 and 4 have low
calcium. All samples in Group 4 lack calcite or limestone, which are sollrces for cal-
cium.

Group 3 samples PH 84, 98, and I35 have similar rims thickened at the top and an
exterior ridge at the bottom of narrow mouths. They slant inward and nvo preserve a
handle, although two handles was probably the norm. The presence of calcite, and the
general lack of orientation for elongated voids, are reminiscent of the older Bronze Age
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and Early lron Age style of cooking pot manLrfactr-rre in contrast to the more forward

looking narrow mouth diameters. One further new element is their red firing color of
PH 84 ancl gB.

Although calcite predominates in PH 84, it is not the calcite rhombs of the earlier

tradition. Instead, calcite powder, measlltes no larger than 0.01-0'4 mm. In PH 94,

calcite granules measufe up to 0.1 mm and no larger. The shift fi'om large angular

calcite rhombs to fine sized calcite, suggests that potters choose, for some reason, to use

ground calcite or no calcite for coolavare. They woulcl pound and pulverize calcite or

limesrone ancl then sift it to remove the larger granules before adcling it to the clay.

-Alternatively they could select quartz, which not only requires less preparatory work,
but also can withstand relatively high firing temperatures, at least higher than large

calcite fragments. The red firing color and absence of a clarkened core is evidence for
high kiln heat.

Differences in clay body composition might reflect the versatility and/or uncertainry
of potters. They could represent clifferent facets of the transition to a new technology,

in which quarrz temper woulcl eventually dominate by the late lron/Persian Age

(London et aI. 2007: S3). Additional evidence of the new tradition is discernable in
PH 84 ancl 98 which both fired red ancl have handles. In earlier times, darkened cores

and surfaces prevailecl because large calcite rhombs would have decomposecl before a

red firing coloç was achieved, but the secret to the success of these pots was in grincling
the calcite into powder.

Exclusivity of temper, evident in PH 84, 98 and 124 was not accidental. These clay

bodies were deliberately and carefully prepared in a process requiring several steps.

To achieve homogeneity of temper necessitated removal of all other non-plastics. The

preferred remper, grog, quartz, or calcite was then introcluced. For PH 135, the angu-

lariry of the inclusions and presence of basalt imply another stage in the work. Before

the quartz and calcite were shifted, they were crushed between basalt tools. As a con-

sequence basalt chips enterecl the clay body with the crushecl and sifted tempering

material.
The rilled rim jug in Grotrp 3 suggests that few other shapes were made of clay bod-

ies expressly created for coohvare. No other Iron Age II jugs, jars, or bowls were made

of these same fabrics. The implication is that cookware was the work of a specific

group of potters who did not make the full repertoire. In PH I35, on the other hand,

one sees the shift from reliance on calcite to quartz, the post-IronAge temper of choice.

It appears as if the cooking pot makers were at the forefront of ceramic change clespite

the highly traditional nature of their product.

Quartz is the post-Iron Age period temper of choice, yet in otrr sample, Late Iron
Age II cooking pors appear to have been an early form with over 50 7o quartz sand.

Two otrtside sources for cooking pots are defined as Groups 3 and 4. No cookware

comes from the potentially northern Group 2. Differentiation of rwo cooking pot
groups could imply chronological distinctions and/or separate places of manufacture

where clay was prepared specifically for cookware. Group 4 is likely later than the Late
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Iron Age II Group 3 cookers. If fabricated from clay bodies that differecl fi'om non-
cookrvare, Group 3 cooking pots conceivably were the work of a separate group of
specialists. In contrast, potters using clay body INAA Group 1 macle cooh¡¡are as well
as the ftrll repertoire of utilitarian shapes. The implication is that while some cooh¡¡are
was producecl by cooking pot specialists, cookware was also in the repertoire of craft
specialists responsible for the bulk of Iron Age II ceramics. It is the latter group of
potters who maintained the olcler Bronze-Iron Age traditions in cookware clay bodies.
Cookware specialists appear to have been on the cutting edge and responsible for the
shift to quartz temper for cooking pots and eventually most other shapes.

Summary

INAA and petrographic analyses reveal complexity and continuity of Iron Age I and
II ceramic sources. Eight of the ten Iron Age I collar rim storage jars are of local
manufacture. Iron Age II burnished bowls originated from multiple sources both
within and outside the immediate region of Hesban and 'Umeiri. There was no single
sollrce. At present, we lack suffìcient samples to determine if there is a correspondence
between rim or body shape and clay body. If the pots were contemporaneous, several

different fabrics for Iron Age II cooking pots similarly imply a range of sources. In
Late Iron $ge ll/Persian times, potters experimented with cooking pot fabrics and
could have been in the forefi'ont of the shift to qLLartz temper as found in later fabrics
used to shape a wicle range of ceramics. The conclusion is that people at Hesban and
'Umeiri hacl multiple sources and options for bowls and cookware, unless it can be
demonstrated, through well-stratified deposits, that the various clay bodies were
chronologically distinct.
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Notes

1. The Tell Hesban potrery stucly was made possible by a grant from the Shelby \X4'rite-Leon Levy Pro-

gram forArchaeological Publications. Full cletails of the samples will be publishecl in the final publication
cr-rrrently with Andrews Universiry Press.

2. These sherds (PH samples 298-316) were selected by P. Ray From the Hesl¡an sherds housed at

A¡drews University.

3. Sherds excavated at 'Umeiri and submitted as part of the Hesban petrographic analysis carry a "PH"

designation, such as PH 292-297. All other'Umeiri sherds have "PU" numbers.

4. Thin seqio¡s of Hesban sherds include 86 Late Bronze-Iron ll/Persian sherds (38olo), 84 Hellenistic-

Byzantir.re (37o/o) and 60 (25o/o) ollslamic date.

5. The Hesban INAA research will be published in detail in the final Hesban pottery volurne or else-

where.
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THE IRON ACE POTTERY OF AL.LEHUN, JORDAN
FABRICS AND TECHNOLOGY

Margreet L. Steiner and Loe Jacobs

Abstract

From I 978-2000 tlte site of Khirbet øl-Lehun, locøted in øncient Moab in Jordan, ltøs been

excauated by a Belgiøn teøm. A wølled Iron Age I uilløge with a later (possibþ Iron Age II)
fortress utas uncouered in area D. The pottery of ørea D is currentþ being studied in Leiden
lts pørt of a lørger program anaþzing the lron Age pottery of Moab (Steiner 2006).

Introduction

The site of al-Lahun/Lehun or Khirbet Lahun is located in Jordan, on the northern
plateau of the \Øadi Mqib (Palestine Grid: 36RYV712-849). The plateau between the
Vadi Mujib (ancient Arnon) in the south and the \Wadi \Wala / \Øadi Thamad in the
north is considered to be the heartland of ancient Moab.

Lehun was excavated during seventeen seasons between 7978 and 2000 by the
Belgian Committee of Excavations in Jordan in close collaboration with the Depart-
ment of Antiquities in Jordan. The excavations were clirected by D. Homès-Fredericq
(1978-2000) and P. Naster (1978-1984). Lehun is a large site of 1100 m by 600 m
(66 ha) and is divided in different natural sectors (excavation areas A-D). Excavated
are prehistoric flints, an Early BronzeAge fortified town in area C1, ancl awalled Iron
Age I village with a later (possibly Iron Age II) square fortress in area D. Traces were
also found of Nabataean and Roman occupation (areas A-B), as well as remains from
the Islamic period (area A).

The excavation of Area D started in 1980 with the opening up of several trenches
inside the square fortress. From 1983-1987 excavations continued in that area. The
fortress was provisionally dated to the Iron Age II period because of the sherds found
in its upper layers. Underneath the south and western walls of the fortress remains of
an earlier casemate were discovered. From 1992-1997 research focused on the casemate

wall and houses north of the fortress, dating to Iron Age L

LeidenJournal ofPottery Studies 24, 2008: 133-140
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Context of the pottery

The pottery discussecl in this report comes from houses of the Iron Age I village. This
village, provisionally clated by the excavators to the 12th and llth centuries B.C., is

enclosed by a precinct wall surrounding an elliptical area of 17,000 sq m (1,7 ha). The
settlement was characterizedby a peripheral belt of houses along the protection wall
and a large central open space, partially filled in with houses. A total of twenry-four
strllctLlres were completely or partly excavated. Additional structr-rres were located

below the square fortress but these could not be adequately examined. Only four houses

were excavâted down to bedrock: houses 1,2, II and12. Of the others only the out-
lines were uncovered and some rooms excavatecl (Homès-Fredericq 1997; Swinnen in
press).

The pottery excavated in the village is a mixed lot. There are some (restored) com-
plete pots, large vessel fragments, smaller fragments ancl very small pieces. As the pre-
cise layer in which the pottery fragments were found was not noted during the excava-

tion, it is assumed here that the large fragments and complete pots were retrieved from
the floors and occupation layers in the houses and the courryards, and from the roofs.
Smaller fi'agments may have been excavated from the later debris ancl wash layers which
covered the ruins. The tiniest pieces are supposed to have come fi'om the mixed upper
layers of the tell; these sherds are hard to date.

Howe'fer, one should not assume that all pottery in use during the occupation of the

settlement has been retrievecl. Most of the pottery for-rnd inside the houses was very
healy: large kraters, storâge jars and larger bowls. It is worth noticing that only very
few small fincls were found in the village: some flints, stone pounders, a bronze neeclle,

several spindle whorls made of stone and bone, a bronze arrowhead, a bronze dagger,

a fragment of a cosmetic palette and a scarab seal (Swinnen in press). The combination
of the presence of mostly large vessels and the virtual absence of small finds seems to
indicate that the inhabitants have left the settlement peacefully. They took most of
their belongings with them and left behind only what wâs too heavy to carry: large and

heavy vessels, together with heavy stone tools as grinders and pestles, and unmovable
objects as bread ovens and troughs. No traces were found of a sudden destmction by
enemies or earthquakes. Some door openings were found blocked with heavy stones, so

the inhabitants were probably expecting to come back at some point.

Goal of the study

The original goal of the studywas twofolcl. First of all it would comprise an analysis of
the Iron Age I sherds including the typology, construction techniques, fabric analysis,

surface treatment, rim diameters and color. This part of the pottery stucly would then
result in a clescription of the Iron Age I pottery repertoire found at Lehun; a dating of
the pottery; a comparative study of the pottery in its Transjordanian context and a

technological analysis of the sherd material.
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The second aim was to place the rims and complete vessels in their stratigraphic
and spatial contexts. This part of the pottery study would then result in a discussion
of the start of the Iron Age I settlement at Lehun, the development of the village,
the way the habitation ended, and possible differences in function and wealth of
the house complexes. However, because of the method of excavation and registration
of the sherds the second goal of this study was difficult to accomplish. Not all exca-

vated pottery seem to have been founcl its way into the storage in Brussels - for
instance House 1, the pillar house, yielded only eight rim sherds. Besides that, pot-
tery from the mixecl upper layers in a square were not kept separate from the pottery
found on the floors, and room numbers were selclom mentioned on the pottery
tags.

Of the 288 diagnostic shercls taken to Leiden some 180 were classifiecl as Late
Bronze/Iron Age I. The other sherds were mostly Iron Age II, some were fi'om earlier
or later periods, and of the remaining (mostly small) sherds the dating is undecided.
The following results pertain to the Iron Age I material only.

In Leiclen the shercls were first laid out to get an impression of the repertoire. A first
classification was made of the diagnostics based on shape, function, and finish. These
classes were then analyzed in the Ceramic Laboratory of the Leiden Faculry of A¡'chae-
ology. The preliminary classification wâs then refined on the basis of this analysis.

Vithin most classes several subqypes could be distinguished on the basis of shape, con-
struction technique and /or finish. Then 26 sherds were selected for analysis of the
fabrics. Their fabrics were comparecl to the clay samples taken and analyzed in 1992
(van As and Jacobs 1995).

Construction techniques of Iron Age I vessels

It is clear that several construction methocls were used. Some vessels were turned made
on a slow, healy wheel, others thrown on a fast wheel, while for cooking pots a com-
bination of moulds and the fast wheel was usecl.

Turning
Large storage jars and large open vessels were made in parts on a rather heavy slow
wheel. Storage jars were made of coils and turned at low speecl, without making use of
centriftrgal forces (less than about 20 rotations per minute), possibly alternatecl with
phases of higher rotation speed. After drytrg a new coil of clay was added and fixed.
From this quantity of surplus clay the wall was raised five to ten centimeters. The rim
was thickened by pushing the clay up and down again, combinecl with slightly folding.
Kraters and large bowls were turned in a normal position (less than about 30 rpm.).
During turning twice a coil of clay was acldecl at the top, to have enough clay to form
the upper part of the body. After some drying two or more handles were pullecl from
pieces of clay which were stuck to the rim. The lower attachment of a handle was rein-
forced with some extra clay.
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Throuting
Smaller jars, jugs, small bowls and lamps were thrown on quick potter's wheel (more

than 30 rotations per minute), with normal rotation speed. Traces of this methodwere
clearly recognizable on the inside of the vessels; the shape of these vessels was, however,

not very standarclized. The small bowls were made in an upright position after which
their bases were scraped upside-down. The lamps are thrown in an up-right position,
then cut from the cone and placed aside. The lip was reshaped to form a spout for the

wick. After a while, when the clay was in a leather-hard condition, the base was reworked
by scraping away some clay.

Mould-made ønd throwru
Cooking pots were made in this way. The convex base was made by pressing a clay slab

into a mould. Porous saucers made of bakecl clay were probably used as a mould. Then
the mould was placed on the head of a potter's wheel. One or two coils of clay were

fixed around the edge of the clay slab that was in the mould. From the extra clay of
these coils the upper part of the cooking vessels was thrown and eventually handles
were fixed. Still inside the mould the vessel was set aside to dry for a while. Then the
vessel was removed from the saucer, reworked where necessary and left to clry in an

trpside-down position. Making use of a moulcl allowecl the potters to apply very "short"
clay-sand mixtures. Thus a good heat-shock resistance ancl a better durability coulcl be

obtained.

Fabric analysis of Iron Age I material

Several fabrics coulcl be clistinguished

Føbric A
This fabric was used for large storage jars and for medium and small bowls. It con-
tained ferruginous rock fragments ancl iron oxide concretions as the main ingredients.
These grains are likely to have been part of the clay matrix. Muclstone grains and lime-
stone grains are present in lower quantities. Sporadically some flint, quartz grains, silt-
stone grains, hematite or shale occurred, and very seldom small amphibole ancl pyrox-
ene grains.

The shape of these grains is angular to sub-angular ancl they occur in quantities of 20
to 30o/o and sometimes a bit more. Sizes are most between 2 and 3 mm, but incidentally
bigger grains clo occur. In storage jars the coarse grains are more fi'equent. The fabric
did not suffer from cracks. Sorting of the grains was mostly moderate to poor, becalrse

several grain types occurred in different qlrantities ancl sizes (mixed). About half the
samples contained some fibers, but these were not more than 2o/o by volume and very
small in size. This organic material was probably added as dung, to improve the plastic-
ity of the clay for throwing. After re-firing the colors vary from pink ancl pinkish gray
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to reclclish yellow. They do not differ, or only slightly, from the original colors. By re-
firing most of the black cores, if present, were burned away. From these features it was
concluded that the pottery from this repertoire was kiln-fired under neurral to oxiclizing
conditions.
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Føbric B
This fabric was used mainly for kraters. Some kraters have a whitish slip layer on rhe
ottter stlrface. Fabric B contains mudstones, limestone, calcite and shales. Less fi'e-
quently several types of siltstone and grains with iron oxide as a main componenr clo

occur. Grâin shapes are mostly sub-angular and sub-roundecl. Grain sizes are up to
3 mm. Smaller grains occur in quantities from 20 to 30o/o. There are no cracks ancl the
sorting is moderate to good. The pore structrlre is normal, and if organic fibers are
present, they are less than 2o/o 6y volume. The size of these fibers is limitecl to I or
2 mm. in length. Colors vary berween pink and light recldish brown.
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'l-his was the fabric cooking pots were macle of. The dorninant grain type in this fabric

is crystalline calcite. Ferruginous rock fragments are present in lower quantities. Mud-
stone anci or sikstone and some small quartz grailÌs are present in relativeiy small

amolrnts or sporac{ically. The shape of the grains which are present in quantities of 25

to 30o/o is angular to sub-angular ancl the upper grain size is limitec{ at 1 mm. There-

fore the sorring is qtralited as moderate to goocl ancl thc pore strllcttll'e is considerecl as

normal. The re-fìrecl colors valy fiom light reddish brown to reclclish brown'
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Fabric I)
The clominanr grains in this particular fal¡ric are microfossils of the ostracoda type,

combinecl with some calcite ancl siltstone grains. 
-fhe shape of these small grains is

rounded ancl sub-rounclecl, sometimes a bit ovoicl. The size is limitec{ at 250t¿' and

qlranriries vary frorn 25 to 30 %. This fal¡ric does not show any cracks and the matrix
is normal. \Øhere the sorting is good, the stmctrrre is a bit open dr-re to the burning otlt
of abotrt 15o/o by volnme of organic fibers, with a maxitnrtm length of abottt 5 mm.
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These fibe¡s were addecl to the clay on prlrpose, probably to improve the coherence of
the substance. This fabric also occurs in the pottery repertoire of Khirbet al-Mudayna
(Steiner, 2006) ancl the vessels may have been importecl fi'om that region.
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Clay analysis

In October 1992, during the excavation campaign, van As and Jacobs took about
thirty clay t"*pl.. in the \ladi Lehun, sitrrated on top of the plateau, ancl three clay
samples in the \ùØadi Mujib, situated deeper uncler the plateau. Some results of the
analysis of this clay have since been publishecl (van As ancl Jacobs 1995). The clays
from the \Øadi Lehun and the rX/adi Mujib have now been compared with the fabric
of the pottery samples described above and with pottery samples from the Early Bronze
Age town.l

It is clear that the investigated Early Bronze Age pottery was macle with local clays,
originating from the \ùØadi Lehtm. The clays used for the Iron Age pottery of Lehun
dicl have the same general characteristics, but did not come from the Vadi Lehun.
Clays from that source lack the necessaty plasticity for throwing. Iron Age potters
probably collected clay from the'ü/adi Mujib or fi'om some cleposits further away.

Preliminary conclusions

The pottery repertoire of the Iron Age I village of Lehun shows several interesting
characteristics. The large vessels (storage jars and large kraters and bowls) were rurned
on a slowly rotating potter's wheel, and smaller vessels were thrown on a faster wheel.
The bases of cooking pots were moulcl-made, while the upper parts were thrown. Sev-
eral fabrics were used, one for cooking pots, one for large kraters, and one for most
other vessels. The clays used for these fabrics come from deposits in the \Wadi Mujib
or further away fi'om the site. The Iron Age potters usecl clifferent clays that the potters
fi'om the Early Bronze Age because they neecled plastic clays fro throwing.
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Note

1. The Early Bror-rze Age pottery is cttrrently snrdied by Mrs. Ingrid Srvinnen.
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Tlte Uniuersity of Melbourne's collection of Cypriot øntiquities recentþ featured in an exl¡i-
bition at tbe Iøn Potter Museum of Art, jìom 5 Septernber 2007 to 16 March 2008, ønd a
new catalogue on the collection was published in 2008. Together tl¡ese euents demonstrate
signifcant interest in the Cypriot col/ection. Inuestigøtions were conducted into seuen cerømic
uessels prouiding insights into their historicøl context ønd hightighting uørious conseruation
issue, suc/¡ as: the presence of sølx resubing in føgile surfaces; the possib/e presence of organic
residues and pøst restorations resuhing in failing ødhesiues t/¡at øre damaging briaÞ idgn.
Further worÞ þcused on identifiiing adltesiues øssociated with tlte preuious reconstructioi of
tbree uessels. Adhesiue identifcøtion reuealed importr¿nt informøtiin øbout past repair prai-
tices ønd on l¡ow the adhesiues petformed ouer tilne.

CYPRIOT POTTERYAT THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE:
AN EXAMINATION OF HISTORICAL CONTEXT

AND CONSERVATION ISSUES

Petronella Nel and Andrew Jamieson

Abstract

The University of Melbourne C¡rriot Collection

The University of Melbourne has one of the most significant collections of Cypriot
antiquities in Australia (McAuliffe and Yule 2003: I7-lB; Sagona ancl Zimmer 19gg:
125-139; Salter 2008). It comprises an impressive range of cypriot Bronze Age, Iron
Age, Hellenistic and Roman period artefacrs.

The Cypriot Collection is largely the legacy of the late Professor James Srewarr, ar
one time Edwin Cuthbert Hall Professor of Middle Eastern Archaeology at the lJniver-
sity of Sydney, and director of the (Universiry of) Melbourne Cyprus Expedition.
Between the late 1930s and his untimely death in lg62,Professor Stewarr conclucted
three lengthy and productive excavation seasons in Cyprus, as well as purchasing, while
visiting the island, many vessels from Cypriot antiquities dealers and fi'om rhe reserves
of the Cyprus Museum in Nicosia (Salter 2003). During Professor Srewarr's lifetime it
was legally possible for excavators and collectors to obtain permission to bring their
finds and acquisitions back to their homelands. As a result numerolls AtrstraliÃ uni-
versities, museums ancl other institutions received importamt assemblages of Cypriot
artefacts (Garner 7983: 127-I28).

Leiden Journal ofPoxery Studies 24, 2008: 141-I58
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Pottery is the dominant medium represented in the University of Melbourne's Cyp-

riot collection, which also includes stone, bronze and copper aftefacts. In 1987 the

University purchased from the Ar¡stralian Institute of Archaeology (AIAì over 200

objects "r.*",.d by Stewart. Thus supplementing its already important collection and

foiming an almosr complete sequence of ceramic development from the island of Cyprus

.p"nniÀg some rwo aná a half millennia (sagona and zimmer 1988; salter 2008).

Ancient C¡rrus and Clryriot Pottery

From the beginnings of civilisation, Cyprus (Figure 1) played an important regional

role and developed ã .rniq.r. ancl distinctive culture. The island's status as a major trad-

ing post in antiquity *., .t.ongly influenced by its geographical location' Situatecl at

,hã .".,.rn end of the Mediterranean, Cyprr-rs was a natural meeting point for the

major civilisations of the ancient world. Pottery vessels were produced on Cyprus from

", 
.".1y as 4500 BCE, ancl the island continlled to produce a unique and distinctive

ceramic culture that lasted into Hellenistic and Roman times.

In the Early and Middle Bronze Age, Red Polishecl \Øare vessels (Figures 6 and 7),

dominated the ceramic repertoire. The pots were hand-macle and often decoratecl

Figure 1. Map of ancient Cyprus.
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with incised patterns. By controlling the firing conditions it was possible to produce
vessels with a mixtttre of red and black surfaces. The Micldle Bronze Age was marked
by the aPpearance of a new tradition of painted wares, the most .o--on of which
was known as \Øhite Paintecl \Øare (Figure 2). It is characterised by vessels with
white surfaces that were decorated with paintecl linear patterns in red or brown. In
the Late Bronze Age hand-made pottery conrinued and Base Ring (Figure s 3 and 4)
and \Mhite Slip (Figure 5) became the dominanr wares. Base Ring 

-\Øare, 
named

after the ring-shaped bases applied to nearly every vessel, had thin walls that were
often covered by a highly polished brownish slip. The \Mhite SIip \X/ares were often
decorated with linear parrerns in orange, brown or black, or combinations of two
colours.

During the Late Bronze Age, presr-rmably as a result of contacr with neighbouring
lands, wheel-made porrery was introduced. over the rwo following p.riods, the Geol
metric ancl Archaic periods, two of the most distinctive wheel-made products were
Bichrome \Ware (Figure B), on which geometric and floral pamerns and figured scenes
were painted in red and black, and Red Lusrrous \Øare. These Red Slip and Black on
Red \Øares imitated shapes and patterns possibly inspired by an .*t.rnãl influence. In
adclition, the quality of Iron Age Cypriot pottery improved significantly ancl pictorial
sryles of decoration were attempted. The practice of elaborately painted vases lost
favour to less rime consuming methods, coincinding with the appear"nce of new
shapes, in the Flellenistic and Roman periods.

Case studies: conservation issues associated with seven vessels in the University
of Melbourne Cypriot Collection

The recent exhibition of Cypriot antiquities at the Ian Potter Musuem of Art at the
University of Melbourne presented key works covering the main historical periods of
ancient Cyprus, primarily illustrated by srylistic developments in the ceramic record.
Seven vessels (Figures 2-B) within the Cypriot collection were investigated to clarily
their conservarion srarus in terms of stability for research and display purposes.

Varior-rs issues were identified, such as: the presence of salts and concretions; fragile
surfaces and fabrics; the possible presence of organic residues in unrreared,r.rr.lr, Àil-
ing adhesives clamaging break edges; structural weaknesses; loss areas; ancl past recon-
strtlctions (Nel 2005). \Whilst no past treatment records were available for any of
these vessels, it was recognised that old repairs on rhe vessels wor-rld provide valuable
insights into earlier archaeological conservation pracrices and materials performance.
An analysis methodology, based on visual obseration, ultra-violet (LIV) fluorescence,
solubility tests, chemical spot tests and fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) analysis was
used to identi$, adhesive samples that were removed from three of the vessels selected
for examination (Nel 2005,2007). The seven vessels involved in the current study are
cliscussed in detail below.
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cypriot'lvhite Fainted wnre III Iþlix (MU no. t9B7.0tSt) (Figures 2a,b,c,d)

The provenance of the Iflix vessel (Figure 2a) is ttnknown. It was purchased by the

University of Melbourne from the Atrstralian Institttte of Archaeolo gy in l9B7 ' The

feconstrLlcted vessel is from the Cypro-Geometric III to the Cypro-Ar:chaic I period

(Salter 2008). Visual ir.rvestigation by Shepherson (2006) determinecl that the surfâce

of the ceramic was disrtrpteJ by salt formations, clue to soluble salts migrating to tlìe

surface, crysrallisir-rg 
"ud 

liftit g surfacc decoration, cerar-nic material and possibly caus-

ing the ..þ"."tior. of ,*o lug-s1,"0.0 handles, which afe now absent, fi'om the main

boäy. Salt clamage was ,r-ror. þ.olro.rnced on the external sttrface of the þlix where the

salt formations were -or. .on..ntratecl, especially on the one sicle where the sttrface

was almosr entirely obscurecl (FigLrre 2b). lnsicle the interior the salt folmatiotl was

þarcl ancl tfiick. Shepherson (2006) decided to reffrove these salts, in orcler to preYent

any ftrrther clarnage io th...rrmic ancl to allow the dccorative elements of the vessel to

be vicwecl clearly.

.\

Figule 2a. \(/hite Painted Vare I(ylix
Vase (MU no. 1987.0181), fì'orrt view,

lr.i,r'c Ltc.tttttcr r t.

liigurc 2b. S¿rlts on \7hite Painteci \Øare

I(ylix V:rsc (MU no. 1987.0181),

proper right view, bef'ore treatment.
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The exterior. saks were removecl by soaking the vessel in water over a period of nine

weeks, with fresh changes of water two to three times per week. \With the clesalination

rreatmenr, the salt Formations in the interior separated into two visually distinct accre-

tion rypes: a yelloweci water-soluble accretion generally visible on the walls and a lighter

*"t.r'lr-rrol.rble accretion at the bottom of the vessel. Micro-chemical spot testing

(Odegaarcl etal. 2000) iclentifiecl the solrble salts of sulphate ancl nitrate. The interior

accrerions were rerrroved by softening with solvent ancl physical removal. The use of a

synrlìeric fibre brush was aborted as in adclition to removing accretions it also riskecl

abracling the unclerlying decolations.
\While the ceramic *", *.,, the adhesive became opaque. \Øhere the adhesive was

visible as snrface fingerprint residttes and join line protrusions, it was physically

removecl. In orcler to þutl joins apart, join lines were softened with âcetone. After the

joins were separatecJ., aclhesi... residtres were physically removed from the sherd edges.

îh. op"q.r. yellowed adhesive films were brittle ancl lifted from the ceramic sttrface in

,m"ll i1"L... The desalinated vessel was re-adherecl with the conservation gracle adhe-

sive Paraloid 872 (Figures 2c ancl 2d).
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Figure 2c. Whitc Paintecl \ùØare þlix
Vase (MU no. 1987.0181), front view,

after treatment.

Figure 2cl. White Paintecl \Øare Kylix
Vase (MU no. 1987.0181), proper rìght

view, after clesalination treatment'
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Cypriot Bøse Ring rVare Poppy FløsÞ (MU no. I9B7.O29I) (Figures 3a,b)

The poppy flask (Figr-rre 3a) was excavarecl by Gjerstad under the auspices of the Swed-
islr Cyprus Expedition (\927-1931) fi'om a tomb at rhe Nitovikl" (Figur. 1) fortress
(Åström etal.lg'72:150; Gjerstadetal. 1934:410-414).ItwasacquiieclbytheAus-
tralian Institute of Archaeology (Salter 2008), and srrbseqtrentiy purchased by the Uni-
versity of Mell¡ourne in 1987 (Sagona and Zimmer 19BB: 70). The poppy flask was of
particular intelest dtte to the presence of accretions on the surface aÀá a small solid

Figure 3a. Cypriot Base Ring.Varc Poppy F1ask (MU No. 1987.0291)
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lump (possibly of soil or clay) inside the vessel (Figure-3b), suggesting that the-flask

*"rio, *"rhåd with water at the time of excavation. If unwashed and untreated, the

poppy flask has porenrial value for organic residue analysis. So it should be noted that

"rr^"*"..r.r, 
ofth. vessel's ('original') condition ancl potential scientific value is an

important consideration in deterniining any proposed conselvation treatment. As noted

by'3.og"., and Koh (2008), .,r..r *".hing with water dramatically recluces the possibil-

iry of successfully detecting organic residues.

The condition of the poppy fl"rk also raises other conservation-related issues sr-rch as

those associated with itt AqpUy. Traditionally' many museums only exhibited com-

plete objects or works that hacl been fully restored. Restoration procedures included

pl"r,., in-nUt and thorough cleaning of objects. More frequently, a less interventive

"ppro".h 
is advocated by the conservation profession. Minimal invention Preseryes

,,r*l ring residues and other important elements which may inform us about the objects

past. Foi insrance, a broken o, in.o-pl.te vessel, with visible traces of residue and use-

*"r. ..r"y reveal more about the obj..tt history than a heavily cleanecl and overly

restorecl it.- th"t is aesthetically pleasing to look at. In an exhibition environment

these 'orginal' surving features (crãcks, breaks, missing parts, ancient repairs, residue

,r"".., 
"^â 

*.", p",,.irrs) may require an additional level of interePfetation to assist the

visitor to understancl the object and fr,rlly appreciate its associated values' Mttseum

clrrarors neecl to make informed decisions when selecting works for exhibition ancl

conservarion,,and they are required to work in close consultation with archaeologists

and conservators to ensllre thai no potential information is lost or destroyed in prepar-

ing works for display and when stabilising works for storage'

Figure 3b. Cypriot Base Ring \ü/are Poppy Flask (MU No' 1987'0291)'

detail of lump of soil inside vessel.
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Cypriot Bøse Ring Ware lug (MU no. 1987.0305) (Figure 4)
ønd Cypriot \Vhite Slip Vare Bowl (MU no. IgS7.7t94) (Figure 5)

The jtrg (Figure 4) and bowl (Figure 5) were excavared by Hennessy in 1951 from a
tomb in Stephania (Figure 1). Both vessels were clistributed to the Australian Institute
of Archaeology, ancl later became part of the Universiry of Melbourne's collection pur-
clrased in 7987. The field report for the excavation (Hennessy 1964: 35-44), ,rot..ìh"t
the chamber was filled with silt ancl that the contenrs were disturbecl; the romb con-
tained few intact pots and many scattered sl-rerds. As a result the jug (Figtrre 4) acquired
two find numbers and the location of the bowl (Figure 5) within thè tomb *", .,ot

\I{

t'
ì

Figure 4. Cypriot Base Ring \ùØare 
Jug (MU 1987.0308)
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Figure 5. Cypriot \Øhite Slip \Øare Bowl (MU No. 1987.0194)

recorded because it was reconstructecl later from fragments collectecl throughout the

tomb. The clullness of the slip surface on the Base Ring\Øare jug reflects the action of
water in the tomb environment. Therefore, unlike the Cypriot Base Ring'X/are poppy

flask (Figure 3), these two vessels are not suitable canclidates for organic residue analy-

sis as it is likely the floodwater will have removecl any remaining material.

Of particular note is the manner in which these two restored vessels stancl ottt fi'om

the other reco'nstructed vessels in the Cypriot collection. It is apparent that the most of
the material fi'om Stephania excavation was reconstructed to a high standard, charac-

terized by the pre-cleaning of break edges ancl the precise application of aclhesive with
practically no trace surface residues present along any of the join lines. By contrast,

many of the other restored vessels in the Cypriot collection from other excavation sites

appear to be less well conserve<l. An excessive application of adhesive was used in the

reconstruction of many examples, which has caused delamimation along poorly or

uncleaned bleak eclges.

These observations highlight a major clilemma in the reconstruction of ancient pot-

tery from archaeological excavations. On one hand, vessels from Stephania were well

cleaned in preparation for their reconstruction. However, in the cleaning process, traces

of surviving residues were most likely removed. In addition cleaning also altered the

surface to some extent, resulting in a dull surface (slip) sheen.

Cypriot Red Polished Ware Bøsin (MU no. 1957.0259) (Figures 6a,b)

The basin (Figure 6a), was excavated by Stewart on his first Cyprus expedition (1937'

1938), from a tomb at Vounous (Figure 1) (Stewart and Stewart 1950: 164-\69). It
was acquired by the Australian Institute of Alchaeology, ancl was later ptrrchasecl by the

University of Melbourne in 1987 (Salter 2008). At the time of excavation archaeolo-

gists noted that spring showers almost completely filled the tombs with water. The end

result was consiclerable clisturbance within the chambers, with layers of silt covering the
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Figure 6a. Cypriot Red Polishecl War-e Basin (MU No. 1987.0259)

Figtrre 6b. Cypriot lìed Polishecl \fare l3asin (MU No. 1987.0259),
detail of slip surface clamage clue to adhesive pceling away fi'om surface

finds (Stewart ancl Stewart 1950). It may be postulated that the floodwater physicaily
clamagecl the basin and introclucecl salts into the fabric. Subsequent salt efflorescence

has damagecl the slip strrface, making it fi'agile. At some point after excâvation the ves-

sel was reconstnlcrecl with a celltilose nitrate (CN) basecl aclhesive (Nel et a|.2007),
which is now in an advancecl state of cleterioration characterizecl by yellowing ancl brit-
tleness. Along the interior join lines of the vessel, rernoval of the deterioratecl slip sur-

face is clearly visible where the ad.hesive hacl been originally smearecl along the bleak
edge surface, which is in the process of peeling away (Figule 6b). These ol¡seryations

inclicate either no or insufficient desalination of the vessel prior to reconstLuction.

,1,\.
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Cypriot Red Polished. Wøre Jug (MU no. 1972.0121) (Figure 7)

The jug (Figure 7) was excavatecl by Stewart on his third and last Cyprus excavation

(1960-196I) fi'om a tomb at Lapatsa (Figure 1); he clied soon after in 1962. The jug

was among a group of Cypriot artefacts that Basil Hennesy, a friencl and colleague of
Stewart, clelivered to the Universiry of Meibourne in 1972 (Salter 2008). Unpublished

excavarion notes (Nel 2005) record that pots in the Lapatsa tomb chamber were baclly

shatrerecl. Sources indicate that the vessel was reconstrulcted prior to its delivery to the

University (Nel 2005). Evidence slrggests that the vessel has unclergone subsequent

repair possibly on more than one occasion. Visual examination using tfV light, deter-

mined that the jug had rwo different adhesives associated with its reconstruction. The

first aclhesive, identified to be a CN based aclhesive (Nel et al.2007), had been neatly

appliecl to most break edges. At a later date, adhesive failure occurred in the handle and

the neck-to-body join areas, possibly due to lack of strength ancl/or inappropriate han-

dling of the artefact. It appears that a second (different) aclhesive was nsecl to repair the

l ¡

4

{

I

F-igure 7. Cypriot Red Polished \X/are Jug (MU No. 1972.0f21)
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neck-to-bocly join area when the first CN join failed ancl to insert a sher<l into the
main body, which may have been located after the original restorarion. The second
adhesive was identifiecl to be a poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) basecl adhesive, which also
contains a small amount of CN resin (Nel et al. 2007). These findings have been con-
firmed by nvo pieces of anecdoral eviclence.

Cypriot Bichrome Wøre Pedestal Bowl (MU no. 1987.0179) (Figures Ba,[t)

The pedestal bowl (Figure Ba), was purchased by Stewart from a dealer somerime
before 1962 (Salter 2008), and its provenance is unknown. It was later acquirecl
from the Australian Institute of Archaeology by the Unive rsity of Melbourn e in l9B7
(Sagona and Zimmer 19BB: 92). k some point following excavarion the bowl was
reconstrtlctecl, possibly on more than one occasion. Visual observations cletermined
that nvo adhesives hacl been used to repair the pedestal bowl in the past. The first
adhesive was visible on most of the main body of the bowl ancl was identified to be
a PVAc basecl aclhesive, which contains a small amounr of CN resin (Nel et al. 2007).
The aclhesive was clear in colour and was observed to pull at the fabric (Figure Bb),
which may indicate the followir.rg factors: the adhesive is too strong for the fabric;
there is a problem with the technique of application; or poor surface preparation.
Alternatively the presence of CN in the PVAc formulation may be the cause of the
problem. Ä second aclhesive that protruclecl from a join line on the foot of the bowl
was tentatively identified to be an acrylic based ac{hesive (Nel et al^.2007).

"\

' 
".' ):ia" t,'.n"¡.,;lr':i'll+1.;in*ri'q**frii:

Figure Ba. Cypriot Bichrome \Øare Pedestal Bowl (MU No. 1987.0179)

f
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Figure Bb. Cypriot Bichrome'W'are Pedestal Bowl (MU No. 1987.0179),

detail of adhesive inside join pulling at fabric.

Review of adhesive performance on the selected vessels

In strmmaty, Nel et al. (2007) identified the use of CN, PVAc and the possible use of
an acrylic on three (Figures 6-8) of the seven vessels investigated. Current conservation
criteria require that an adhesive shoulcl be of appropriate strength, be reversible and
have goocl ageing properties (Cronyn 1990). Acetone reversible adhesives that have

been recommended in the past by the conservation profession are CN, PVAc ancl the
acrylic Paraloid 872 (Cronyn 1990; Sease 1994; UKIC 1981). In contrast to acceler-

ated ageing studies, identification of the adhesive samples removecl fi'om these artefacts,

allows an âssessment to be made of aclhesive performance under real/normal ageing
conditions.

The CN based adhesives associated with the two Recl Polished'Slares (Figures 6
andT), clearly illustrate the controversy that surrouncls the use of CN baseci aclhesives

such as HMG heat ancl waterproof aclhesive (H. Marcel Guest Ltd./HMG Paints Ltcl.),
and UHU. As summarized in Table 1, CN based adhesives are popular due to their
ease of trse, good working properties, rapicl drying to form a strong film, solubility in
acetone ancl high glass transition temperature (Tg) of -50" C, making it suitable for use

in hot climates. However, it yellows, clries out and becomes brittle with ageing (Btrys

and Oakley 1993; Horie 1987; Sease 1994). Koob (1982) has also noted the polymer's
instabiliqy. More detailed research (Selwitz 198B) has determined that CN is suscepti-
ble to clecomposition via acicl catalysis, heat and LfV' radiation. Shashoua et al. (1992)
argue that CN is reasonably stable insicle break edges where exposure to light is mini-
mal. However as demonstrated by the Red Polished \Øare basin (Figtrre 6), light sensi-

tiviqy is a contraindication for smearing the aclhesive along the pottery surface, where
light inducecl clegraclation will clamage the slip surface, especially when already fragile.
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Commercial Products Properties and use Aseing properties Stability (years)

Cellulose nitrate - synthetic derivative of cellulose mixed with plasticiser

. Heat and waterproof . Easy to use, dries rapidly to . Clear to light yellow.

adhesive (HMG) form strong film, reversible . Yellows, dries out,
. UHU - Hart (UHU) with acetone, suitable for use becomes brittle.

in hot climates.
. Tg -50'C

6-20

Poly (vinf acetate) - synthetic derivative based on single monomer unit
. Aquadhe¡e PVA wood . Sets quickly, reversible with . Clear to light brown. > 100

glue (Selleys) acetone, softens when hot. . Yellows with ageing.
. UHU - all purpose . Tg -20-30" C

(UHU)

Acrylic - synthetic acrylate and methacrylate monomer units
. 872 Restoration adhesive . Not easy to use, sets slowly, . Clear.

(HMG) reversible with acetone, . Stable,
. Pa¡:eloicl B72 not suitable for use in hot lesistant ro ageing.

(Rohm E¿ Haas) climates.
. Tg-40"C

> 100

Table 1. Summary of commonly used adhesives and their properties.

If used, artifacts should be handled with care ancl exposure to light and elevated tem-
peratures shoulcl be minimized. A limited iifespan of 6-20 years shotrld be anticipatecl
(Horie 1987).

Poly(vinyl âcetate)-basecl adhesives were identified on the Red Polished lVare jug
(Figure /) and on the main body of the Bichrome \Øare bowl (Figr"rre 8). As docu-
mented in Table 1 , users should be aware that because of the low T g of -20" C of PVAc
adhesives, vessels are susceptible to 'dirt pick-up' and 'colcl flow' (Horie 1987) and tend
to soften in hot conditions (Sease 1994). As a result they are of limitecl use in the field,
ancl perform best in a controlled environment. However if 'UHU all purpose' is used, it
may have a higher Tg due to the presence of CN in the PVAc based formulation. 'UHU
all purpose' is commonly used chle to its worlcl-wicle availabiliry. It is not known whether
the presence of CN in any way compromises the performance of the PVAc based adhe-

sive. However soon to be published accelerated ageing studies condllctecl by Down
(2009) indicate good initial performance, followed by a dramatic decline.

Identification of formulation changes that have important conservation implications

An additional, and unexpected, issue was revealecl by these investigations on the Cyp-
riot pottery. \Whilst conducting tests on control adhesive prochlcts, and consulting with
archaeologists and conservators involved with the resconstruction of archaeological

ceramics, and some adhesive manLrfacrurers, Nel (2005,2008) identified two poten-
tiaily important formulation changes that are not commonly known.
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There are a range of CN-based products available on the market. These include
brands such as IJHU-Hart, HMG heat and waterproof adhesive and Tarzan's Grip.
\X/ith the popular brand, Tarzan's Grip it emerged that a formulation change occurred
in 1997. The old CN based formulation is easily reversible with acetone. However, the
cllrrent product is based on poly.urethane (PU) (pers. comm. with the manufacturer
Selleys, Sydney offìce, 2005). PU is resistant to solubilisation and is notecl for its insta-
bility (Buys and Oakley 1993; Horie l9B7).As a result, Tarzan's Grip is no longer
appropriate for use in reconstrucdng pottery vessels, which may require conservation
treatment.

Of fnrther concern is the only recently reported formulation change for 872 adhe-
sive (HMG), which occurred in 1995. Since 1995 the manufacturer has been adding
CN to the acrylic adhesive (Nel 2008; Nel and Lau 2008). The impact of the added
CN has not yet been assessed, but may compromise performance. Parloid F:72 is com-
monly used due to its thermoplastic properties, clear white appearance, goocl long-term
ageing properties ancl solubiliry in acetone (Buys and Oakley 1993; Horie I9B7).
However, the introduction of CN into the formulation by the manufacturer (HMG)
reflects the ongoing search to improve its working properties and to elevate its glass

t¡ansition temperature (Tg) of -40'C to reduce the risk of softening and slumping at

high temperatures.

The need for documentation of past repairs

To some extent the absence of conserwation records or documentation of past repairs
prompted the investigations conductecl on the seven vessels presented in this report.
It highlights the importance of maintaining conservation histories. In a biographical
account on Stewart, Robert Merrillees (1983: 33-52) notes observing Cypriot Bronze
Age pottery in almost every part of Stewart's Mount Pleasant home around 1959-
1960. Of interest are the sherd trays from Professor Hennessy's excavations at Steph-
ania, seen lying in the basement. It is conceivable that dtrring post excavation analysis,
some ceramics may have been repaired and reconstructecl. It is an ongoing reality that
not all excavation projects are staffed with object conservâtors. Today many archae-
ologists continue to undertake pottery reconstrLrction âs part of the ceramic analysis
and recording process. From a conservation perspective it is desirable for archaeolo-
gists to document intervention materials and methods in their field notes as well as in
official publications. Otherwise, when faced with assessing adverse adhesive perform-
ance on reconstructed vessels, a conservator is required to employ complex analysis

methodologies in order to iclentify aclhesives that were r-rsed in oast undocumented
repairs. Not to mention the negative impact of the use of unsuitable products on
valuable archaeological ancl cultural heritage materials.
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Conclusion

It has been demonstrated that valuable information can be obtained, using non-inva-
sive investigation methodologies, to shed light on various conselvâtions issues, such as:

the possible presence of organic residues, and ceramic deterioration clue to the presence

of salts and failing adhesives. Most importantly, it is recommended that CN based

adhesives should only be used with an â\¡r''areness that they age far more rapidly than
rhe PVAc and acrTlic-based adhesives and thus protective measures should be taken

such as avoiding elevated temperatLrres and minimising light exposure. Recent reports

have identified the importance of monitoring formulation change. These discoveries

illustrate the importance of assessing adhesives on vessels ancl monitoring commercial
products in order to iclentify issues that may require further investigation. Fttrthermore
it is important thât both conservators and archaeologists be kept informed about rec-

ommended materials and practices for reconstructing vessels. And finally, we have

highlighted the importance and value of documenting any treatment activity under-
taken by both conserwators and archaeologists.
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A NE\ü'LIFE FOR OLD POTS.
EARLY POTTERY REPAIRS FROM 7TH MILLENNIUM TELL SABI ABYAD

(NORTHERN SYRIÐ

Olivier P. Nieuwenhuyse and Renske Dooijes

Abstrøct

This pøper Pretents eørþ pottery repøirs jìom Løte Neolithic Tell Søbi Abyad, nortberlz
Syria, made euith plaster. Dated to 6450-6200 cal. BC, they may represent tbe eørliest pot-
tery repøirs currentll þrcown in the Neør Eøst.

Introduction

The study of pottery technology does not end at the stages of ceramic production,
distribution and exchange. In particular the stage of ceramic consumption is a complex
one. Often the biographies of ceramic vessels were not cut short after the vessel had
broken. Every archaeologist or museum curator has come across at least some instances
of vessels that ryere kept in use after they had stopped being fully functional, or rhar
were re-used for purposes entirely different from their primary function. Recently
archaeologists, ceramic specialists, and professional restorers have become increasingly
fascinated by the way broken pottery vessels were mended in the past. The interpreta-
tive potential of ancient repairs on archaeological artefacts - visual reminders of the
object's tormented cultural biography (Kopytoff 1986) - is more and more being
acknowledged (Appelbaum 2007; Bentz and Kästner 2007; Caple 2006; Chapman
and Gaydarska 2007; Dooijes and Nieuwenhuyse 2007; Dooijes et al. zo07).This has
resultecl in a stronger emphasis on the careful recording and documenting of the repairs
observed; most archaeologists today wor,rld no longer casually dismiss or even omit the
ancient repairs they observe from their find descriptions.

Here we shall disctrss the recent discovery of some very early pomery repairs from
Tell sabi Abyad, northern syria (Figure 1). i)ated ro rhe i'h -ifi.nniu- Bö, a period
known as the Early Pottery Neolithic, they may well represenr rhe earliest porrery
repairs currently known in the Near East. They provide an interesting perspective on
the prehistoric practices ofpottery repair ancl re-Llse.

LeidenJournal ofPottery Studies 24, 2008: 159-170
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I Modern city a Archaeological site

Figure 1. The location of Tell Sabi Abyad and other Early Pottery Neolithic sites in
Upper Mesopotamia. No. 1: Tell Sabi Abyad. No. 2: Tell Damishliyya. No. 3: Mezraa Teleilat

No. 4: Salat Cami Yani. No. 5: Tell seker al-Aheimar. No 6: Akarçay. No. 7. Tell Halula.
No. B. Tell el-Kerkh. No. 9: Sir.

The Early Pottery Neolithic at Tell Sabi Abyad

Tell Sabi Abyad is a four:hecrare mouncl (Arabic: tell) in northern Syria. Excavatiolìs

since the late 1980s have exposed extensive remains clating from the larcr7't ancl early

6,h millennia, from what is locally known as the Pre-Halaf, Transitional and Early

Halaf periocls (Akkermans 1993; Nieuwenhuyse200T). More recently, work has begun

to .*plor. much earlier levels dating from the earlier stages of the 7'l' millennium cal'

BC, known as the Early Pottery Neolithic. The excavations have revealecl a highly

complex strarigraphy, with at least eight distinct occupation levels attributed to the

Early Pottery Neolithic. A vigorous radiocarbon dating program has pushed back the

earliest of these levels (levelA-10) to abotrt 6800 cal. BC. The final stage of the Early

Pottery Neolithic (level A-3) is currently datecl at arolrnd 630016200 cal. BC (Akker-

mans er aI.2006). The pottery from the EPN levels is dominatecl by a coarsely fin-
ishecl, plant-tempered ware, which, for want of alternatives, we have simply termed

Coarsely-Made Plant-Tempered \Øare (van As et al. 2004; Nieuwenhttyse 2006). The
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repairs discussed in this ccntribution come fi'om levels A-5, A-3 ancl A-2, the final
stages of tlre EPN and the start of the Pre-Halaf. They date between ca. 6450 and
6200 cal. BC (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The culture-historical seqllence of l-ell Sabi Abyacl (Operations I to \),
showing the stratigraphic position of the plaster repairs cliscussed in this paper.
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It is important to note that alongside the pottery various alternative technologies

existed at Tell Sabi Abyad for making durable containers during the EPN. Vandiver
(1987) and Rice (1999) have argued that early low-fired ceramic containers in the Near
East were part of, what they term, a broad "sofnvare complex" or "soft stone technolo-
gies" for making various types of artefacts (also Dyson 1965). At Tell Sabi Abyad this
included the prodigious production of stone vessels, bins of unfired clay, and bitumen-
coated baskets (Alkermans et al. 2006). Particularly common at Tell Sabi Abyad were

large plaster containers, the so-called Vhite \Øare (Nilhamn et al. 2008). Research has

shown that in the Near East two clifferent raw materials were employed for making
lVhite \flare: either lime (calcinated calcium carbonate, CaCO3) or gypsum (hydrated
calcium sulphate, CaSOa2H2O). These materials are virtually indistinguishable to the
naked eye, but their chemical ancl ftrnctional properties are in fact very different
(Kingery et al. 1988; Maréchal 1982; Nilhamn 2003). A study of EPN V4rite \Øare
from Tell Sabi Abyad suggests that these containers were made from calcium sulphate,

or gypsum (Nilhamn and Koek 2009, pers. comm., February 2009).For the sake of
convenience, we shall henceforth simply use the term plaster.

Interestingly, although the production sequences and functional properties of ceram-

ics and 
'White 'Sl'are were certainly very clifferent, some intriguing similarities can be

pointed out. As both rypes of containers were made of soft, plastic material, measures

were taken to prevent the vessel from sagging during shaping. Pottery clay was of
collrse tempered; in the case of the CMPTV with coarse plant fibres. \Øhite 'Sl'are

containers, on the other hand, sometimes included reused pottery sherds as a coarse
"temper". In both technologies vessels were shaped vertically by adding successive lay-
ers.'Sl'hite'Ware is well known for the impressions of woven tissue, showing that bas-

kets were used as a support. Curiously, very similar impressions have been observed on
some of the ceramic vessels dtrring the EPN. Pottery vessels were sometimes shaped

while standing on a cloth or reed basket, and at least two examples have been observed
of pottery vessels shapec{ øround a woven support.l Containers in both categories were

relatively coarsely finished and were virtually never decorated. Moreover, the rwo tech-
nologies were often used in combination. Pottery vessels were frequently plastered with
gypsum, presumably to reduce the porosity of the vessel wall or to insulate the vessel.2

And finally, we now know that gypsum plaster was sometimes used to repair pottery
vessels when they became clamaged.

The early pottery repairs

Here we shall discuss four examples of CMPTSI' vessels that were repaired with plaster
during the Early Pottery Neolithic. It is important to note that although these are so

far the only ones known, it is quite likely that in the past plaster repairs were more
common. Plaster is extremely fragile and very susceptible to fragmentation. Once
detached from the pottery vessel, a plaster repair is very unlikely to remain intact to the
degree that it may be recognized as such by the archaeologist. The chances of finding
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a complete plaster container or an intact plaster coating on pottery are very small,

unless circumstânces of preserwation significantly increased the chances of survival.

Most of the excavated contexts at Tell Sabi Abyad, as at most other prehistoric sites in
the Near East, represent secondary or tertiary depositions. For reasons as yet poorly
understood, the remains from levels A-3 and A-2 at Neolithic Tell Sabi Abyad have

yielded relatively large numbers of well-preserved ceramic vessels. The proportion of
vessels in the archaeological record carrying a plaster repair is therefore considered to
be an underestimate.

The earliest example is a small goblet recovered from one of the buildings of level A-5
(Figure 3). At some point in the past part of the upper body was broken, leaving a large

gap. Gypsum was pressed into this gap from the exterior. The rough, unfinished exterior

surface of the plaster suggests that a handful of plaster was simply plugged into the gap

without much ftlrther ado. No traces of tools are visible on the exterior, nor have traces

of pressing or smearing of the soft material been observed. On the interior, however, a

support was used for counter pressure. This is clearly shown by the smooth, somewhat

concâve shape of part of the interior of the plaster fill. A low ridge at the lower end of
this smoothened surface sllggests that the support was pushed inwards a few millimetres.
The support may have been a piece of cloth or leather, but the regular, concâve surface

suggests something more solid was used, for instance a re-used pottery sherd. Evidently,
the support was kept in place while the plaster was hardening, which may have taken

more or less ten minutes. It is possible that something was used to fill the ceramic vessel

to press the support against the wall, for instance a piece of wrapped cloth or even sand.

Perhaps more likely, the person responsible for the repair simply sat it ollt, keeping the

vessel in his or her hands until the plaster had hardened sufficiently.
A most interesting repair - as far as we are aware, unique in the prehistory of the

ancient Near East - is represented by alargejar from level A-3, unfortunately found in

^very 
fragmented state (Figure 4). In this case, the porous material was placed in a

circular perforation of about 5 cm in the vessel wall, filling it completely. It remains

unclear how this hole had come about; the jar may have been broken, but it is also

possible that the perforation was made deliberately, for unknown purposes. One way
or another, the repair resulted in a roughly circular plug of about 6 cm in diameter.
A blob of plaster was gently pushed into the hole from the exterior. Counter pressure

was applied from the interior, perhaps simply with the palm of the hand. The plaster
slightly pushed the counter support inside, resulting in the slightly convex shape of the

interior of the plug. It was made sure that the plaster covered the break edge of the

surrounding perforation completely, thus making a strong bond between the plaster
and the ceramic. The exterior surface was very roughly smoothed.

The next specimen is a large jar recovered fi'om one of the level A-2 buildings. It
shows what appears to be a gap in the rim filled with plaster (Figure 5). The vessel

was heavily plastered on the interior, as well as on the exterior lower body. The inte-
rior plaster, with a total thickness of some 12 mm, has several distinct layers. Each

successive layer was applied only after the previous layer had set. This resulted in poor
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Figure 3. PO8-52. A small CMPT\Ø goblet with a flat base ancl a convex wall. Height 10.5 cm;
rim diameter 8 cm. Excavated from a level A-5 room fill dated around 6450 cal. BC.
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Figure 4. P-07-116. The lower part of a large CMPT\Ø jar with a flat base, a slightly concave
lower body and a carinated contour. Heavily fragmented and tentatively reconstructed.

Appliqué decoration on the upper body, consisting of three circular blobs placed in a diagonal
row. Height 75 cm; maximum body diameter 44 cm. Excavated from a level A-3 open area

dated to about 6300 cal. BC.

cohesion between the layers, and now causes them to come apart. k is possible that
the repair \Mas done at the same time the surface coatings were applied. Part of the rim
is missing, in the form of a triangular gap approximately 8 cm long. The plaster was

sculpted in a thick layer over the break, covering part of the exterior as well. In con-
trast to the interior plastering, the repair does not show a layered structure, suggesting
that the plaster was applied only once. The exterior of the repair shows no traces of
finishing; the interior was roughly smoothed. The plaster appears to have been applied
and then left to dry without significant further rreârment.
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Figure 5. P05-82. A large CMPT\W jar with a flat base, concave lower body and carinated

conto¡-rr. A 12 mm plaster coverec{ the interio¡ surface from base to shoulder. Height 53 cm

rim diameter 2l cm. Excavated from a level A-2 room fill dated a¡ound 6200 cal. BC.
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The last example to be cliscussed is a jar that shows nvo ancient cracks in the upper
part of the body, both treated with plaster (Figure 6). The damage would have been

sufficiently serious to reduce the vessel's level of performance significantly. One long,
winding crack branches downward from the rim for about 20 cm. It is possible that
this crack had already formed during the firing stage. The uppermost part of the crack,

where it is the widest, has been filled with plaster, whereas a wide area sllrrouncling the
lower, curving part has been smeared with a thin layer of plaster. A second, vertically
oriented crack on the othe¡ side of the vessel may have resulted from some form of
blunt impact stress: where part of the rim is missing this stress may have exerted its
major impact. The upper part of this crack is covered in an approximately 3 cm wide
band of thin plaster, running down for about 12 cm. As with the previous example, the
vessel interior ancl exterior lower body have been extensively plastered.

Some concluding comments

In selecting CMPT\ø vessels for repair during the Early Pottery Neolithic it appears
that pragmatic, functional considerations prevailed. The plaster repairs on pottery ves-

sels discussed here were closely related to the production of \White '$l'are containers,
which flourished between ca.7000 and 6200 cal. BC. Plaster was widely available, and
consideled to be suitable material for the occasional repair. The basic principle was that
of a fil[ of filling-in conspicuotrs cracks and gaps with a plastic, but waterproof mate-
rial. The vessels would have been fully ftrnctional after the repair.

The restorations were, of course, highly visible. This would have been very difficult
to avoid with the techniques discussed above, but we doubt that the visual appearance

of the ceramic containers after a repair was of any concern during the Early Pottery
Neolithic. After all, the pottery vessels themselves remained plain and coarsely fin-
ished throughout the EPN. The production of both ceramics and \Mhite \Øare con-
tainers is generally held to have been organizsed at the household level (Nieuwenhuyse
in press, Nilhamn 2003). It would seem that the pottery vessels were incidentally
repaired within the individual households, whenever the need arose. No specialist
"restorers" were needed for these repairs.

At Tell Sabi Abyad the large-scale production of \White \Øare and the use of gypsum
plasters came to an end at around 6200 caL BC. As Vhite 'ùØare largely disappeared,
so did plaster repairs. Not a single example has thus far been recovered from the exten-
sively-excavated Pre-Halaf, Transitional ancl Early Halaf levels at the site. The authors
ate not aware of additional examples from later stages of Syrian prehistory. Interest-
ingly, howevet, avery comparable technology for restoring pottery was in vogue much
later in time, during the Late Bronze Age. An Assyrian potter's workshop excavated at
Tell Sabi Abyad, dated to ca. 1200 BC., yielded several examples of damaged vessels

repaired with plaster (Duistermaat 2008).
Of course, people did not stop repairing their vessels after the EPN. However, the

restoration techniques attested in the archaeological recorcl, limited as they are, show a
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Figure 6. P07-88. A CMPT\Ø jar with a slightly concave base, a convex lower body,

a carinated contolu and an oval mouth. The entire interior surface was covered with
several layers of gypsum plaster, with a joint thickness of 4 mm. The exterio¡ lower body

was coverecl with a thin layer of piaster. Height 38 cm; rim cliameter 23 cm. Excavatecl fi'om
alevel A-2 room fìll datecl arouncl 6200 cal. BC. Photo: after restoration.
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marked change. The earlier plaster repairs made way for a restoration technique that
mutãtiî mutøndis remained in use until modern times. People drilled small perforations
along the break edges, and used organic staples and glues such as bitumen to keep the
sherds together (Dooijes and Nieuwenhuyse 2007).This technique is based on the
principle of bonding, of refitting different elements together. Ceramic innovation now
focussed upon Fine \(/are serving vessels made from more compact, mineral-tempered
clay, and pottery repairs were limited to this functional category (Nieuwenhuyse 2007).
The lack of refits in the Early Pottery Neolithic may have had a very practical reason:
the low-fired, fibrous material was less suitable for neat perforations, and less force
could be exe¡ted to keep the individual parts closely together. Consequently, changing
restoration techniques from around 6200 caL BC onwards shor-rld be seen within the
wider context of the innovation in pottery production and consumption.
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Notes

1. These examples, however, remain exceptional. On the whole the solution adopted by the early potters
was to reduce the plasticiqy of the clay with a strong temper of plant fibres.

2. Often the interior surface of large jars was plastered completely, while on the exterior the plaster was
limited to the part below the point of maximum vessel diameter.
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AN ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF THREE BETAMMARIBÉ POTTERY
WORKSHOPS IN NORTH'WESTERN BENIN

Lucas P. Petit

Abstract

Tltis ethnographic study øims to discuss the tradition of pottery maleing in nortl¡western
Benin, West Afica. Tl¡ree recent indiuidual pottery worÞshops of the Batammarilté tribe
were studied. It is conclu¿/ed in this ørticle tbøt for tltese utorkshops the stimuli of innouø-
tion and cltønge should be sought outsi¿le the particular potter's worÞing spøce.

Introduction

An ethnographic stucly was carried our in Jantrary 2001, for 3 days, as parr of the
archaeological exploration of north-western Benin by the Universiry of Frankfurt am
Main and the University of Contonou (Petit 2001, 2005; Petit et al. 1999).1 The
archaeological material collected from the surface and within stratigraphic excavations
during three ea"rlier' field seasons hacl revealed only a limited number of production
techniques, shapes and decoration types, irrespective of chronology. This uniformiry
was reason for discttssions among the team members2 about conservatism, tradition
and scientific omissions. tùØhat coulcl have been the reason underlying this absence of
cultural diversity? \X/hile we wantecl to srarr from the 'known', we decided ro carry our
a brief ethnographic study of three traditional potters belonging to the Betammaribé.3
Vith this set of data in our backpack, we ultimately wanted to proceed to the 'unknown':
extracting innovating behaviour (ancl the lack of it) from archaeological material.a

Numerotts variables are involvecl in the process of innovation that finally lead to a
different product, a different technique or a different decoration (van der Leeuw et al.

1991: 146-\47). Decision-making during production and finishing srages among rhe
potters seems important for the final product. But these processes are influenced by
many other mechanisms, outsicle the potter's range of influence. This brief ethno-
graphic stttdy tries to get insight into these stimuli: what dimensions influence the final
olltcome of pottery procluction? Is the potter playing a main roll in the process of
change (cf. Ogtrndele 1997: 1 19) or are other, external mechanisms decicling how the
product shotrld be created?

In the following pages, I summarise the information collected cluring our research
and will encl with some consideration and thoughts about conselvarism and tradition.

Leiden Journal ofPottery Studies 24, 2008: 171-180
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This study was not designecl as a complete accollnt, nor as a guicleline for ethnogra-

phers or archaeologists. In addition to the research objective, it saves some valuable

information about \flest African pottery production that is unfortunately disappearing

with incredible speed (cf. Rye 1981.: 14; Sargent and Friedel 1986).

Environmental and demographic setting

The ethnographic fieldwork was carried out among potters of the Atakora clepartment

in northwestern Benin (Figure 1). This area is characterised by a NE-S\Ø running
mounrain ridge, the Atakora Mountains, with altitudes between 400 and 600 m. North
and south of this ridge the area is relatively flat, except for some sporadic incisecl water

gullies and streams. Today several ethnic groups with their own languages are living in
this semi-arid area. One of these groups is called Betammaribé, known for their great

mud castles: the Tate Sombø (e.g. Blier 1987; Maurice 1986; Mercier 1948, 1968).

They earn their livelihood mainly from agricultural production and livestock rearing.

Organisation and status

Among the Betammaribé, women practise pottery making. They are specialists, how-
ever tlìeir mocle of production corresponcls to what is definecl by Peacock (1982: 6-II)
as a parr-rime inclividual workshop. Pottery is prodtrced all year, but slows down dur-
ing the rainy seasons. There are abundant clay resources in the area and the potters are

spread regularly through the region. The pottery of the Betammaribé is clifferent in
decoration and appearance from neighbouring ethnic groups, such as the \lama or
Natemba (Dakpangou 2001; Petit 2005). The exact symbolic meaning and social sta-

tus of this craftsmanship needs more investigation. Probably, due to our unsystematic

questioning methods and limited research time, we recorded different ancl conflicting
answers anci explanations. Similar to neighbouring areas, however, a relationship with
metal producers was noted (cf. Stößel 1986:244).

Case study 1: Dikouetikouni (Figure 2)

The village Dikouetikouni is located a little south of Perma along the road to Djougou.
Houses are spread over a large region, allowing the inhabitants to have their agricul-

tural field in close proximity. Potter N'Tchet M'Po, originates from a small village near

Boukombé ancl arrived at Dikouetikouni by marriage. Her mother taught her the pot-
tery making techniques, and N'Tchet M'Po likewise used to pass this craft to her chil-
dren. During the last couple of years, however, her children prefer school over pottery
production. In addition to being a part-time potter, she works as hottsekeeper and
farmer,

The first stage in the pottery production is the procurement of raw material. The
yellow-brownish color¡red clay comes from the banks of the river Koutié-'Ichatidoh,
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Figure 1. Research area and living locations ofthe three potters.

some 500 m away from the compound. She digs large clumps of yellow-brownish col-
oured clay and brings it to her house. After drying, the clay is crushed and soakecl in
water for one day. She prepares the materials a few days before a group of pots has to
be prodtrcecl. During this time the clay is stored in a large conrainer in the courtyard.
The only temPer material she adds to the clay, is Foui de Fonio staIk, a plant that is
cultivated on the farmlands around the house.
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Figure 2. Compound of the potter in Dikouetikouni.

The first step in the production process is the formation of a base. A clay disc is

moulded o,r., ih. rounded base of an older, partly clamagecl pot. In order to avoid

sticking, ashes are put on the mould, the clay and the hands. After it is dry enough to

.t"y i.r1h. right shape, the clay was removecl from the mould. To increase the size ancl

height, coils are added. If the vessel has the correct shape, the rim is cut off horizontally

"nJ 
sometimes smoorhecl by a leaf of a Muþonrimu tÍee. The thick vein of the leaf

causes a gfoorre at the rim's lip. The Potter cotlld not explain, why this groove was

made oth.r than to say rhar she had learned this technique from her mother. After a

short period of drying, surface moclifications and other finishing techniques were car-

ried out. The kind of decoration applied depends on the vessel function. Since her

cusromers order the vessels in aclvance, she is able to clecorate them accordingly' Beside

different roulette rypes, incisions and combing for the exterior, she also Llses the seeds

of the Néré tree. Mixed with water, the paste is smearecl over the inner side of open

vessels. According ro her, this causes a dark colour after firing. l,l'Tchet M'Po was not

able to answer the question why the interior has to be black. This prâctice might to be

associated with iron smelting. There exists a metamorphic association between both

activities: the polltrting transformation of earth by fire (Haaland et aL.2004: 82; Hahn

I99Ia,1991b: 47).This association is often manifested in symbolic similarities.
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After additional smoothing and two till three days of clrying the pots were fired in
a shallow pit with a diameter of approxim ately 2 m. The fuel ánd ,r.rr.lr, botom np,
were placed in alternating layers. Different fuel materials were used, such as Foui de
Fonio, hvsl< and small nvigs. According to the potters, larger wood is never rrsecl,
becattse the extreme heat would cause the porrery to break. FÃm the momenr the pile
was set on fire in the evening, the potter is not allowed to speak to anybody,.rntilìhe
vessels were ready, normally in the early morning.

Case Study 2: Koutaagou (Figure 3)

The village Koutaago is situated not far from Boukombé, in rhe easrern part of the
research area. Pottery procluction was and still is an important income for th. inhabit-
ants. However, cheap metal and plastic containers are abundanr on rhe local market,
making ceramic vessels expendable. For this reâson the villagers were planning ro creare
a workshop with a special focus on totrrists. They tried à b..o-å indepãndent by
a combination of mass production and a good marketing plan, but *. då not kno*
if they were successful. One of the porrers of Koutaagou, r"-.d. N'Tcha N'Tchei
Deþbìne, was interviewed and observed during several procluction srages.

Farm land

vessels

Appr. 20m to lafa Soøbå

+
>>

Figure 3. Compouncl of the potter in Koutaagou.
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T'he clay originates from either the river Kor-rnadorgou or Koutaagou. After drying

and cr.rshing, th. mat.rial was soaked in water for one day. Similar to the first case-

study only Foui de Foni¿ stalk was used as non-plastic additive. The potter clid not know

of any otir.r -"r.rials with the same characteristics that coulcl be added to the clay.

Th. pott.r uses two forming processes. The first method starts with a lump of clay

that is fo.-.d into a container by pitching a hollow in the centre (Rye 1981: 70)' The

sides are made regular using the thr-rmb and finger with some water. To Prevent stick-

ing, ashes "r. ,.gul"rly prr, ot-t the hands and tools during all production stages. The

,.ão.d techniquã resembles that observecl in Dikouetikouni: a clay disc with a diameter

of 30 cm is placed on rhe top of an old pot (bottom up). By carefully beating with a

pesrle, the clay is packed regularly over the mould. If a stand-base is needed, she fixes a

.oil to this disc. Æter a short drying period, the base is removed from the old pot serv-

ing as the mould. The interior is scraped to create an even and regular wall thickness.

TÀ. r.rt of the pot is formed by adding coils around the circumference and by smearing

the joins b.t*.ån them. The rim is formed by hand or with use of a leaf of the Muþon-

,i*L t r.. The leather-dry vessel is decorated with rouletting, combing or smoothing'

The ûring is carried olrr ar a small open place relatively far from the living units.

Different fiÃg materials are used for regtrlating the temperature. Above alayer of cow

faeces, Foui di Foni¿ is laid. The unfired pots are then placed up side down on top of
this consrruction, followed bysmall pieces of woocl and again a layer of Foui de Fonio'

The pott<ir told us that this plant is used to create â black colour on the interior as well

as ro exrend the length of firing. The fire is lit in the afternoon and lasts until the early

morning. No ceremony or special symbolic tradition exists during the firing Process.

Case Study 3: Tchirimina (Figure 4)

The third potter, we interviewed and obserwed, N'Ko M'Po, lives in Tchirimina not

very far from the regional capital Natitingou. She originates from the village of
Kout."go, where she was taught the craft by her mother. The potter was râther pessi-

mistic ibo.rt th. future of portely making, although one of her daughters knew all

production techniques.

The clay derives from a small river called Futuryere, running not very far from the

house. Clay preparation is the same as in the other two villages. l)uring our visit, we

saw a small child kneading together clay, water and Foui de Fonio'

N'Ko M'Po Lrses rlvo different starting operations: moulding and pinching. The

mould is an old pot, turned up side down in front of the potter' By using a potsherd

as â pestle, sh. forms a clay disc arouncl the rounded base. A flat stancl base is created

by 
"à.ll"g 

a coil and smoorhed with a leaf of the Tryrapaati .ree. After a short drying

plriod, tÀe rest of the vessel is built with coils. The second method differs only at the

initial producrion srage. The lower bocly is shaped from a clay ball. A hollow is pinched

with tÀe thumb, aftei' which the clay is pushed out and upwards. If a larger vessel is

needed, clay coils are added to the body. Sometimes, scraping is carried out to achieve
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Figr-rre 4. Compound of the potter in Tchirimina

an eqrral wall thickness. Most vessels are smoothed ancl their lips grooved with a leaf of
the iuyøpaøti tree. In addirion ro smoothing, the pots are decorated extensively. Each

pot typ.-h"r its own decoration: strip roulette for cooking pots and comb-impression

io, *"i., containers. The period of time the pots need to dry, depends on the weathef

ancl size of the vessels. Afier some hours of drying the vessels are polished, first with

srraw, rhen with a small stone and at the end again with straw. A paste from fruits of
Néré is applied at the interior, to create a black finish as a resttlt of the firing

Th. fiìi"g place is ser up on a flat surface, and starts with a layer of grass. Any kincl

of grass .o.rld-b. 
'.r..d, "nd 

regularly also cow faeces. The unfired vessels are placed up_

,idã do*n on rop of this pile and coverecl with small pieces of wood and a layer of
grass. -A/'.,(o M'Po mentioned that the final colour of the interior carries a symbolic

ir""r.ir-rg. \Øhereas a black interior is simply the result of smoke, a red colour indicates

.ont"-i"n"tion by iron prodr-rction. This happens, for example' when someolle in the

family is producing iron at the same time. The colour of the exterior seems not impor-

tat-ft. N'Ko M'Po can produce four pots a day ancl the whole cycle last around six ancl

a half days. Sometimes she goes to the market to sell pots, but people regularly order

ceramic vessels at her home.
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Conservatism and tradition

An important aim of this ethnographic study was to investigate, the sociology ancl
behaviour of traditional pottery making, in addition to the production, finishing and
firing processes involved. In the \Øest African lron Age similar production t..hn*iq.r.,
were used over a relative large area.5 Archaeologisrs, for whom pomery is the most
common find and one of the best sollrces of information, are hamperecl enormously
by this consetvatism. I have been taught that pottery is a result of a cr"ftsmanship,
reflecting potter's behaviour. The pottery production techniques should be 

"nalysedto reconstrllct the Potter's society. Excavations in the research area reveal, however,
that the production techniques of the ceramic assemblage of a 5th cenrury A.D. village
resembled the one of another village some 700 years later (Petit 2005). Does this
mean that the societies of the two settlements were alike? This is certainly not always
the case, but such a long-lasting tradition reflects uniformity ancl conserwatirm. in
addition to this past uniformity, our brief ethnographic study has shown a similar
resistance to change at the three potters in northwestern Benin. Ancl even more
intriguing is that the pottery production techniqr-res identified during our brief ethno-
graphic study, resemble those of the Iron Age. 'was rhere never a *irh to change the
cl¡øînes opératoires? rVhy does a potter procluce a certain vessel the way she does, and
why not differently? The potters in the Atakora department answered: "while my
mother has- taught me so", sometimes added with the phrase "rhe cusromer wants rhe
vessel to bé llke this". Needless ro say that the idea of an almost 1500 years old pot-
tery tradition in northwestern Benin neecls more investigation and can .ro, ,ol.ly
based upon this ethnographic stucly.

Are potters really artisans (Arnold 1985)? Modern porrers see rheir activiries as the
useful product of hard work: a labour of responsibility rather than an expressive art
(Dietler and Herbich l9B9:148). Yet at the same rime, many porrers do dei-ive a sense
of aesthetic satisfaction from their craftsmanship. Among rhe Berammaribé in Benin
âesthetic satisfaction of the potter seems to clerive from the uniformiry of the vessels,
which does not directly stimulate changes. This ethnographic stucly demonsrrares rhar
the potter followed ftxed chaînes o?¿ftztoiret, obviously free from any inclependent con-
straints. Behaviour and choices of the Betammaribé potter were directed by others,
without any alternatives available.

Changes are hardly visible in the 1500 years of portery production in norrhwestern
Benin, even though all parts of the procltrction process are susceprible to alteration and
the potters possess considerable freedom of action. This is, ar leasr for 2lst centnry
scholars, rather difficult to understand. Nevertheless, it explains the conserwative a¡d.
uniform pottery traditions in \Øestern Africa cluring ar leasr the last two millennia.
Potters do pursue change if and when they feel they must do so (Papousek 1989: 141).
But when there is no reason to innovate, the ceramic assemblage with all its character-
istics will be copiecl frorn generation to generarion.
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Notes

1. Financed by the German Research Council.

2. The work of all team members is appreciated during ancl after the fielclwork oF200012001.

3. The interviews and procluction srages were photographed ancl filmed by the author.

4. The hisrorical significance of the outcome was unfortunately relatively meagre (Petit 2005).

5. Note that this paper discusses technique ancl not style.The latter cliffers signifìcantly from area to area

(e.g. Thompson 2007).
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A NE\(/ ETHNOARCHAEOLOGICAL DOCUMENTATION PROJECT AT
THE FUSTAT POTTERY 

-SøORKSHOPS, EGYPT

Kim Duistermaat and Niels C.F. Groot

Absffact

Tbis brief ørticle introduces ø neu) etltnoarchaeological project concerning potters of the

Fustøt area in Cairo. Currentþ the potters are being euicted fom their worþsl¡ops, which

will be replaced b7 new, gouernment-buib workshops. This process will hød to the disap-

?eltrrtnce of ø trøditional potters quørter. An ethnoarchøeologicøl project by the Netherlønds:

Flemisb Institute in Cøiro (NVIC) and Leiden Uniuersity aims to document the alreødy

partþ demolished quarter and study the potters before they relocate.

Introduction

The modern traditional pottery workshops in Fustat (Cairo, Egypr) are one by one

being demolished. In an attempt to modernize the industrial and touristic area of Fustat

and to provide cleaner, Iess polluting and more sanitary working circumstances for the

potters, the påtters are involved in a programme of renewal and development. \fhether
or not these changes will eventually improve conditions for the potters, they will inevi-
tably change the way the potters are working. Now that the potters are facing major
changes in the near future, it seems appropriate to document their craft. This offers the

opportunity to study the changes that have occurred since the last documentation of
their work (see below), and the reasons behind these changes. Also, a new documenta-
tion provides a backgrouncl against which the future workshops can be studied.

The N\IIC and Leiden University are currently carrying out an ethnoarchaeological

documentation project, fr-rnded by the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in
Egypt. This article provides an olltline of the project, ancl is also a call for contribu-
tions. Ceramic or other specialists in possession of structured but unpublished infor-
mation on the Fustat workshops over the ages, whether they are fielcl notes, photo-
graphs, video's, historical data, technical notes or maps, are invited to contribute to the
final publication.

L e i den Journa I of Po ttery S tudies 2 4, 2 0 0B : I B I - I B 6
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The pottery workshops of Fustat

The last extensive ethnoarcheological documentation of the Fustat potters, and one of
the few studies of contemporary traditional potters in Egypt, was carried out in rhe
early 1970s (Golvin et al. 1982). The potters were then located around the Mosque of
Amr ibn al-'As, situated north of the present quarter. The current potters quarter was
constructed as a result of eviction from the area around the mosque, when the Supreme
Council of Antiquities evacuated most of the archaeological area of the medieval city
of Fustat. The workshops âre now located in an area called 'Batn el-Baqara' and 'Al
Fawakhir al-Gedida', between the archaeological site and the clifß of the stone-quarry
to the south. They share the area with gypsum factories, many of which also produce
ceiling ornaments and fantastical garden decorations. In 1998 van der Kooij and Ven-
drich (2002) briefly described the potters at Batn el-Baqara.

Our visits to the area started in March 2008 and concentrated on the area around the
small mosque, including a ¡ooftile workshop and several pottery workshops (Figures 1

and2). \ù7hen compared with the situation in 1998, much had changed. The potters

.i,i,

Figure I . Overview of the pottery workshops in Batn el-Baqara, Fustat, looking rowards
the west. The workshop at the right is the ¡oofrile workshop. In the background,

the remains of a large kiln can be seen.
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had abandoned the production of plain flowerpots, although old and unused stacks of
these pots were still observed along a dilapidated large kiln west of the quârter. The pot-
ters, excluding the rooftile workshop, are currently producing a large variety of garden

pots, garden decorations, lamps and decorative pots for use inside. A variety of shaping

and decorating techniques is used, including the fast wheel, various moulds, hand-shap-

ing, incised, applied, cut-out decoration, and painting with water-based or synthetic

paints. Some workshop owners have workshops elsewhere to produce glazed Pottery.
The pottery is made of clays from Aswan mixed with local Nile clays.

The wares are fired in updraft kilns stoked on scrap wood or diesel oil. The huge

double or triple kilns described by Golvin et al. (1982: 4l-77) are no longer in use.

The ruins of one dilapidated large kiln are still visible. It was in use when van der Kooij
andVendrich (2002: Figs. 13: 1,2,3) visited the area in 1998. Part of the produce is

sold directly to people who pass by on the street in front of the workshops, but most
of it is sold to wholesalers and shops in Egypt and abroad.

Mr. Ali Darwish Ali, owner of one of the workshops and chairman of the Fustat

Association for Pottery Production, told us that originally there'vvere more than 60

Figtre 2. Overview of the rooß of the pottery workshops in Batn el-Baqara, Fustat,

looking towards the south-west. The small mosque where the Fustat Pottery Association holds

office can be seen in front of the new workshop buildings by the government.
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pottery workshops in this area. Now, some ten to tÌventy workshops remain. In addi-
tion, isolated workshops can be found aror-rnd the general areas of Fustat and Old
Cairo, to the east and south of the archaeological site. These workshops are not threa-

thened by the new developments.
In our contacts with the potters, we were struck by their extreme hospitality and

willingness to show us all the details of their craft. \7e are allowed to film and inter-
view all workshop staff freely and everyone volunteered to explain or show us what
they meant, whether in reaction to specific questions or spontaneously. Apart from the

apparent enthusiasm for their craft, the potters also show a remarkable insight in mod-
ern politics, economics, markets, 'eco-tourism' and the increasing popularity of 'craft

products' among foreigners and upper class Egyptians.

Future changes

The thick black smoke emerging from the kilns was the main reason for the Egyptian

government to take action against the workshops in an attempt to fight pollution in the

ciry of Cairo. In 1999, a ministerial decree called for closure or relocation of the workshops.

In 2000, forced evictions had started to take place. Implementation of the decree would
have ultimately led to the clestruction of the craft, and to increasecl unemployment.

. .Th: potters' community, with the help of a local NGO (CEOSS), then took the

initiative to propose a plan to save the workshops and guarantee continuity of the craft
and employment in the same area. The plan includes the building of modernised work-
shops and housing, and the introduction of gas-fired kilns to reduce pollution. The
government, after approving the plan, allocated 3.5 feddøn (ca. 1.5 ha) to develop new

workshops in the same area where the present workshops are located. The project is

funded through â grant from the government of ltaly. One by one the old workshops
are now being torn down, while new workshops are built. Some potters have temporar-
ily moved their activities to other areas around Ftrstat awaiting the new facilities. Oth-
ers have abandoned the craft.

The new workshops are designed by Egyptian architects and are built of concrete

with flat or domed rooß. None of the new workshops is in use yet, although most of
the old workshops have been torn down. The new buildings are not yet connected to
facilities such as sewage, water and electriciry. Moreover, the potters regret the fact that
they were not actively involved in the design process. As the main design flaws they
point out the lack oflarge open spaces both indoors and outdoors, and the lack oflarge
flat roofs for storage purposes.

tVhen we visited Batn el-Baqara for the first time in March 2008, the demolition of
old workshops was nearing the final stage. Once the potters would relocate into the

new workshops, the craft would unavoidably change, whether with respect to the use

of space, the use of gas kilns and electrical equipment, or the production organisation.
It was clear that we had to move quickly if we wanted to document the current pro-
duction in the Fustat potteries.
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The NVIC - Leiden University Fustat Potters Project

Due to the severe limitations in time, both caused by the monthly demolitions of work-
shops in Fustat and by the tight schedules of the project team, the project is necessarily

of a limited nature. The project consists of the following elements:

- a study of the techniques of pottery production

- a study of the building history of the complex

- a study of the use ofspace

- a study of the organisation of production

- a historical perspective on pottery production in Fustat

- an archaeological perspective on pottery production in Fustat

In these studies, archaeological questions provide the framework and direction. At the
time of writing, specialists from Leiden University Faculry of Archaeology (.4. van As

and L. Jacobs) and Delft University of Technology (N.C.F. Groot), together with
three MA students of Archaeology from Leiden University, have spent three weeks of

a-

.\J

Figure 3. Potters at work in Batn el-Baqaras, Fustat.
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fieldwork in Fustat. Together with a student of Visrral Anthropology involved with
video documentation, they provided a detailed str"rdy of techniques ancl use of space in
eiglrt workshops arouncl the mosque (Figures 2 and 3). Egyptian architects, under the
direction of D. Bakhoum, providecl accurate architectural drawings of the workshops
and facilities in the area, including detailed drawings of two trpdraft kilns. M. Kaçaçnik
took care of the professional photographic documentation. Currently, K. Duistermaat
is working on a sttrdy of the organisation of production in the eight workshops docr-r-

mented by the technical team. This study will be based on interviews with the work-
shop owners and personnel. Fr¡rthermore, E. Jacobs and P. Sheehan will contribute
with a study of the historical data on pottery procluction in Fustat and an overview of
the information on pottery workshops and kilns brought to light dtrring archaeological
excavations in the larger area of Fustat.

Together with additional information on the current situation drawn from the vari-
ous parties involved in the clevelopment project, we aim to procluce a coherent picture
of the different aspects of current pottery production in Fustat. The final publication
will inclucle maps and drawings, photographs ancl vicleos.
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